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ABSTRACT 
WHAT IS IT LIKE TO WRITE IN COLLEGE: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
STUDY USING IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS 
SEPTEMBER 1993 
MICHAEL E. MORGAN, B.A., PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
M.A., OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Dr. Judith Solsken 
This dissertation describes in-depth, using 
participant's words, experiences of undergraduate college 
writers. The study was undertaken in an attempt to 
understand from a student perspective what it is like to 
write in one’s major course of study and throughout the 
university curriculum. 
There were seven students, representing different 
academic majors at a large university. Each were 
interviewed in a series of three open-ended interviews 
totaling four and one-half hours. Key questions followed 
Seidman's (1987) protocol for phenomenological in-depth 
interviewing: What was writing like for you before college? 
What is writing like for you now? And, What does your 
writing mean to you? Interviews were recorded and 
transcribed verbatim. Three participant's transcripts were 
edited into profiles of the individual writers while other 
interviews were used to illumine themes common to all the 
participants. 
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Insights from this study suggest students are 
“practitioners” and possess a certain “practitioner- 
expertise” in being student writers. This practitioner 
knowledge reveals student experiences are more complex than 
indicated by previous research. Among these complexities 
are students' interactions with their instructors, and their 
own procrastination, which produce tension about writing. 
Forms of this tension are explored in the histories and 
current experiences of different students. 
These experiences indicated that when student writing 
is perceived as a "task” which must be completed simply to 
comply with a course requirement, there is a tendency to 
approach writing in a formulaic way, with little attention 
paid to the writing processes. On the other hand, the 
participants expressed that writing is a positive experience 
at times when they are consciously aware it has contributed 
to their learning in a subject-area or when it has aided 
them in their personal growth. 
The study indicates writing in college is often shaped 
by the bureaucratic enterprise of grading and sorting 
students. Recommendations include making teacher-student 
interactions consultative and personable, teachers and 
administrators stronger advocates for smaller class size, 
and giving students choices of instructional approaches to 
writing so individual needs as writers are being met in 
composition courses and across the curriculum. 
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This study describes in the words of its participants, 
the experiences of undergraduate college writers. The data 
was gathered through in-depth, phenomenological interviewing 
to insure that the voices of students would shape its 
findings. While it has become trendy for educators to talk 
about "empowering” students, this dissertation seeks through 
its research methodology and data presentation to shape a 
definition of empowerment, as it regards college writers. 
It is my hope that the words of the participants will help 
teachers of college writing begin to understand what it is 
like, "on the other side of the desk," as Linda Miller 
Cleary (1991) so aptly states. 
The necessity to seek the meaning of empowerment has 
evolved for me out of almost a decade of teaching writing to 
college students in the United States and in Africa, and 
from over two decades of writing in school and in college. 
Despite positive teaching evaluations from students and 
peers, and despite the many successful pages I have written 
to fulfill course requirements in my own schooling, I have 
felt personally distanced from the writing I do and I have 
become convinced that I know too little about what my 
students want and need from their writing and literacy. As 
one of the participants in this study remarks: 
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Even if you've got a really great professor that 
has great assignments and is really into your 
writing and just really is into hearing what you 
have to say and doesn't want it to be dry, wants 
a lot of self-expression; you're a 22 year old 
person who has had conformity stressed all your 
life. It's pretty hard to tap that, that real 
natural, imaginative person in here (she points to 
her head). 
Background of the Study 
Our knowledge about writing and the teaching of writing 
has changed rather dramatically in the past 20 years. 
Seminal work has guided us, notably Janet Emig's (1971) 
benchmark study of the composing processes of 12th graders, 
Peter Elbow's (1971) introduction to freewriting, and Linda 
Flower and John Hayes' (1980) discussion of the cognitive 
dimension of the writing processes. These scholars helped 
to change the way we look at—and teach—writing in school. 
Essentially, writing instruction has for many teachers 
and students become simply "writing process"—a movement of 
change in instruction which is attributable in great part to 
the scholars mentioned above. To cite just one example of 
this change, many undergraduates now take their freshman 
writing course in word processing labs rather than in 
traditional classrooms, "get credit" for multiple drafts of 
papers rather than just for the final copy, and share their 
writing with peers in small groups rather than with just the 
teacher. 
Change is for the better; at least it certainly seems 
that way. Yet one wonders how students view writing and 
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literacy based upon their experiences in school and college, 
and based upon what they see as important in the world they 
live in. Despite changes in the teaching of writing, we 
know little of what it is like for students to write in 
college. In fact, we have little knowledge to support the 
idea that the recent emphasis on teaching writing as a 
process has helped students write in classes outside of 
English or in the real world. Furthermore, since there are 
no studies available to see how students used to view their 
experiences, we have little to compare students' current 
experiences to. While one can assume that for most 
students, experiences are different than they were for 
students a generation ago, we don't know if students' 
experiences—then and now—were valuable in their occupation 
and personal life. 
I include myself as one of the college instructors who 
teaches "writing process." I also acknowledge that many of 
my colleagues do not. This study is by no means meant to be 
a comparison of what we could call "traditional" versus 
"new" approaches to teaching writing. It is the assumption 
of this dissertation that, as Dewey (1938) long ago said, 
the experience is what really matters. In writing 
instruction, as in many of our educational practices, we 
have tried to make the experience better for students 
without knowing what the old one was really like. This 
study hopes to illumine experiences so that the models we 
wish to employ might be better informed by those who use 
them. 
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Statement of the Problem 
By the time students have completed college, they have 
been writing school assignments for at least 16 years. By 
virtue of their experiences, their histories of literacy are 
rich with detail about what writing is like and what it 
means to them. To think of just one student undertaking her 
school writing tasks over the course of a lifetime is to 
realize that students are an untapped source of knowledge 
about writing and that their knowledge is a potentially rich 
area of investigation for composition researchers. 
When a student attends college, we know that she is 
writing—in some cases, she is writing a lot. But we have 
little knowledge about what she has actually experienced— 
what kinds of writing she has done, for what reasons, and to 
what benefit. Instead, educators often call for more 
assessment of written products before, during and after 
students' undergraduate education. So, despite a historical 
shift in emphasis to what is commonly called "writing 
process," little emphasis has been placed on the "writing 
experience." I believe the questions related to student 
experiences are important ones that, for the most part, have 
not really been asked in previous research. The present, 
exploratory study seeks to provide some useful answers. 
In the first place, we need to know what 
experiences—prior to college—have contributed to a 
student's knowledge about written literacy. Many of our 
college writing courses are constructed based upon 
assumptions of what students need. We need to know the 
types of experiences students want to continue from 
secondary school (and even primary school), and which ones 
they have found not useful. We need to know the range of 
students' past experiences in order to help in judging what 
has helped or hindered them. 
Secondly, we need to understand how students experience 
their role as college writer. Our students write virtually 
every day of their student life—from classroom notes to in- 
depth research papers. We need to understand, as perceived 
by students, what these experiences are like and what can be 
done to make them more meaningful. 
Finally, we need to know what writing means to 
students. What value do they place on literacy? What has 
their college writing experience done to influence how they 
view literacy? Many students leave college believing either 
that they can't write, don't like to write, or that they 
like writing and are good at it. We need to understand what 
all of that means to students. 
We college teachers talk a lot (and argue) these days 
about empowering our students, but do we listen to them? In 
fact, have we really ever asked them what they want and need 
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in writing instruction? Have we asked what kind of writing 
helps them learn? This study is an invitation to listen. 
It is an invitation to hear what students think of the 
standards we set for them—standards that we think are 
important. It is an invitation to listen to students talk 
about what kind of instruction they value, and what kinds of 
interactions with professors they value. It is an 
invitation to hear if the participants in this study feel as 
though they have learned to write and if writing really 
matters in the world in which they expect to live. 
Purpose of the Study 
The major purpose of this study is to present, through 
the words of the participants, a view of college students as 
consultants to our growth as a community in the study of 
writing and literacy and beyond. Too much of our research 
and theory has neglected meaningful dialogue with the 
learners whom we serve. An additional purpose is to suggest 
how the experiences, attitudes and beliefs of college 
writers may help in shaping future practices in teaching 
writing and in planning college writing programs. 
Specifically, the study explores the life histories of 
the participants, focusing on what writing and literacy 
experiences have been like in school and, to some extent, at 
home. Seven college writers, each from a different academic 
department, have participated, and have been asked what 
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writing is like for them, currently, as a college student, 
and in the past. 
For the study, three women and four men were 
interviewed. All were between the ages of 19 and 25. The 
youngest was a second semester sophomore; the others were 
juniors and seniors. Four had been literacy tutors and 
three were enrolled during the interviews in their required 
"junior writing" program. All had writing as a focal point 
in their academic life. The methodology and design of this 
study will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3. 
What this study will show is that each student brings 
to college a different background of public school writing 
instruction, a different set of tacit understandings of his 
or her own writing processes, and a different experience of 
writing in college. At one leyel, it is almost impossible— 
given the variables to which I just alluded—to generalize 
about writing processes because of the diversity of student 
experiences which have influenced the way they have learned 
to write. But I do believe that the data produced from in- 
depth interviews can point us in new directions so as to 
inform the way we design and facilitate writing courses and 
writing programs. 
We writing teachers tend to presume that we know what 
college students need to know about writing. Yet, we do not 
even know the types of information which might allow us to 
reach students and focus on their instructional needs—based 
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upon historical precedent. What is it like to write in 
college does, in some ways, seem like a simple question, but 
I don't think we have ever directly asked it before. 
Furthermore, I don't think we have trusted enough to ask 
what students would like for it to be like. This study aims 
to provide a forum. 
Significance of the Study 
As many educational philosophers suggest, "true” 
learning often occurs as a result of the reconstruction of 
experience (Dewey, 1936, Bruner, 1962). Although there are 
other methods available, in-depth interviewing is an 
extremely effective means of facilitating the reconstruction 
of personal experience (Seidman, 1991). While writing has 
been studied in many ways, especially in recent years, the 
ERIC data base indicates no studies of the college writer 
using a phenomenological, in-depth interviewing methodology. 
I believe the outcome will be significant; the voices of 
student writers are not heard loudly enough in research. I 
believe that the phenomenological approach will contribute 
to our knowledge about the experience and meaning of 
writing in college, in ways that have not to this point been 
revealed through ethnographies and in other naturalistic or 
experimental research. In-depth interviewing and its 
resulting data empower the voices of the writers and unlock 
a knowledge about writing that has been given little 
attention in contemporary research. Asking students to talk 
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in-depth about what writing is like, and about what writing 
means to them, is the substance of phenomenology, but it 
also represents a student-centered perspective, rather than 
a researcher-centered perspective. 
This perspective lends understanding of the 
complexities of the college writer that is an unknown to 
date. Morgan (1991) has shown that college writers reveal 
insights about the complexities of their own writing 
processes (histories) in such in-depth interviews. Cleary 
(1991) has shown similar results using in-depth interviewing 
with secondary school students. These insights reveal areas 
which can influence our future teaching strategies, as well 
as areas for future research. 
Writing in college is a complex act, one in which 
students must negotiate the worlds of academic discourse 
much as they would negotiate a series of new jobs. Once 
they get the hang of the job, however, it's over and time to 
move on to another job. This is especially true of the 
general education curriculum—where courses are chosen and 
subjects strung together with little thought by professor or 
student as to the continuity of the writing tasks from one 
subject and discipline to the next. 
What this research does, if only in a slight way to 
this point, is prove that students do have a vision of what 
writing is, what writing means to them and how writing 
functions for them in the world of college. While 
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professors may not like to hear this, it is probably true to 
say that students often really know best what kind of 
writing may benefit them in any given subject area. What 
students do not possess is a way to process all the 
knowledge they have about writing. That's the direction we 
must go, as I will say in the next chapter, if we are to 
really advance writing and learning in college. We must 
find a way to utilize the knowledge students have about 
writing in college, so that they are utilizing the skills 
they have at the times that they will be most beneficial and 
so that we can assess more accurately the kinds of skills a 
student might need to perform better. 
This study aims to show the diversity of experiences 
which inform, and ultimately could assist, students in self- 
selecting themselves into writing courses which match their 
needs. I believe we are at a place in the development of 
the teaching of writing in college whereby the very nature 
of the kinds of courses we teach can evolve into classes 
more purposefully taught with students' needs in mind. More 
importantly, students might be able to self-select 
themselves into courses which they see as beneficial to 
their likes and needs in writing. 
But beyond that, do we really know what the writing 
issues are for students? Do we know how we could better 
inspire them to write and revise? Do we know what conflicts 
we raise when we assign things in a certain way or when we 
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respond to a certain student's piece in a certain way? Do 
we know what writing is like for people in school and 
college? 
Limitations of the Study 
This study is based upon assumptions about student 
writers. The first is that students have a role to play in 
reforming university curriculum. The second is that, 
despite the obvious lack of sophistication in delivering 
their ideas orally, the voices of students must be heard in 
their authentic form. 
This study presumes that students need to be heard and 
that there are changes in the teaching of writing, on a 
purely humanistic level, that researchers have failed to 
address—changes which only a meaningful dialogue with 
students can accommodate. This study presumes, perhaps more 
than some would like, that students know "what's best for 
them." This study presumes an "expert-practitioner" 
knowledge that students have, and which authoritarian 
figures in college do not. 
In listening to students at the level I suggest, I am 
afraid that the authentic voices of the participants of this 
study may sound to some readers rather pedestrian, compared 
with the academic prose we are accustomed to hearing from 
scholars. Student vernacular, "is like, interspersed with a 
lot of slang, you know?". I have tried to edit interviews 
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thoughtfully, but in attempting to keep voices as natural as 
possible, some readers may be put off. 
Other factors limit the findings of this study. First, 
the participants represent only one university in one 
setting. Secondly, the sample selected includes only one 
person of color. And finally, researcher bias may influence 
data presentation. 
In an ideal study, focusing on the same issue as this 
dissertation, participants would have been selected from 
universities representing other demographics besides the 
rural, state university setting represented here. A larger, 
more inclusive study would include smaller state 
universities, private universities, and urban universities. 
It can be assumed that students attending other types of 
institutions of higher education bring different 
perspectives to the question of what writing is like. 
It is important to hear the voices of minority 
students. Simply put, this is a shortcoming of this study. 
So important is it to hear these voices that I would 
recommend that a similar study, using the same methodology, 
be undertaken with only African-American, or other people of 
color, focusing on their experiences with writing in 
college. 
In conclusion, no research study is without its bias. 
Inasmuch as I have tried to render the voices of the 
participants of this study in as authentic a manner as 
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possible, I realize it is not entirely possible. In using 
over 800 pages of transcriptions from the interviews, it is 
difficult to present data without being selective in ways 
which reflect my biases. 
For example, I came to this research as an advocate for 
students' rights to written expression. I have always 
believed, as Geneva Smitherman (1977) wrote in her well 
known book Talkin and Testifvin. which focuses on so-called 
"black-English,” that teachers and professors are obsessed 
with the "doctrine of correctness" (p.l86). In my 
interviews I had to constantly remind myself to avoid a line 
of questioning that would lead participants to indict their 
instructors for focusing on correctness. By correctness, I 
mean grammar, spelling, formalized, academic style and 
structure and other conventions that I believe may 
minimalize students' freedom to use the language to enhance 
their own thinking and learning. 
I have tried both in the interviewing process, and in 
presenting the data, to remain neutral on the subject of 
correctness and to allow students to speak in ways about it 
which reflect their true beliefs and not my own. It is my 
general bias that students need more control over their own 
writing (and that the correctness obsession hinders 
control), from the very beginning of their life and 
throughout their schooling. I hope that the correctness 
issue, and others that reflect my general bias, are present 
only to the extent that students brought them into the 
conversation. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Three bodies of research will be examined to establish 
a background from which the experiences of college writers 
can be framed: (1.) seminal studies in writing and 
composition, (2) studies of the experiences of college 
writers and (3) literature focusing on writing in academic 
disciplines. Because there is so much research now being 
done in composition, the work here is a selective review. 
The first section covers issues which have long influenced 
scholarship in the field and which connect broadly to my 
focus in this study. The subsequent two sections narrow the 
perspective to discuss experiences of student writers in 
general and then more specifically to the nature of writing 
in the disciplines. 
Seminal Research Studies of the Composing Processes 
Most current scholarship on writing has been influenced 
in some way by the perspectives of seminal researchers and 
theorists who put forth the idea that writing is a process, 
and should be taught and researched as such. While this 
dissertation is not a study of writing processes, I will 
consider in this section of the literature review how 
seminal scholarship in writing as process has influenced the 
nature of my major research question: what is it like to 
write in college? 
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Long before the writing as process movement became 
prevalent in education, a few scholars began the dialogue 
that has to this day moved many teachers of writing away 
from emphasis on the written product. Murray (1968) and 
Moffett (1968) are perhaps the most seminal theorists, 
introducing process-centered pedagogies for college and high 
school respectively. Before such time, although it is hard 
to imagine now, there was little notion of writing taught as 
a creative activity (Moffett,1968) or writing taught in a 
manner similar to the way real writers work (Murray, 1968). 
Historically, one could say that these early rumblings, if 
not in particular then in general, changed forever the way 
writing would be researched. One could say that for the 
first time, theorists raised the question of what writing is 
like for students and what teachers might want it to be like 
for their students. 
In that vein, many regard the work of Janet Emig (1971) 
on the composing processes of 12th graders to be the first 
major piece of research to come from the writing process 
movement. Emig examined what students' processes were like. 
She did so using a naturalistic methodology, which included 
interviews with student-writers. Her conclusions challenged 
the very tried and true assumptions about the way writing 
was—and often still is—taught in school. She writes: "If 
the teacher sets too many of the variables for a piece of 
writing. . .some students feel too confined, too constricted 
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by the limitations to write 'well'” (p.39). Emig's 
denouncement of teaching "correctness” struck chords with 
many educators. Interestingly, many of the participants in 
the current study feel constricted by the same limitations 
cited by Emig, and while Emig in her study called for more 
research in the area, little has occurred. 
Like Emig, Mina Shaughnessy (1977) is often cited as a 
"pioneer” researcher. Her study of errors in so-called 
basic writing students produced this observation: 
For some reason, English teachers are inclined to 
exaggerate the seriousness of error. Since the 
birth of the composition course in American 
education, the English teacher has been viewed as 
the custodian of 'refined' usage. It has been 
his, more often her, responsibility to press upon 
a linguistic culture of kaleidoscopic variety a 
model of good English that would not only improve 
communication but communicate social and 
educational distinctions that the society deemed 
significant (p.l20). 
Shaughnessy's notion of achieving what one might call a 
socially acceptable linguistic culture has not been examined 
in-depth relative to research on college writing. She 
showed what that was like for the lowest level of writers in 
the university—the basic writers. However, all writing in 
college advocates a certain "linguistic superiority”. Part 
of the reason for asking students what writing is like for 
them in college is to enhance our understanding of this 
phenomenon. 
Flower and Hayes (1980) and Perl (1979), with their 
emphasis on empirical research, differ from Emig and 
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Shaughnessy in that they are less concerned with writing and 
literacy as personal experience. Experience, as defined for 
this study, cannot be measured scientifically. However, 
Flower and Hayes' use of protocol analysis of writing 
processes gives access to the types of knowledge about 
students as real writers which, until that time, had been 
unknown. While the focus of Flower and Hayes is on the 
cognitive dimension of the process, the verbatim texts of 
their protocol analysis gives rise to the need to extend 
conversations with students beyond the immediate context of 
the research setting. Reading transcripts of student 
protocols is compelling enough to suggest that there is much 
more there than what is immediately observable. 
Perl's (1979) coding of "observable composing 
behaviors" (p. 318) suggests, like protocol analysis, that 
more lurks behind what can be easily seen. By emphasizing 
that the writing process is not a step-by-step procedure 
but, rather, recursive, she demonstrated the individual 
differences in the back-and-forth ways that writers compose. 
Perl also pointed out that basic writers were highly 
constrained, like Shaughnessy's students, by their awareness 
of error (which made any attention to their actual writing 
process very difficult). Perl and Shaughnessy examined what 
writing is like for basic writers, but their concept of 
constraint in writing has not been extended to include any 
college writer. 
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Britton, et al's (1975) findings suggest that most 
students face a constraint in writing strictly for the 
teacher as audience. His research found most school writing 
assignments to be "transactional” in nature. He concluded 
that student writers need to engage in more expressive and 
poetic writing experiences, again suggesting that what it is 
like for students is important. 
Seminal studies of writing in the primary grades have 
often focused on issues thought to be relevant only to young 
writers. One could contend, however, that studies of 
college writing could find imaginative direction from 
examining seminal works by Graves (1983) and Calkins (1983). 
Graves' research is often cited for its observations of 
"teacher modeling". He found that successful writing took 
place in primary grade classrooms when teachers wrote along 
side of students. Very few studies of writing in college 
have focused on the relationship of professor to student, 
which suggests the question: what is the experience of 
working with and for a professor like for college writers? 
The aim of such research might be to produce studies such as 
that by Calkins (1983) which implies that teachers have as 
much to learn from students as do students from teachers. 
Calkins (1983), like Graves (1983), cautions against 
generalizing about learning to write. She writes: 
"Although writing development is often talked about in 
general, it always happens in particular" (p.7). It could 
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be said that too many studies of writing in college have 
sought to make generalizations, which then tends to minimize 
the importance of student-practitioner knowledge and 
experiences. 
These seminal studies have in common a major point to 
be expanded upon in the future pages of this dissertation. 
That is, that we "study” students because they have 
something to contribute to our understanding of how 
composing works. I call this "practitioner knowledge". 
Furthermore, there is a suggestion in the seminal research 
that educators were wrong to believe in what amounted to an 
authoritarian model of professor as enforcer of refined 
usage and student as boot camp academician. However, 
research has not expanded the idea of "student practitioner" 
since the days of the seminal researchers. 
The studies reviewed in the next section of this 
chapter are ones that in some way consider students as 
"participants" rather than as "subjects" for research. It 
is hard to say if this is a trend or not. While teachers 
have been recently allowed "in the loop," as we see quite a 
lot of research that includes teachers as co-researchers, 
students have not been, although some studies, such as those 
that follow, lean towards the direction of inclusiveness. 
The Experience of Writing in College 
In common to all of the studies in this section is what 
I call "practitioner knowledge" about the experience of 
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writing in college. Most of the studies reviewed here have 
treated students as "participants” in the research, rather 
than as "subjects." The studies reviewed here have in 
common what Edward P. J. Corbett (1991) has called, "the 
needs, the insecurities, the bewilderments" (p.91) of 
college writers. The aspects of writing in college alluded 
to by Corbett, about which he suggests researchers probe, 
have rarely been examined in-depth. The studies reviewed 
here provide initial insight into the research questions 
raised in the previous chapter. 
Haswell (1991), for example, is interested in the 
knowledge that beginning writers have as compared to that of 
writers in the workplace, with a view towards a 
"developmental" theory. Like Faigley, et al. (1985), 
Haswell is interested in identifying knowledge which informs 
assessment. He contends that student texts must be 
"interpreted" in such a way that views college students in a 
developmental framework. His theory concurs with 
Shaughnessy's (1977) in that the traditional role of college 
writing instructor as "custodian of refined usage" does not 
easily fit once we know what it is really like for students 
to develop their writing skills. 
Three other studies (Brooke, 1991; Haswell, 1991; Fox, 
1990) enlarge the idea of what constitutes knowledge and 
experience in writing. For instance, the underlying 
assumption of Brooke's study is that teachers and 
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researchers "see writing as part of a much larger and more 
basic activity: the development and negotiation of 
individual identity in a complex social environment" (p.5). 
From his study of college writers, Brooke (1991) asserts 
that writing becomes important when it enhances a student's 
sense of social self and when the writer's roles connect to 
situations that students care about. Those are ideas which 
participants of the current study explore. 
Fox (1991) shares the view of Brooke regarding social 
identity. He discovered that studenthood tends to "separate 
students from their social backgrounds" (p.lO). Fox's study 
calls into account social knowledge—who the students are in 
regard to race, class, gender, etc. He contends, and would 
agree with both Graves (1983) and Calkins (1983), that 
individual students have unique experiences in conjunction 
with their literacy development. These experiences, heavily 
influenced by who they are outside of studenthood, make them 
able—or unable—to carry-out writing tasks effectively. 
The work of Nelson (1990) and Richie (1989) describes 
other aspects of the writing experience which influence 
students ability to carry out writing assignments. Nelson 
(1990) examines how students' interpretations of writing 
assignments diverged from teachers' intentions in a freshman 
English class. The study indicates that it is difficult for 
students to figure out what an instructor wants in a writing 
assignment and that both students and teachers are often 
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surprised when they don't "get it right." Her study is 
focused on students' direct experience in just one setting, 
as is Richie's (1989), which illustrates the complexities of 
student and professor roles—how conflicting it is, for 
example, to balance the role of authority figure (which, 
because of grades, is inherent in school/college writing 
classes) with nurturer or coach. 
Dave Garrison, a participant in McCarthy's (1987) 
study, expounds upon that notion, advising college freshman 
"to figure out what your teachers want. And then you've got 
to give it to them if you're gonna' get the grade. . .And 
that's not always easy" (p.233). Dave seems to be saying 
how he interprets his role in "inventing the university," 
which is what Bartholmae (1985) says students must do when 
they write in college. Bartholmae writes, "the student has 
to learn to speak our language, to speak as we do, to try on 
the peculiar ways of knowing, selecting, evaluating, 
reporting, concluding, and arguing that define the discourse 
of our community" (Bartholmae, 1985, p. 134). 
Brooke's (1987) participant-observation study suggests 
that students are not necessarily eager to adopt "our" 
language. The study reveals what Brooke calls "underlife 
and writing instruction. . .which can be understood as the 
activities (or information games) individuals engage in to 
show that their identities are different from or more 
complex than the identities assigned them by organizational 
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roles” (p.l42). Student writers do not necessarily want to 
change who they are in order to write as students of the 
academy. According to Sternglass (1988): 
In classroom settings, there is always the context 
of the specific classroom, the instructional 
history and knowledge base that each student 
brings to the setting, the relationships between 
the students and the instructor, the relationships 
the students have established or will establish 
among themselves, and the individuals own personal 
set of objectives and goals in relation to the 
tasks placed before him or her (p.203). 
"Underlife,” then, is what students create quite apart from 
the classroom environment controlled by the teacher. 
According to Brooke (1987), glimpses of the underlife can be 
seen in the types of questions students ask in class, in 
order to have an assignment explained, or at other moments, 
when students turn to one another for explanations—or 
translations—of the teacher's explanations. Underlife is 
very much a part of the experience of writing in college. 
Schwartz's (1984) study amplifies on the idea of 
underlife. She writes: 
. . .one can see there seems to be little match 
between what faculty want in writing and what 
students think we want. Whereas our rhetorical 
values as readers shift with the writing context— 
depending on perceptions of audience, purpose, 
style and content—our students' rhetorical values 
as writers seem to stay the same: 
Use big words to be impressive 
Write more to be intelligent 
Be impersonal to be logical 
Use correct punctuation to be mature 
(p.61). 
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Learning the knowledge of a subject and then writing 
about it—be it in the form of essay examinations or the 
ubiquitous term paper—becomes extremely complex for 
students, especially given all the academic disciplines, and 
instructors' views of those disciplines that they are 
expected to negotiate during their college career. It is 
for the student writer, as McCarthy (1987) calls it, "like 
so many foreign countries" (p.260). 
All of these studies focusing on the experience of 
writing in college, describe ways that students interact 
with teachers, texts, peers, and their own sub-conscious in 
undertaking academic writing tasks. These studies even 
suggest what students actually feel about their experiences 
with academic discourse. 
None of the work presented here, however, makes 
significant use of the cumulative experiences of students' 
writing throughout their years of schooling, which is what 
the current study attempts. Many current studies of writing 
in college give us glimpses into what it is really like for 
students to write in college, but they do not extend the 
glimpses into sustained observations. The studies reviewed 
do reveal details about writing in college which lay out a 
territory, at least, of where to put the work of this 
dissertation. The territory lies somewhere outside the 
boundaries of what can be easily revealed by observing 
students in a classroom setting (participant observation), 
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always, partly defined by the ideology of the authority 
figure who designs, administers, and evaluates the tasks” 
(p.l5). Classroom teachers, most especially those at 
university levels—whose students bring with them a long 
history of school literacy learning, may have the most 
obvious necessity of empathy with the complexity of school 
writing, yet may be, perhaps, the most vulnerable to 
mimicking the system. Anson (1989) writes: 
the current, traditional paradigm of writing 
instruction, with its dominant focus on objective 
characteristics of written products, clearly 
manifests itself in a dualistic response style 
which has historical antecedents--both in the 
field of writing instruction and in most teachers' 
prior exposure, as students themselves, to 
patterns which then become powerful models in the 
absence of any sub-stantive training or 
instructional development (p.356). 
When instructors in English and from across the disciplines 
focus on the products of written expression, they neglect to 
teach the processes of language use, and the relationships 
between knowledge and texts in their fields. University 
instructors might well consider this: 
Only if teachers recognize writing as a from of 
social action, an activity vital to the 
organization and maintenance of a discipline, will 
they be able to help students to understand the 
questions their disciplines seek to answer and the 
methods for answering those questions in their 
disciplines, as they compare to the questions 
posed and the methods used by other disciplines 
(Faigley & Hansen, 1985, p.l48). 
V^r-itiing is ingrained within the culture of the academy. 
Researchers are telling us that and are showing us what 
writing is like in various fields of study. Student 
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deter—the conventions of learning within a discipline. In 
this dissertation, participants speak about how writing has 
shaped learning in both their major field of study and in 
other academic disciplines in which they've participated. 
An important reason for briefly reviewing the area of 
writing in academic disciplines is to reinforce the notion 
that for students there is a vast domain of writing 
expectations and experiences in college. Jay Robinson 
(1988) has said: 
Each domain of inquiry and expression, each domain 
and endeavor, no matter how modest, is held 
together by a system of invisible discourse. And 
in each case, it is this system of invisible 
discourse that binds together readers and writers 
into an interpretive community, into a cohesive 
social group able to use language to find meaning. 
Our job as scholars is to make the invisible 
visible, just as our job as teachers is to do the 
same and thus invite our students to join our 
groups as full participants, (p.344) 
Within each of the disciplines, as Robinson suggests, 
reading and writing in effect create a domain of knowledge— 
be it biology, history, business management (or whatever). 
As Rose (1985) states: "it is worth pondering whether many 
of the integrated bodies of knowledge we study, the 
disciplines we practice, would have ever developed in the 
way they did and reveal the knowledge they do if writing did 
not exist" (p.348). 
Anson (1988), however, goes further, to suggest the 
potential problem this creates for college writers. He 
says: "Academically, the use of writing is often, if not 
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always, partly defined by the ideology of the authority 
figure who designs, administers, and evaluates the tasks" 
(p.l5). Classroom teachers, most especially those at 
university levels—whose students bring with them a long 
history of school literacy learning, may have the most 
obvious necessity of empathy with the complexity of school 
writing, yet may be, perhaps, the most vulnerable to 
mimicking the system. Anson (1989) writes: 
the current, traditional paradigm of writing 
instruction, with its dominant focus on objective 
characteristics of written products, clearly 
manifests itself in a dualistic response style 
which has historical antecedents—both in the 
field of writing instruction and in most teachers' 
prior exposure, as students themselves, to 
patterns which then become powerful models in the 
absence of any sub-stantive training or 
instructional development (p.356). 
When instructors in English and from across the disciplines 
focus on the products of written expression, they neglect to 
teach the processes of language use, and the relationships 
between knowledge and texts in their fields. University 
instructors might well consider this; 
Only if teachers recognize writing as a from of 
social action, an activity vital to the 
organization and maintenance of a discipline, will 
they be able to help students to understand the 
questions their disciplines seek to answer and the 
methods for answering those questions in their 
disciplines, as they compare to the questions 
posed and the methods used by other disciplines 
(Faigley & Hansen, 1985, p.l48). 
Writing is ingrained within the culture of the academy. 
Researchers are telling us that and are showing us what 
writing is like in various fields of study. Student 
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perspectives are somewhat lacking. In many ways, they move 
from subject to subject like a tourist traveling from 
country to country, acquiring stamps in a passport. The 
stories and experiences of academic travelers might enhance 
our understanding of what it is really like for students 
beyond what is easily observable. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Theoretical Background 
The theoretical underpinnings for the design of this 
study are to be found in the work of phenomenologists and 
educational researchers who have oriented themselves to 
investigating human experiences (Schutz, 1967; Seidman, 
1991; Van Manen, 1990). In sum, phenomenological inquiry is 
an approach rooted in the everyday lived experiences of 
human beings in educational settings (Van Manen, 1990). In 
the present study, participants speak about how they view 
their own writing within the context of being a student in a 
university. It is assumed by scholars such as Schutz that 
the way one makes meaning of such experiences ultimately 
affects the way they carry out the experience (Schutz, 
1967) . 
Phenomenological, in-depth interviewing will constitute 
the basis of this study. "The point of phenomenological 
research, " Van Manen (1990) writes, "is to 'borrow' other 
people's experiences and their reflections on their 
experiences in order to better be able to come to an 
understanding of the deeper meaning or significance of an 
aspect of human experience. . ." (p.62). To date, this 
methodology has not been used to investigate writing in 
college, although it has been used for a number of complex 
issues in certain subject areas "by examining the concrete 
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experiences of people in that area and the meaning their 
experience had for them” (Seidman, 1991, p.lO).. In 
addition, Cleary (1991) has used in-depth interviewing as 
part of her research study on writing in secondary schools. 
Seidman (1991) writes, "in many cases, research interests 
have many levels, and as a result multiple methods may be 
appropriate. If the researcher is interested, however, in 
what it is like for students. . .what their experience is. . 
.then it seems to me that interviewing, in most cases, may 
be the best avenue of inquiry" (p.5). 
When we think of our role as researcher, we do not 
often consider ourselves to be "borrowing" people's 
experiences. This raises an important point about 
phenomenology. It is the point of neutrality, which, from 
the phenomenologists' perspective, is seeing education as 
what it is rather than what it should be or should do 
(Chamberlin, 1974). To see what anything is, one must 
borrow the experiences of participants within the complete 
meaning system of the participant. It is in this way that 
we allow ourselves to become more experienced (Van Manen, 
1990). In so doing, it is hoped that the researcher will at 
all times respect the integrity of the individual 
participant. In this research, every participant willingly 
engaged in the interview process and was insured that 
complete anonymity would be maintained throughout the data 
analysis and presentation. A hallmark of In-depth, 
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phenomenological interviewing is trust. While reciprocity 
is never completely attainable, given that our society is in 
the 1990's inherently classist, racist, and sexist, the 
interviewer is always conscious of maintaining an equitable 
relationship with the participant (Seidman, 1991). 
In addition, the literature suggests that phenomenology 
subscribes to the belief that one must understand on a 
personal level the motives and beliefs behind people's 
actions. Hence phenomenological, in-depth interviewing is 
intended to allow participants to talk about their entire 
life experiences with—in this case—writing and literacy, 
while still keeping writing in college as the focal point 
of the research. 
Finally, it is important to understand that a 
phenomenological approach is not ethnography. Many writing 
researchers use ethnographic methodology to conduct 
naturalistic inquiry. Tesch (1984) points out an important 
distinction between phenomenological and ethnographic 
research. She writes: "They are different in that 
ethnography seeks to depict a culture. . .while the focus of 
phenomenological research is on individual experience. . . 
(P-2). 
Phenomenological Research as a Qualitative Approach 
Phenomenological research is, by its nature, also 
qualitative research, which is, at this point in the 
history of educational research, accepted as legitimate by 
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most (Mishler, 1979; Smith, 1983; Husband & Foster, 1987), 
and its value argued and defended by many scholars 
(Spindler, 1982; Bogdan & Taylor, 1982; Rogers, 1984). 
These researchers agree that qualitative research is more 
interested in describing a phenomenon, rather than in 
hypothesis-testing. 
Edson (1988) states the following as two hallmarks of 
qualitative research: 
1. Qualitative researchers seek to understand as 
closely as possible experience as it is actually 
lived and understood and attempt to discern 
relationships between those experiences. 
2. Qualitative inquiry is not merely a search for 
knowledge for knowledge's sake, but a search for 
the significance of knowledge (p. 46) 
In qualitative research, one takes a holistic approach 
rather than looking at people and events in terms of 
specific variables. In other words, this study is not 
empirical in nature. In studying college writer's 
experiences, I will be attempting to understand in as much 
detail as possible what it is like for them to write in 
college. I will not be attempting to identify—in a 
numerical sense—the variables that cause, for example, 
writers to enjoy a particular type of writing. Instead, I 
will be looking for rich description of experiences in as 
much detail as possible. 
Qualitative research requires "an interpretative frame 
of reference in order to bring meaning to experience" 
(Edson, 1988, p.46). One might, to continue the previous 
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example, find out why it is a numerical sampling of writers 
enjoys a particular type of writing because of a certain 
high percentage of responses to a particular variable (like, 
"the teacher wasn't grading the assignment"). In 
qualitative research, one attempts to understand the 
experience of being graded or not graded on one's writing 
and what it means to get graded or to not enjoy writing in a 
particular style. 
Much of the qualitative research in writing and in 
education in general deals with the experiences of people by 
focusing on the present. From a phenomenological 
standpoint, all present (new) experience is in the context 
of past meaningful experience. This study is grounded on 
the following belief: "The linkage (between past and 
present) occurs in the following manner: the later lived 
experience occurs within a Here and Now whose intrinsic 
quality is partially determined by the retention of earlier 
lived experiences" (Schutz, 1967, p.79). It follows then 
that in order to understand present experience, it is 
necessary to understand something of the meaning of past 
experience. 
Tagg (1985) has written of a qualitative methodology 
similar to in-depth interviewing, calling it "life story 
research." Mishler (1986) also describes in-depth 
interviewing as a basis for research and describes the 
"speech event" created within the context of interviewing. 
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He says open-ended or in-depth interviewing "marks the 
fundamental contrast between the standard antilinguisitic, 
stimulus-response model and an alternative approach to 
interviewing as discourse between two people" (p 35-6). In 
crafting the profiles in Chapter 4, the interviewer's 
discourse is eliminated, but an assumption is maintained 
that the resulting profile is a shared enterprise. 
Participants 
My pilot studies have revealed student writers to be 
reflective on a variety of topics which I have determined as 
central to the development of writing ability in college 
(Morgan, 1991). For example, each of the participants in 
the pilot study discussed in their interviews the process of 
"negotiating" writing assignments with their instructors; 
that is, the process of "figuring out" what the professor 
wants. One might call this negotiation with the professor a 
part of learning the discourse requirements of a particular 
academic community. Students, however, see it as a tension 
between themselves and their professor. Issues such as 
"negotiating writing assignments" led me to realize that in- 
depth interviewing had the potential to yield knowledge 
about writing in college as it is viewed from the student 
perspective. 
Given that realization, I selected participants for 
this study who represented different major courses of study, 
so that some light could be cast upon the experiences of 
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college writers with obviously different contextual 
experiences. The eight original participants represent the 
following major courses of study: 1) Electrical 
Engineering; 2) Political Science; 3) Physical Education; 
4) Economics; 5) English; 6) Elementary Education; 7) 
Zoology; 8) Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration. 
The latter participant dropped out prior to the second 
interview because of personal reasons. 
The particular students were identified and asked to 
participate because writing was a "pivotal” experience for 
them at the time of the interviews (Seidman, 1991) . While 
it might have been feasible to select any random college 
student, the nature of phenomenological, in-depth 
interviewing compels one to select participants whose 
experience in some way focuses them on the issue being 
examined—in this case writing. 
Hence, the participants in this research were selected 
in one of two ways: a) at the time of the interviews, they 
were enrolled in, or had just completed, their required, 
third year writing course in their major field of study, or 
b) during the time of the interviews, they were 
participating as a tutor of reading and writing to 
linguistically and culturally diverse secondary or 
elementary students. It is necessary to describe in brief 
both the university from which the participants come and 
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also the nature of their engagement with writing and 
literacy during the time of the interviews. 
The University, situated in the Northeast United 
States, enrolls approximately 20,000 students. It serves 
primarily students from its own state, but a large number of 
its student body comes from neighboring states and from 
abroad. While the study is not about a particular 
university, but, rather, about particular college students 
and their individual experiences as writers, it can be 
assumed that the particular university as an entity has some 
influence on the findings. State universities differ in 
their reputations and therefore in the type of students they 
attract. Also, there may be something about this University 
that impacts on students' experiences while they are 
enrolled there. 
All students at the University are required to take a 
discipline specific writing course in their junior year. My 
pilot study showed that this provided a reflective focus for 
in-depth interviewing. I chose participants by randomly 
selecting names from course rosters. If phone conversations 
confirmed that the student was willing and able to talk for 
4 and 1/2 hours about writing, I felt comfortable selecting 
him or her as a participant. My selection of students had 
no particular bias as to ability in writing, or any other 
factor related to their educational background, except that 
they were enrolled in the junior year writing program. I 
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selected four participants from four different colleges 
(e.g. college of education, college of science, etc). 
The tutoring program attracts students from throughout 
the University. The Program requires students to work in 
the public schools as tutors to linguistic minority 
students. These participants were chosen for my study 
somewhat differently than the third year writing students. 
As I was one of the program coordinators, I chose only 
tutors with whom I had no direct relationship. Two factors 
influenced my choice of the four participants from a pool of 
approximately 100. First, I chose only tutors that I was 
not supervising or teaching. Second, I wanted to once again 
represent a diversity of academic colleges, ones that would 
make my total participant pool representative of eight 
different colleges. I phoned possible participants and 
gauged from initial conversations if they were willing and 
able to participate. Maloy and Fischetti (1985) have found 
undergraduates in this program willing to reflect on their 
tutoring experiences; my assumption, which proved correct, 
was that because of their engagement with writing as a 
tutor, they would also be willing to reflect on their 
writing experiences. 
A total of 8 participants were chosen for the study; 
during the process, one participant dropped out. Of the 
eight original participants, 4 were selected from the junior 
year writing program and 4 were selected from The 
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Multicultural Tutoring Project. I originally believed that, 
by choosing from two different selection groups, some 
comparisons between the two could be made. In working with 
the data, however, I found no significant comparisons. 
The total number of eight participants was chosen 
because this would be a manageable amount of data for a 
study of this nature. Typically, the interview transcripts 
consist of close to 100 pages of verbatim text from which 
profiles are to be constructed and from which comparable 
themes are to be presented. 
The participants selected, with the exception of one, 
who was a second semester sophomore, were all juniors or 
seniors. Three participants were female and four were male. 
One participant is a first generation American whose parents 
were born in The People's Republic of China. Other 
participants were of European background, although one 
participant describes himself as ”part'' native American. 
All the participants were of "traditional” college age; that 
is, between the ages of 18-23. 
Interview Procedures 
For this study I used a three-part interview scheme 
developed by Seidman (1987). A series of in-depth 
interviews was conducted with the college students. Each 
participant was interviewed three times—for ninety minutes 
at each interviewing session. Having conducted in-depth 
interviews in the past using this format, I knew the 
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strength of the process as a means of gaining access to the 
past and present experience.of participants. 
All the interviews were open-ended. Phenomenological, 
in-depth interviewing implies that the participants 
determine what will be discussed in any given interview 
session. While the interviewer may ask questions to 
stimulate reflective thinking, it is the participant who 
controls the content of interviews. It is the interviewer's 
role to probe the participant, for instance, by asking him 
or her to "say more about that," or to ask questions which 
probe more deeply into experiences brought up by the 
participant. Therefore, while an interviewer may have some 
general questions prepared before an interview, it is really 
the ideal that the interviewee will control the content of 
the dialogue. This idea of control is maintained so that 
the participants are able to represent reality, as it 
relates to writing and learning to write, within their own 
framework rather than within a pre-determined framework of 
the interviewer. The only framework established by the 
interviewer is that which is relative to the focus of 
interviews one, two and three. 
The first interview was an open-ended interview 
focusing on the following question: What was writing like 
for you before college? In this interview it was expected 
that the participant would talk about experiences with 
writing in elementary and secondary school and at home. The 
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interview began with questions asking the participant about 
his or her earliest memories of writing and reading at 
home. Participants were typically astounded at what they 
remember, or don't remember. The interview proceeded with 
questions about writing in primary and secondary school and 
with participants recalling their best and worst experiences 
of writing in school. Participants typically were able to 
recollect images of school writing which led to more 
protracted stories about specific instructors and courses. 
The second interview was conducted no more than one 
week after the first interview. It was an open-ended 
interview focusing on the following question: What is 
writing like for you now? I asked the participant to 
reflect on his/her experiences writing in college. 
Questions asked during this interview focused on courses, 
instructors and experiences of a student in a particular 
major. For example, an English major was asked to describe 
his or her experiences writing in a literature course. He 
or she was also asked to describe experiences writing in 
general education courses and to compare the experiences to 
those in his major. Participants were also asked to 
describe how they did their writing assignments—what was 
his or her process of writing? 
The final interview took place no more than one week 
after interview 2. It was an open-ended interview focusing 
on the following question: what does your writing mean to 
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you? The participant presented his/her own views and 
philosophies about writing and learning to write in college. 
At this point in the interview process, the participant 
became the most reflective by attempting to reflect on 
experiences and also by attempting to present his or her 
view of what writing means within a specific academic 
discipline. This interview also gave the participant the 
opportunity to express what he or she felt writing should 
mean, both in college and in a particular major. 
All three interviews were audiotaped and then 
transcribed. Notes were kept on emerging insights, thoughts 
and ideas throughout the interviewing process. As the 
series of three interviews proceeded, I reviewed each 
audiotape before the next session to aid in the flow of 
discussion. What transpired in one session influenced 
subsequent interviews. All notes and observations were 
considered with the interview material in the final 
analysis. 
Data Presentation and Analysis 
There are varied methods of presentation of qualitative 
research data depending on the method of the study. In the 
case of in-depth interviews, however, presentation is 
somewhat more limited. In this research study, I have 
chosen to shape profiles of 3 participants and also to make 
a thematic presentation inclusive of all seven participants 
(Seidman, 1991). I will describe "profiles" and "thematic 
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presentations” separately below. Chapter 4 of this 
dissertation contains the three profiles while chapter 5 is 
organized around the themes. 
A "profile” works much like a case study in other 
qualitative research methodologies. A research profile is a 
presentation of the experiences of the participant in his or 
her own words. The profile represents a history of the 
participant as her/his life relates to writing and learning 
to write in college. At the completion of all interviews, 
when all the material was transcribed, the transcripts were 
carefully read. During this process, the written 
transcripts were marked for salient passages, with an eye 
towards compiling "profiles” which were both compelling and 
representational of the person as college writer. 
To the extent possible, material from the interviews 
was preserved in the words of the participants and presented 
as profiles of the participants. A certain degree of 
editing was required to convert oral interactions into 
readable written prose. Effort was made to ensure that the 
actual words, stories and experiences of the participants 
were changed or edited only where clarity and anonymity were 
affected. As a final check, the participants had the 
opportunity to make recommendations for changes to any of 
the material prior to presentation in the dissertation. 
In addition to profiles, certain themes cutting across 
participants' experiences emerged. These themes formed the 
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basis for additional analysis, which constitutes the content 
of Chapter 5. Use of thematic analysis allows the 
researcher to integrate data from each of the participants 
into a unified discussion. For example, one of the themes 
that has emerged from this study is the experience of 
negotiating with professors on the content and style of 
writing assignments in college courses. Negotiating writing 
assignments, because of its relevance to each of the 
participants, has become a significant finding of the study 




In this chapter, I will introduce three college 
writers. I believe that the more that we come to know about 
people's experiences of writing—in the workplace, in 
schools, and in colleges—the more we can create situations 
which have the highest potential for successful teaching and 
learning. Metaphorically speaking, writing in college is 
like living in a different culture. Until we understand the 
experiences of student writers, we risk developing a 
pedagogy that assumes too many erroneous ideas about student 
writers as a "cultural group." We begin to stereotype as if 
all students were the same, when in fact every individual 
writer, as with every member of a cultural group, is 
different from the larger group. 
Hence, the research "data" presented in this chapter 
tends to take as its central focus the idea of individual 
stories, presented in as close to verbatim—in what Seidman 
(1991) calls "profiles"—as could be possibly rendered. As 
noted in the previous chapter, phenomenological philosophy 
implies that the stories that individuals recall in relation 
to the phenomena being explored (in this case writing) have 
a validity. One's understanding and rendering of ones' own 
experiences constitutes a "reality" worthy of our 
understanding. I hope that each of the profiles, rendered 
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in the words of the participants, explores new knowledge 
about the experience of writing, presented, without apology, 
in the "reality" of the students. 
Life histories—or profiles—as research data are 
relatively new insofar as educational research, and research 
on writing in particular, are concerned. Stories lie at the 
heart of such profiles. As teachers, we tend to use stories 
in the classroom, when they may help to illustrate a point, 
or help to enliven a discussion, or improve students' 
understanding of a difficult concept. In phenomenological 
research stories are central to understanding the 
experiences of students, but I consider the value of 
presenting these profiles much as would the classroom 
teacher. The profiles humanize the complex issues of 
writing and learning in college. 
This chapter, then, focuses on three, individual 
college writers. While Chapter V focuses more on specific 
"themes" (e.g. the theme of negotiation, alluded to 
previously), this chapter deals more holistically with the 
issue of "What is it like to write in college?" That is, 
each of the profiles presented here has been constructed 
from individual interview transcripts of more than 100 
pages. As explained in the previous chapter, I have 
condensed the material, as would an ethnographer from field 
notes, so that it best represents the participants' life 
experiences. 
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It is my intent that the profiles be for readers to 
interpret and understand for themselves. I believe that 
phenomenological research presented as it is here is best 
suited for individual interpretation. I intend for profiles 
to be read by interested audiences of teachers and learners, 
with a sense that they can understand the words of the 
participants in context to their own experiences. Theses 
profiles are meant to be read and discussed within 
interpretive/discourse communities, be they classrooms of 
college writers or a community of writing teachers or 
researchers. 
It is necessary that I mention why I selected these 
participants for profiles. After reading each of the seven 
transcripts, I decided that the three presented here were 
among the richest and the most compelling. I decided that I 
would I would present only three profiles because of 
limitations as to time and space. It is my belief that 
while profiles are very intriguing to read, any more than 
three in a research study of this size, would be too much. 
I chose three of the most compelling, while secondarily 
trying to balance diversity as to participants' major field 
of study. Hence each of the profiled participants 
represents a different college within the University. 
Finally, it is necessary that I say a word or two about 
the structure of the profiles. Each is preceded by a very 
brief introduction, which is italicized so that it is clear 
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when my words end and when the participants' words begin. 
Within the profile I have used ellipses to indicate that 
from one part of the profile to the next a portion of the 
original transcript has been edited out. Parenthesis within 
the profile indicates that I have inserted a word or phrase 
to add clarity to the text, or an indication of a physical 
gesture (such as, "participant laughs”). Following the 
profiles are some brief comments by the researcher. 
Profile of Pierre Lindros 
The profile is of a first semester senior 
majoring in electrical engineering. He describes 
himself as a French Canadian American. Pierre is 
one of nine children in his family. His father is 
a successful doctor of medicine and his mother is 
a housewife. Besides his major course of study in 
engineering, Pierre is minoring in pre-medicine. 
His selection for the study comes from his 
participation in the tutoring project. 
I learned at a very young age that it was so important 
to work—to be able to work. You know, there is so much 
that you can do with your life; you don't shut yourself down 
before you even try. This was the kind of thing that my 
father taught me. But you know, like with electricity, I 
have gotten shocked many times in my life So ever since I 
was a young age I have been geared towards going back and 
not giving up. I have been steered away from the humanities 
and English and towards the technical stuff. . . 
But what I remember about writing, anything like that, 
is that it had to be super neat. . . I'd try to keep it as 
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neat as possible. But my signature is literally... it's a 
joke, like all my penmanship. It sounds stupid but it 
affected my other academics. . .My notes in high school— 
you're looking at the worst handwriting. It was sloppy, you 
know, and that's another thing: teachers tend to credit, 
associate really messy handwriting with really poor academic 
capabilities and it was really funny as I went further and 
further along, as my handwriting got neater, as my notes and 
my papers got neater, I started doing better, which is 
really funny; it's a really funny correlation to see. But 
it's completely logical, that if you take that much pride in 
writing something, you're going to put more energy into it. 
We wrote typical stuff (in high school)—reports, 
research writing. I remember the one paper in my junior 
year that I wanted to be creative on. It was about The 
Great Gatsbv. The teacher gave us five topics that we could 
chose on Gatsbv. and I didn't like any of them. I wanted to 
write about how Gatsby was a tragic hero, using information 
that I had learned back in ninth grade—about the tragic 
hero, the tragic flaws and all that stuff, all that 
information. I wanted to bring it in because I was like— 
wow!—I made a relationship there, and I felt really 
confident about it. I thought, this really does work. It's 
not as if I'm trying to force it. . .It's kinda like one of 
the first things that I really made a connection with in 
English Class. So she (the teacher) said, ”yeah, I guess 
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you can do it.” In that time, very rarely would a student 
come up and want to do something different. Usually, they 
chose one of the assigned subjects and wrote about it. 
So I wrote the whole subject—just one paper. I did so 
much stupid research on it. I went to the library. I went 
to two libraries. And when you are in junior high, that's a 
pretty big deal. You don't just go to the library. . .1 
asked him (ninth grade teacher) questions about it, I asked 
other people. My teacher helped me go through my notes. I 
hadn't made good ones at the time, so we went through and 
went through definitions. He gave me the book that he was 
using to teach from—to go through the Greek tragedies and 
stuff like that. I did a lot of work on that and then I 
remember the day before I was supposed to hand in the paper, 
well, I was really psyched and I had it all done, you know, 
in terms of rough draft and I went to the teacher (one who 
assigned the paper), just to have her read the work and just 
expecting her to say make these final corrections. And she 
read the paper and she said, "This is completely invalid. 
You can't write it." I was like, "you've got to be 
kidding." I thought, what am I going to do. She said, 
"you'll have to write another paper." And I thought, you've 
got to be kidding. I'm not going to abandon all this work 
on this paper. I was really amazed. I was hit hard by that 
one, because I decided to completely break out on my own and 
do it well and here she is saying Wrong! Wrong! I even 
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said, "But Mr. P—said this and he was the 9th grade teacher 
and we went over it.” And she said "Yeah, but not in this 
context." And I can't remember what she said. 
I remember going home that night. I was looking at the 
paper and I was going to start a whole new paper, and I just 
said, "no, I'm not going to." I thought, I am really proud 
of what I did. I ended up typing it up, well, my mother 
typed it, and I handed it in and I got a C minus on it. I 
got a C minus on it because there were no spelling errors or 
anything like that. C was always the thing you got when 
there were no spelling errors or anything like that. And B 
is when you get better content. I was really amazed about 
that. I was really shocked about what she had said. And it 
was completely wrong. She is wrong. Even to this day, I 
can say, "She is wrong." Gatsby is a tragic hero (he 
laughs). 
. . .(In school) Whenever I wrote a paper, mum was the 
one that read the paper after it was done. And she always 
typed them. I couldn't type until my senior year, and even 
then it was pretty bad typing. It was a manual typewriter. 
If you made a mistake, you made a mistake. Mum was a superb 
typer, so, you know, you give it to mum. She would go 
through it all. And first she would sit down with you. . . 
Some people I know would say that is bad, because that way 
you're just changing the person's grammar to what it's 
supposed to be. You're not letting them make mistakes. I 
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say, it's bad if you do it and they're not there and you 
correct it and then you type it up and hand it in and the 
kid gets credit for it. When the kid's sitting right there 
and you go, "No you can't say it this way. Do you want to 
say it this way, or do you want to say it that way?” And 
then you think about it and you say, "I want to say it this 
way.” And she goes, "that's fine” and she writes it down. . 
.And that's what made the difference. I learned more from 
my mum, you know, putting aside college here. Taking apart 
a sentence, and re-doing three sentences out of it instead 
of one large one. I remember stuff like that, much clearer 
than any teacher sitting me down with a little blue book and 
filling out pages. 
. . .When your mother makes it clear to you what is the 
difference, it makes a difference. That's what it really 
comes down to: The "Why.” When you can see why something 
is wrong. When you can see where she is going from. You 
can see the way your paper changes. That makes a hell of a 
lot of difference. Otherwise, I found I did the same thing 
in my final draft as on my rough draft except a hell of a 
lot neater. I know plenty of kids that wrote that way. I 
know plenty of kids that do that as far as , you know, 
college. 
Teachers rarely hacked you apart on your material, in 
terms of what you wrote about, but on how you wrote it 
(laughs). Teachers very rarely judge you on what you write. 
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It's how you write it, which is even true now days. . .Back 
then you could write about being a chain saw murderer and 
they wouldn't care unless you miss-placed that comma, god 
dammit! That's the problem. That's the whole thing. I 
think they had their teaching in that way and it was all 
screwed up because they emphasized the wrong things. 
I've always been a complete individualist. I was 
always on my own, and after cross country practice I went 
back home. I was still playing with my leggos. I was still 
playing with my erector sets, you know. That was my first 
priority and then I'd do my homework, but as far as papers 
and stuff like that goes, I always did what the teachers 
said I should do. It wasn't worth the argument. I remember 
in 7th grade I had a horrible English teacher, a horrible 
English teacher. She was so bad. She was so mean. Every 
week you got vocabulary. You got twenty words at the 
beginning of the week and on Friday you would be quizzed on 
20 words. . .You just followed the structure. It went right 
along. There wasn't much time for really being an 
individualist and going off on your own. Just as long as 
you followed the rules in English—and I did—you didn't 
have much problem. 
In 8th grade and 10th grade we kept journals, and I 
thought they were the stupidest things. I used to do them 
the day before they were due and sit back and look through 
my calendar and go (laughs) what did I do on March 15, two 
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months ago? and I'd just make something up. But I did keep 
a journal in my senior year on my own. That was because it 
was a really hard time and I wanted to. I didn't have anyone 
else to talk to. It was more important for me to be writing 
in my journal, so that way I could think it out more 
clearly. It was a time for me when I wasn't thinking 
straight. And it was emotional and too much happening and 
so the only way I could do this was to keep the journal 
because I needed time to put things into perspective. And 
also another reason was that I wanted to make sure that in a 
few years, I read it, and I would say, like, "wowi, I was 
thinking that." 
The writing helped me get through that time. You can 
not write as fast as you think. It's impossible. So by 
forcing yourself to think as fast as you write, you know, 
you slow down your thinking process. And besides, you're 
writing, so you're thinking slowly, more clearly about what 
you're writing. You're actually putting things in order. I 
would usually start off with a list, like—priority one then 
two and three and then just expound on it. You know, you 
can't sort through emotions just by thinking about them. 
They are just too big. . . 
My senior year was hell. . .From the outside, it looked 
like I was—well I was in the school drama society. I was 
acting. I was captain of the cross country team. I was a 
top notch runner. I was doing well academically, but 
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things—a lot of things—were going wrong that people 
weren't aware of. And I thought they were big and the 
writing was the way I could talk to myself about it. You 
know, you can't be happy for everybody else. You've got to 
be happy for yourself, you have to work for yourself. . . 
I am the sort of person who has to read things over 
three times or even more, but three times always does it. 
Three times to get the message across. The first time I 
read to get the general idea; that takes the longest time. 
I just read it and get an idea. . .It takes me so long. 
When I have five or six pages to read, it usually takes a 
half hour for me to read. It takes an hour-and-a-half just 
to take out the examples. . .When I read the first time, I 
am forgetting things as I am going, but I follow the path 
and memorize the path as I am going along. You know, it's 
like Dorothy said through the woods. You know? When you 
are leading someone through the woods, you can leave them at 
the top of the woods and they will follow the path directly 
and they will get there—to the point—but there is still 
all the woods you haven't done. That's why you read again, 
to know the woods. 
A lot of like, history books, a lot of other books you 
can open at the middle and start reading and still find your 
way around. If you open up an engineering book in the 
middle of the book, and start reading, you are not going to 
get anywhere. In fact, you will have to be back-paddling so 
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much, you'll end up—instead of reading forward—you will 
have to read backwards, which is all this work. I have done 
it before, you know, studying for an exam. You know, in two 
or three weeks and you start reading and if you don't have a 
firm grasp on the stuff behind you, you back-pedal, you are 
moving back further and further. So, it's really 
interesting. It's more important in terms of everything is 
building on the basics. . .You could go back all the way to 
Newton's law. You think, ah, and you go back to the first 
chapters and, like Newton's law, you have seen this stuff a 
million times before. But it's important that you read it, 
because all of a sudden you are curving through a certain 
direction and you'll need to know where you started. 
There is nothing glossy about engineering type books. 
The words are. . .well, the emphasis is on equations. You 
don't want to lose the person so therefore your sentences 
are very simply structured." There is no variable; you don't 
want to be elaborate. You just can't worry about the 
English. You have got to concentrate on the material and 
that's it. Nothing else to interfere with it. Every 
engineering textbook that you could open up and say a third 
to two—thirds of the page is equations and mathematics, and 
only a third of it is words. . .It tells you that the 
emphasis is not on the written part. The written part is to 
get you from the math to the math. And that is all it is 
for. 
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Engineers can write. They can write lab reports, but 
it's a completely different type of writing. It's such a 
disciplined style of writing. You've got your abstract, 
which is one or two paragraphs long, never over a page. 
Just describing—object, purpose, and conclusion. 
Instructions have a certain format, procedures have a 
certain format, discussion has a certain format. Results 
have a certain format and you have to follow the little 
steps. And it's justified; if you have 100 different styles 
out there, you couldn't do it; you need a set style in order 
to follow it. You then know instinctively when the most 
important points, the most important facts are going to be 
brought out. You know where to find the material. 
(Students) learn to write lab reports sophomore year. . 
.You know, people think that the course is a lab course and 
that you'll learn applied engineering. Nope, we learn the 
write-ups. That's the primary goal. I can tell you that 
about 80% of that class is based on your lab write-ups. And 
the other 25% is based on exams and stuff like that. Other 
students don't see it that way. The experiments are 
difficult and they're different, but it's the. . .write ups 
that makes the difference. It's conducted in a nifty way. 
You use state of the art equipment, so everyone goes, "Ah, 
this is the purpose of the course, to learn the state of the 
art equipment.” No, it's not. The purpose of the course is 
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not to introduce you to lab materials or anything like that. 
It's to introduce you to the write-ups. 
In the course, they start off on day one with a lot of 
grad students talking to you. A lot of handouts. A lot of 
handouts. Three sheets on each thing. Three sheets on how 
to do this, and three sheets on the next thing so that you 
know how to do the writing, how to draw the graphs. It's 
all fed to you. It's one of the classes where there is no 
interaction with the instructor, but the other students are 
very important. The students help you with your write-ups. 
You have to pull together your knowledge. You each write an 
individual lab report but you get together and draw in every 
important detail. It's collaborative but it can be very 
individualistic, which I tend to do quite a bit. . . 
I'd rather be by myself really. It sounds crazy, but I 
trust my own work and I know that I am going to give 100%. 
I mean, sure, there are good people out there, who are 
committed to work like I am but there are too many people 
out there that aren't. Last semester, I had a class and 
there was a big group project. And at the beginning, at the 
first meeting I didn't directly say it, but I tried to make 
it clear that ”you guys, if you just stick with me, you'll 
get the 'A' (laughs). . .1 wasn't saying it out, but it was 
like, "if you want to help, sure. I'll take it. What you 
guys want to do is up to you, but I'm getting the 'A'.” It 
sounds crazy but you go into a meeting, sit down, and say. 
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"You've got to do this, you've got to do that and make sure 
by the next meeting that it is all done." Then you come to 
the next meeting and "Did you do this, did you do that," 
and they would be like, "No." And I would be like, "Good, I 
did it all by myself." And at first, it was annoying to 
them in some ways because they thought, well, he didn't have 
to do it, I would have eventually done it. . .1 don't want 
to be tied down. . .1 want an honest effort. I want 100% 
effort. And we ended up getting the highest grade in the 
class. 
But the thing is, that when I am with these people, I 
know they are not committed to it. They will be happy to 
get a B or C. You can get the average, a B or BC. I 
wouldn't be. And why should I, why? I want to get the A 
and they want to be content with a BC. Immediately that 
puts us in different levels. They are not going to do 
anything, more work than is necessary for a BC. They are 
not going to do anything, more than is necessary for a BC. 
And I'm trying to squeeze an A out of them. . .1 don't, I 
don't want to force them. I don't want to be like, you 
know, "listen, I want the A. You god-damn will want the A 
too. So do your work." I don't want to be like that. What 
they want to do is all right with me but at the same time, 
I'm making sure we're getting an A. . . 
In my sophomore year I was still convinced that 
engineering was difficult, and the teacher who I had for the 
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lab writing course was a hard grader. I got a B in the 
class. . .You were set up in groups; there were five labs in 
the semester. Each one you worked with a different group 
and a different (lab) table with different people. You 
never had the same partners, which was good in many ways 
because you never got too used to working with just one 
person or one group. Even though you worked in groups, you 
worked by yourself. You did the lab. It was two weeks 
usually, but usually it ended up being about 10 hours in 
terms of preparation on basics. . . 
You did the 5 labs and one major lab. But, you know, 
you didn't start off with lab reports. He (the teacher) 
said, "I want you to write a lab report to the best of your 
ability using the introduction procedure." And then the 
next one he threw in, "Now you are going to do 'results'". 
The next one, "Now you add the description," until on the 
last one: "Now you have to put it all together." I did 
well on that. The last one. I got—it's the same as 
anything else—it's my own individual project—you know I 
get really proud of it. . .This is where it's got to count. 
This is where it's got to shine through, and we had to give 
a presentation on it. . .It was a 20 page lab report, 13-14 
pages typed. 
But the project I have just completed last semester in 
my machine designing analysis class was over 50 pages long. 
. .The idea was given to us, and you had to make a contact 
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lens. You had to think of anything you want. You had to 
design one and analyze it and produce it and there was 
safety features you had to throw in. Everything. At the 
same time. . .1 did motion analysis of a contact lens, then 
I moved over to a machine and I did a force analysis of the 
machine. So I have really structured it and each one of 
them. . .1 had to do geometry and mathematics. . .But in 
other parts of the report, like your abstract and your 
safety features. . .those were very written out. 
Like for safety, by law, you've got to be straight 
forward and cut and dried. "This is what you can do. This 
is what you can't do." So safety is like reading the 
cautions on warning labels. They aren't fancy stuff. 
You've got to make a statement that is absolutely cut and 
dried. The safety analysis is the same way. But the whole 
paper has got to be straight forward English—from the 
beginning to the end. That's a very structured paper in 
terms of it wasn't broken up, you know? When you read text 
books you notice it is broken up. Some with colons, and 
semi-colons, commas, spaces, equations. It's so broken-up. 
It's all so hard to read. That's why it takes me so long to 
read it. The first time you read a sentence and they throw 
in something and you are reading it the wrong way. So all 
of a sudden you have to go back and reread the sentence and 
take breaths in the right place, you know, stop in the right 
place? And then reading a different way, then all of a 
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sudden it's making sense. . .As opposed to the safety 
section (of my paper), you know, it flows, it reads, you can 
read it straight and one time that's the way it's got to be. 
People can't afford to read safety notices twice. People 
won't read safety notices twice so you have to get it clear 
the first time; it's got to read well. . . 
It (his paper) is not designed in the end for the lay 
person but the whole project was supposed to be a proposal 
to be given to some top executive. In terms of, "here it 
is," and from that proposal, they would go into production. 
In fact, mine right now is sitting at G.E. Mine was sent 
off. . .it was in a competition. My professor thought it 
was, not only was the material good enough, which is 
important, but the write-up was good enough and could be 
pushed on further. I got five points off the whole paper— 
five points off for spelling. Because my spelling—parts of 
it went through the spell checker, and when re-reading it I 
was so geared towards getting the equations right. . . 
Trying to get Greek symbols to come out into an equation 
form. I was so cautious of space and orientation and the 
way you put it together that the English lost its—you know- 
-spelling (he laughs). Grammatically it's all right. But 
little things like spelling went by. I know the professor. 
I have him right now, for a lab course he teaches. He has a 
rule that for every 'n' spelling words you get wrong, for 
every X words you get wrong—whatever—you get 2 to n sigma, 
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so if you get one spelling word wrong you get two points 
off. If you get three spelling words wrong you get 8. . . 
Exponentially! But actually if you get 6 spelling words 
wrong you are talking 100 points you are getting off. 
That's 100 points on a 100 point lab report. Six spelling 
words. It's gone. That's it. I think it's a great thing 
because people look at the English as well as the lab report 
and the material being presented. . . 
A good write up is one that flows. One that's set-up 
properly. . .My professor that's why mine is being sent-off, 
because it was so logical, so well put together in terms not 
only of an engineering paper, but writing. It made sense. . 
.When you get right down to it, it's confidence in what you 
are writing about. I know kids who were writing and drawing 
pictures for last year's project three weeks into the 
project. Writing material that they would be handing in at 
the end of the semester. You can't do that. You haven't 
looked at the whole picture. It is so important that, in 
terms of writing in engineering you have all the materials, 
all the facts in front of you for a 50-page write-up—with 
over 100 pages in papers calculations, drawing or everything 
else for support—so it's confidence in material and through 
that you can divide it better. You can look at certain 
parts better. You have the parts to think about how to 
order it. Ordering it is of major importance, because the 
order that you approach a problem is not always the right 
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way of doing it. At the end, that's where you can explain 
it and look back, and realize "that stuff wasn't necessary; 
I could've gone here." 
It's only by the end of the process that you can look 
back and find out what steps weren't necessary, or what 
would be a better way of accepting it or eliminating it, or 
what should be added. You know, if you write a lab report— 
while you're doing it, you can't tell because you're making 
the mistakes as you go along. . .1 write an introduction 
and have the main points and then I go to the computer and 
after doing the math. . .1 write the first draft. I know it 
sounds stupid, but for every hour I spend typing on the 
computer, I spend 30 minutes of it having to deal with 
making it look visually correct, in terms of equations being 
centered properly. Half my time spent on that. Easily. 
And then as you have to make it fit in terms of how it is 
going to flow, and you set the equations and by that time 
you haven't checked your grammar. That's the second step. 
A lot of people don't do all that. I use the top-notch word 
processing capabilities in the university, which is meant 
for writing math textbooks and equations—labeling them all, 
but at the same time, it's a language all by itself. You 
eliminate the English aspect of the papers at an earlier 
stage, by the time you get to the equations. . . 
If you write an acceptable lab report for English 
writing, it wouldn't have a chance in terms of engineering. 
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because of structure. In English, they want it to read 
well. That's not the important thing in engineering—for it 
to read well. It's technical writing. Yeah, it's technical 
writing. You do descriptions, results, accident reports, 
stuff like that. I wish the writing class we had in our 
junior year could have been more fulfilling personally. It 
was really—well—drab, boring. It was useless in many 
ways, other than the fact that the teacher kept you writing. 
That was the only reason why it was important. But it also 
got you to discuss; you were allowed to discuss. In 
engineering class you don't discuss anything outside of 
engineering. He brought in lab reports like from NASA, from 
the person who made the 'O' Rings for the space shuttle (the 
one that exploded). The chief engineers resigned because 
they knew something was wrong with the ”0” rings. He didn't 
mention at first this problem, what happened. I was like, 
"can I have more stuff on this so you can tell me what 
happened? Can I have it?” So he copied it out for us. 
In that Junior Writing class we also talked about 
engineering ethics, which is something that you never talk 
about, never talked about before. And I think engineers are 
the most immoral people. . .(We also) were encouraged to— 
were supposed to—look at one another's papers, and I 
generally got out of it because I was—engineers are—well— 
usually keep to themselves—about our own insecurities (he 
laughs). You know. . .to write and have someone else read 
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it is embarrassing. You know what I mean?. . .1 mean, I 
will improve myself, without the teacher or other pupils—I 
don't want anybody reading—I don't want just anyone coming 
along and reading stuff of mine. It's very personal. It's 
the same thing with grades. Like in the exam I took today. 
Kids were coming out and they were literally doing their 
problems over in the hall, to see what ones they got wrong 
and what ones they got right. . .They used to ask me, "Oh 
Pierre, come over here, what did you get for the first one, 
but I never say anything. I say, "you guys. I'll wait until 
the exam results come out." Even when I get the exam back, 
I don't tell them my grades. It's my own personal business 
what I got. A lot of my work is my own personal business. 
I was in a program—the freshman engineering program, 
which was like, you know, people who .know they want to be 
engineers, and can move through things at a different pace. 
We pick different courses. So I took the freshman writing 
course but it was for engineers only. It was only engineers 
that took the course. But I wrote about love. I wrote 
about God. Nothing engineering-wise. But walking in there- 
-the teacher had such a thing against engineers. It was 
wrong. She would say straight to our faces, "you guys can't 
write." And, "Not only that, you don't care about writing. 
You are engineers; you can't write. That's why you are 
engineers, because you can't write. Otherwise you would be 
an English major." (he laughs). And we would think, yeah 
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and you English people can't do math; because you can't do 
math you have to do English. It was kind of funny. But she 
was very discouraging. 
She did encourage us to write about certain subjects. 
One was, write about anything intangible. First it was 
■justice. Define this and define that and then she said 
intangible things that you can't define. That is (justice) 
one of things you can't define, "so now you have to write a 
paper on something intangible." And at first I chose love 
and instead of writing a paper on love and what love is, I 
wrote basically a scene depicting love in its many forms. I 
remember, I started off and it was a mother, and the mother 
going through the nightly rituals, and whatever. And she 
showed love to the children and she gave her kisses good 
night and that was one kind of love and then she went to bed 
with the husband, which showed love in a different form. 
Instead of trying to define love, I just gave one, single 
definition on it, and many examples of its forms. 
The whole thing was that she (the teacher) didn't want 
me to do it. . .Everyone was like, justice is and justice is 
not and all that. I didn't take it that way. I wanted to 
write it because I had this idea, but she didn't want it. I 
ended up doing well in it. Umm, it came off well. But then 
I wrote about God for another reason. We had to do a write¬ 
up, a write-up for something in terms of take one subject 
that we liked and we write on it throughout the semester. I 
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chose God. And she didn't like that at all (laughs). She 
was like, "you can't write about God.". .But I did. I did 
something different again. Not the typical definition of 
God. And they were all 3 page papers, 5 page papers. It 
was easy. You didn't have to try to prove yourself. 
Writing to me is important. It is very crucial. It 
should mean a lot more, it should be emphasized. I think 
this whole idea of any major being defined within the first 
years of college is the worst thing because you lose your 
general education. Colleges should be for a great general 
education. Leading you towards some general inclination, 
towards some sort of grad school where you could be indulged 
in a major and continue on. That's the thing—as a freshman 
in college, I was pushed into the engineering field and my 
career in English was over. Not my career, you know, but 
any continuation was over. 
It's not just engineering. Most sciences, you have to 
declare at a very early stage, if not, by the end of your 
first semester. If not by the end of your first semester 
then definitely by the end of your freshman year, and 
consequently by doing that, your English is—there is no 
room for it. Other majors, you are allowed to take more 
English. In engineering, you are not allowed to take many 
other classes. Period. And those classes have to be of 
value and fulfill certain requirements and most English 
courses don't fulfill the requirements. . . 
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The level of English competency required by the school 
of engineering is very low, very low, and I wish I was more, 
more coherent in terms of English. . .When I write, my 
writing is bland. I read my friend's writing and it's got a 
little flair to it and he puts things together very well, 
but I can't. I takes practice. It comes with a lot of 
reading. . .It's just in terms of English as an art, in 
terms of English as a tool. . .It's two different things. 
It's two different (kinds of) writing. I mean, I wish ever 
since I stepped into this University English had been a tool 
to supplement engineering, as opposed to English the art, in 
the art areas, in literature. I wish it wasn't like that. 
Most kids are very reluctant to take English 351, which 
is the junior year requirement for writing. I remember the 
first two classes we were saying to each other, talking 
about why do we need more English, and in general, most of 
the people who don't want to take it are the ones that can 
hardly read or write, which is really funny. Because most 
of the people that need the most, reject it the most. And 
you can see it. They are engineers. They are proud of 
their scientific minds. Stuff like that, and they are not 
proud—they think that they are—I mean—they are 
embarrassed by their English capabilities. If they were 
proud of their English capabilities they wouldn't be affraid 
to take the class. They would probably indulge more instead 
of not wanting to have anything to do with English. 
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The world doesn't require you to read and write in 
science. I think that when people come to the university, 
they say: "Why do I have to take a core math course; why do 
I have to take a basic math course? Why do I have to take 
math courses to a certain level. I will never use this. 
I'll never have to use math. Or, why do I have to take a 
science course.” I think that it is just as wrong as people 
in engineering saying we don't need English. I don't think 
that's true. You tend to cover-up your own inadequacies, 
but, you know, rejection by saying, "I don't think it's 
important. It doesn't pertain to me.” 
I have no problem conceptualizing many, many physical 
things. And many, many engineering problems. And many 
other people can't. So at the same time, I can't see the 
way I want to work through a thought in terms of writing, 
and how I want to develop it. In terms of actually writing. 
In terms of expressing a thought—if you give me two lines I 
can do it. If you ask me to develop a scene or something 
that is happening I have a lot of difficulty. I can get my 
way through it. Sure, I can get through it in a very 
structured and ordered and there will be nothing to it; it 
will be bland, it will be shallow and, umm, there is just 
something about writing, where by changing a word or phrase 
around, change your sentence around you can add much more to 
it. I see it; my friend uses it. My friend is in the 
computer class and he uses the word processing capabilities. 
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and I'm always reading his stories and I am reading how they 
develop and how they change—certain changes of words, 
certain changes of a sentence or two on one paragraph. It 
can change just the overall feel of it, change the way, you 
know the viewer, the reader will look at it, or how you want 
them to look at it. And it's amazing; it really is. But I 
can't do that. It would be too difficult. It would be—I 
just can't do that. . . 
I know I was never born to be a great writer. Umm, 
maybe it is something that changed at birth or maybe I would 
have been, but I mean ever since an early age, it wasn't for 
me. I mean I look all the way back, when I was in 
kindergarten I first started playing around. I can just see 
myself, in terms of English wasn't my thing. Building was 
my thing, structure was, mathematics was—that type of 
physical thing was. So I mean for me to say that I want to 
be an English major is a lie._ I don't want to be an English 
major, but I want to write better. I think everyone should 
write well. I also think everyone should have a rudimentary 
skill in calculus. 
In my calculus book there is a famous quote—I can't 
remember who the English author is—a famous British author, 
and he said—"when I was at a certain age I was given the 
choice of continuing my education in terms of romantic 
languages, Latin, Greek, the classic languages," and stuff 
like that, "or continuing my education in the mathematics," 
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and stuff like that, and it was really funny because he 
said, that "I realize now that where I was then in my 
education, I had enough education in Greek and Latin, and 
languages and other stuff, but I need more in math." He was 
basically saying the calculus, that he felt deprived. He 
felt the same way I do towards English. He felt like, "No I 
should have been pushed more on the math. There is 
something that I'm missing that I really should have." I 
felt like when I was reading the quote that like I'm doing 
calculus, but I feel like I should be reading. It is 
important that you have a well-based thing. High school is 
not enough. I think it should go on to college, you should 
continue on in general education, a type of high school in 
terms of a rounded education. You should be required to 
take a couple years of science, a couple years of math and a 
couple years of English. . . 
Calculus is really just another language, the way you 
move things. I honestly believe that, you know, in terms of 
the symbols that we use and the equations that we use—it's 
another way of writing. Another different phase of writing. 
I think definitely. It takes practice to get to use it, 
takes practice to read it. You can't start in the middle. 
You have to start at the beginning. But anyone can do it. 
I am just amazed that people are afraid of it. I'm just 
amazed that people immediately keep themselves back from it. 
. .People can get by without having rudimentary English too, 
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but it's a lot harder. So consequently they devalue 
mathematics more quickly than English. It always frustrates 
me, cause they don't want to give it a 
chance. . . 
When I was a little kid continuing on to high school, 
the idea of being a Renaissance man, the Thomas Jefferson, 
the Benjamin Franklin, meant so much to me. That's what I 
wanted to be. You know, that type of person. In terms of 
science and arts. Those people could span it. Nowadays you 
can't. Even in terms of science—you can't be a general 
scientist. You have such specific sciences today—it 
doesn't work. And because the gap is so big now, you are 
separated at such an early age. The scientist can't relate 
tot he humanities and the humanities can't relate tot he 
scientists. 
I was posed with an interesting question recently, 
because different people answer it very differently. But if 
you had the choice, if the end of the world hit upon you and 
there were 10 people left, would you want 10 scientists of 
various skills or would you rather have 10 humanities people 
of various skills—to start civilization over again? And 
this is quite an interesting question, because different 
people answer it in different ways. Some people are like, 
you know, "I'd rather have 10 humanities, because of the 
social structure, and stuff like that,” and at the same 
time, I answer, I answer in terms of I'd rather have 10 
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scientists in terms of bringing back civilization. Bit it's 
funny to see what people think, that it has to be one or the 
other, and it can't be both. It can not be any combination. 
It has to be one or the other. And it finds out what 
people's values are. I mean, it is a drastic question, and 
there is no wrong or right answer to it. But it is 
interesting. 
As far as the last great person to span the chasm is 
Albert Einstein. Ajid ever since then, I mean, I haven't sen 
anybody do it. I read the books. I have the books of 
Albert Einstein. It's a book of his different journal 
entries that he had about any subject, and it's amazing. I 
don't know how he developed that way, and I mean, it wasn't 
that long ago—50 years wasn't that long ago. Was it his 
education? I mean, everybody said he was an idiot. And he 
didn't have a chance in high school (laughs). Even the 
college said he was an idiot. So where did he get it from? 
Everyone considered him an idiot. But he was so smart that, 
urn, people couldn't comprehend what he was talking about. . 
.Somehow he obtained knowledge, in terms of, you know, 
English and philosophy and in terms of the humanities. He 
was an incredibly humane person, and he is the most 
incredibly gifted scientist of the Twentieth century. . 
.We're not encouraged to do that, not encouraged to cover 
both fields; you are encouraged to go one way or the other. 
If I could sit down and read a book every week, it 
would mean a lot; it would mean a very lot to me. To read. 
It's so important because there is so much out there. 
You'll never be able to read everything, obviously, but 
there is so much important stuff out there that people have 
said, some important stories, and things that you just can't 
turn away. . .Sure, you know they're out there, a lot of 
people know these books are out there, and that there is 
value in the books out there. But you can't leave it to 
someone else to judge the value of it. You've got to find 
out for yourself, in many ways. And it's not easier for me 
to read Hemingway or something like that. It's well and 
good and everything. I've read Crime and Punishment too, 
and that's well and good. But there's so much that I've 
missed. I could read them over and over and there would 
still be a hell of a lot that I'd miss. 
I love arts and stuff like that. I don't have a great 
talent. I always loved drawing. The funny part of this is 
that my drawing is—if you give me something to draw, you 
put it in front of my face, and I can draw it perfectly. . 
.Like my sister said, I could draw anything perfectly. I 
could mimic and stuff like that perfectly. I have charcoal 
and pen and ink; and every once in awhile I do something. . 
.It's just another thing out there (laughs). A lot of 
people would consider it extra baggage. That it was not 
necessary, but I need to because there is value to it and it 
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helps you to appreciate really beautiful work. You know, a 
lot of painters, you look at their work and they look so 
simple. When you try it you find out how difficult it is. 
Stone carving, or anything like that, you think is simple 
until you try it and then you fully appreciate it. 
Maybe that's why I want to read so much. I realize how 
hard it is to write—and to read something and say wow! 
It's the only way you can really appreciate it. But as far 
as writing goes, it's something that I just haven't had 
enough education in order to make me feel proficient. You 
know what I mean? Like in terms of playing instruments, 
umm, I've had the basics in playing a few instruments. In 
high school I played clarinet, I play trumpet and the french 
horn. But I never stuck through one the whole way. I 
didn't play one. I didn't master one. . . 
There are so many things you can write about in 
science—that don't have to be scientific. Write about 
morality of certain things that scientists do, write about 
the effects of certain science, why certain scientific 
research is being done, you know. If you write about a 
science, you don't have to write scientifically. You know 
what I mean? I think you could open a lot of kids' eyes in 
terms of, "Wow, this is really interesting." You know. . . 
to write in terms of fusion, fake fusion a few years ago, 
the room temperature of fusion reaction. . .In terms of 
fusion in science is such an unobtainable thing, you know. 
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You might get them into something by studying, by studying 
about fusion reaction. You have to know what fusion 
reaction is. How it's done. You might get people 
interested in terms of basic sciences. I think it would be 
valuable to write about scientific 
things. . . 
Writing in terms of a thesis paper, or master's paper 
or something like that, or a lab report, in terms of text 
books and stuff like that. That's writing in a scientific 
way. But writing about science is not writing in a 
scientific way. Yeah, they don't have to tell about process 
involving fusion reaction. You don't have to go through all 
the quantum mechanics, which is generally what happens. 
More like, what does this mean in the world as we know it. 
In fact, that is important. You may realize, "wow" by doing 
a little research and writing. Just by researching in terms 
of fusion reaction. 
David McCaully put out this book, Castles and he did 
others, like on pyramids. They are amazing books with 
beautiful drawings, with great stories. He covers the 
historical aspects. He has branched together architecture, 
history, English and art, and made beautiful, beautiful 
books. And I think it is so important, because people like- 
-people would dissect the pyramid book, in terms of art and 
the reading. But at the same time, they go a lot about the 
structure, about what they are doing, about the different 
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types of techniques they used. It's really amazing, he 
almost tricks them into learning something. . . 
You know he wrote another book called The Wav Things 
Work. It's an incredible book, because it takes things like 
disc drives, CD players, all these complicated gadgets 
around us in the world, and he breaks it down to what they 
are and how they work. And the pictures and stories. . . 
This is science writing. The most amazing thing is that he 
doesn't use any formulas. He uses pictures and words so 
that anybody can read that and go, "wow, that is how CD 
players work." In fifteen minutes of reading. With that 
kind of writing, people will be drawn into science at a 
younger age. I think that book should be in every library 
and every science room. Kids could flip through it; it 
would make them appreciate more. 
Because in this world everything around you seems so 
incredibly hard to figure out. Like, how does a tape 
recorder work? How does a magnet work? You don't know. 
But he takes it apart, and you say, "Wow!" I mean, for me, 
I can understand, like how magnetic pulses transfer that 
way. And I can understand it, but in terms of the average 
lay person. . .He uses a lot of words, but he makes it fun. 
He puts it in simple terms; he breaks science down into 
elements. He breaks it down into levers. He breaks it down 
into pulleys. He breaks it down based on sciences, basic 
science—and from there he builds on it, and he pulls it 
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together, and you see how they got together. He starts off 
with an elephant and a lever and then he moves on to an 
elephant, a lever and a pulley. Then to an elephant and a 
magnifying glass, a lever and pulley. And all of a sudden 
he'll start drawing the equivalent of a cassette player, A 
C.D. Player, computer disc drive, a TV—alluring levers, 
pulleys and simple science. 
You sit there and you think, "Wow, I would never have 
thought that this could be such a simple machine, in terms 
of why it works." But I don't think he's gotten enough 
recognition. . .In terms of educational level, I don't know 
how people validate it. I know it's low because all of 
David McCauley's books are low. I don't know what the 
science (community) thinks, but I seriously wish I had done 
it. . .He is a renaissance man. He really is. He writes 
and he has a story. He has artistic ability, he has an 
understanding of science. . .He's not looking, like, in 
terms of nuclear physics, but he still explains how a 
nuclear reactor works, and in his own respects, that's 
amazing. . . 
I think that ideally (he laughs) every engineer should 
be able to write like McCaulley. I mean I think that 
everyone should be able to write and think and understand 
the same scientific things that he does. And I think that 
all English majors should be able to read his book, and 
should be able to understand certain things. It works in 
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both ways. That's the whole thing. He really bridged 
together the two. . .That is the thing that I see there 
needs to be more of. You know, I have a professor who said, 
"As we go on in our way in this world we live in, as we go 
along today, we learn more and more about the smallest 
little things. First we learn about this, you know— 
electrical engineering and then we learn about digital 
electrical engineering and then some other aspect. We learn 
about such little things that pretty soon we will know 
everything about nothing." (laughs). We're getting there. 
We're moving quite fast towards that level. There are too 
many people who can't pull together the different aspects. 
Not every scientist can write like David McCauley in 
terms of lab reports and stuff like that, because it would 
be of little use to the rest of the community around them. . 
.But there are too many people in engineering who can not 
write an adequate lab report and it is (laughs) very 
important, because this is how information is—how you 
notify others in the field. . .Every person in engineering 
should be able to write. Not like David McCauley, but write 
in such a way to make things understood. All too often 
people get theses grandiose visions. You go to the library, 
you go to look at someone's thesis and you read the title 
and you have to read it 5 times just to figure out what the 
hell the title 's about. I mean I'd picked one up the other 
day, on polymer research, and I read and I thought, "I'm an 
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engineer and this is a master's student who is writing this. 
I should be able to understand this." I couldn't. It's 
amazing. 
It was just so funny (he laughs) and you know, to ask 
that person to "explain this to me in lay person's terms." 
You know, they would go—they would be just—"I can't; I 
can't do it; it's too difficult." But at the same time, you 
know, Einstein used to do it all the time. . .Certain things 
you can't make understood to the public, you know. There 
are some microcosms that the general public can't 
understand, because of their nature. But basics—sure you 
can take a lot of engineering basics—like this book (he 
holds up a text book)—I could explain every single—I could 
break down this book into five different sections that the 
lay person could understand. You know? And at the same 
time this is a difficult book. It's a—people's lives are 
based on this—this book and beyond. At the same time. I 
don't know. Yet writing should not just exist on one level 
or the other. You've got to do both. 
Everything that is done in science, you hope will 
somehow affect the world. Or it will explain the world. 
You know, everything, everything a scientist does, so 
therefore, shouldn't the world know about it? (laughs) 
Shouldn't the world, shouldn't the people understand it, and 
have some sort of grasp of it, you know?. . .People are 
being taught the theory of relativity in high school physics 
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classes, and go back 3 years—no way. No way, and now days 
I am sure it is the same thing with gravity. Gravity will 
be—people will be introduced to different theories of 
gravity in 15-20 years. There are now even good quality 
text books that talk about different theories of gravity. . 
. So, nothing out there is intangible, that the average 
person couldn't get it, with a little bit more of an 
education, but at the same time it's like people don't want 
to do it. 
I think that the whole engineering structure of the 
university—of the United States—has to be changed. Umm, 
it can't be though, it never will be. Because you have 
people in France who are getting out of high school and 
jumping into 3 year engineering schools and you can't delay 
American kids that much. We'd lose the edge. It would be 
bad. But ideally, if I was running the engineering 
department as I wanted to, I'd say that the first year and a 
half minimal or two years ideally, would be just a basic 
education in terms of not just freshman writing, but other 
English courses related to it. You see, cause Gen Ed 
requirements—sure they require writing. . But there must be 
more. And in terms of an English courses, in terms of some 
authors, in terms of British writers, in terms of fiction 
writers, in terms of something like that. Some actually 
structured English course. But also writing integrated into 
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it. Not writing as a supplement—for anthropology, or 
history or something like that. 
The thing is, to require them (engineering majors) to 
take more English courses, you make them resentful. Like to 
force them and to say you can't take an engineering course 
for a year and a half. But you have to fill out your 
English requirement. So many people are like going: "Well, 
as long as I have to do it, I might as well have some fun 
doing it and do what appeals to me. You know what I mean, 
and getting them into writing that way—in terms of, it's my 
choice? I can take any courses I want—something that 
interests me in terms of writing. 
Ahh, to write better, to write, to have the capability 
of writing, stories. I don't know, stories, to write period 
(laughs) to be able to write more than just a typical lab 
report. To write something more, you know, to think about 
something in-depth—I mean to write differently. 
Introducing engineering majors to new forms of writing. And 
we don't have to. All we have to do is write lab reports, 
stuff like that, write something else. Write a fiction 
story. Write about—it doesn't have to be that—just write 
more, just different aspects of writing. But as I said, 
that's not going to happen. It won't happen. I know a few 
professors who believe the same thing: that engineering 
should not be taught until the second year of college. It's 
funny because we can't—because the whole world is like 
this. . . 
These are my own thoughts. If you ask another engineer 
you will get a completely different view as far as English 
should not be required for engineers. You will get people 
who say that English should not be required for engineers at 
all. They'll say: "We're engineering; it's a damned hard 
thing we're doing." No, I couldn't explain it to you and 
because they are pompous. No, they are not pompous; they 
are too protective of the knowledge that they know. They 
have to justify themselves. Going out and getting paid 
$30,000 the first year out. They feel that they have to 
justify that. 
Profile of Peter Masko 
Peter Masko is a second semester junior majoring 
in zoology. He is also seeking certification to 
teach high school biology. As will be evident 
from Peter's profile, he has had a somewhat 
difficult family life, having been raised 
primarily by his mother, and, upon her death, by 
his sister. Peter's father, a Native American, 
left the family at an early age. Peter has had 
minimal contact with him throughout his life. He 
came to the interview after completing his junior 
year writing requirement—"Writing in Zoology." 
It seems like the more I'm interested in the material, 
the easier it is for me to write about it. Which I think is 
the same for everybody. I don't think I'm too much 
different from a lotta' people. I did a research paper in 
my education class. It was emotional, 'cause it was about 
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some of the losses I've had in my life. It was, like, a 
slap in the face because I really learned a lot about 
myself, and how I lived and how I—you know—suppressed my 
own feelings for a long time. And I learned—as I wrote the 
paper—that it was all right. When I was twelve my mother 
passed away. She died of lung cancer. So that was a major 
point in my life. A turning point. It wasn't easy. She 
was. . .my father was never really part of my life. 
When I lost my mother, I lost my parents. The only 
parent I really knew. She sacrificed. She gave her life 
for us. I didn't cry when she died. That morning I went to 
school. I told my teacher, I told her what happened and I 
kinda' cried a little bit there. Like, there was a tear in 
my eye. I didn't want to be thought of as a sissy or 
something. I didn't cry at the funeral. She was cremated 
and set up in a little box. But I didn't cry then. I think 
I held a lot of the emotion in. 
So this paper I wrote was about the effects of the 
death of a parent or family member on a student. It was 
easy for me to do, but it was hard for me to do. You know? 
Cause it helped me think about what I was feeling, what I 
was doing, you know, how I was expressing my feelings then. 
I've cried more in the past two years about my mother's 
death, done more grieving about my mother's death than I 
ever did. I definitely suppressed a lot for a long time. 
When I wrote, I tried to put some emotion into the writing. 
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You know? I mean as far as describing how I felt or what 
was going through my mind at that time? I wrote a lot of it 
on behavior and the behavior problems that may be associated 
with death, a certain mourning after loss. 
In the paper I recalled my eighth and ninth grade 
years. I had this bout with detention. I think I was 
keeping a lot of emotion in. I was getting angry. I don't 
know, maybe I was angry at myself. I don't know. A lot of 
anger came out. I just didn't care what people thought. 
The teacher would tell me to be quiet and I wouldn't do it. 
I know for a fact that I had 50 detentions in 9th grade. 
For 180 school days, I spent 1/3 of the year after school. 
You sat there and you couldn't sleep, you looked ahead and 
you couldn't do any homework. And you couldn't lean on the 
desk. You had to sit there like this (he sits erect) and 
look straight ahead. The clock was behind you. Those 
(detentions) were horrible, but it seemed like I didn't 
care. I just kept coming back. 
In my paper, by showing what I was doing at the time 
and by writing about it and making that link between what 
people have said about it in their research studies. . .It 
was emotional; it was almost like enlightening to me, 
because I—I'd learned actually. I'd learned something 
about myself by writing the paper. I think if you're 
writing something and you learn from it, you may do better 
work. That paper was a release. You know? It's like 
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talking about something with somebody. If you—hey—if 
you're fighting with somebody, if you're arguing with 
someone about something, and you're just mad at that person 
and you're not talking to them, and then you talk it over. 
You tend to forgive. I guess in that paper, I got something 
off my chest. And then I learned something myself. To 
finally know what actually was going on a that time. I knew 
what I felt. I knew what I was acting like. But to know 
what it was caused by and to realize that it wasn't that 
bad. . .It wasn't totally outta' line to act like that. . 
.Mental Health Services (at the university) should try it. 
Try having people come in there and write. "Hey, write 
this; write us a paper!" (he laughs). And, you know, that 
may be a form of rehabilitation. 
Actually, in ninth or eighth grade I was spoken to by a 
man; he was the assistant principal at the time. He's 
actually the reason I'm here (in college). I was in 
standard classes in seventh grade. He helped me move from 
the standard to the prep level and later on I chose honors 
courses, which was very different for me. . .He just said he 
wanted to talk to me. He wasn't Mr. Lombardo (assistant 
principal); he was Charlie. And I was Peter and he called 
me Peter and I called him Charlie—which I thought was 
kinda' cool. It was very unusual for junior high. He 
became a friend. . 
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So in tenth grade I ended up taking an advanced 
placement English Class. We were required to do a term 
paper and I did it on Rudyard Kipling. My teacher was 
pretty tough. She required it to be typed, and I didn't 
know how. I had to ask my aunt who was a secretary at the 
school to type it for me. And I gave her as much time as 
she needed and unfortunately the paper went in late and I 
lost two grades on it. I got a 'C', so I would have gotten 
an 'A'. . .She had the total points on there and she said 
total points out of 280. I would have had 269 or something 
like that. But because of it being late a couple days, I 
lost two grades, so I went down to 'C'. But I put a lot of 
work into it. I researched it a pretty good amount and I 
think I had more that 10 separate references. That was part 
of our requirements. I did endnotes and the paper was long. 
Typed, it was about 18 pages, which for me was a lot. . . 
Actually, I enjoyed reading about Rudyard Kipling. I didn't 
mind researching it, but writing the paper itself I found to 
be tough. 
The teacher, I think her assignment was pretty vague. 
She had all the criteria; it had to be this long, had to be 
typed, had to use endnotes, had to have 10 references, but 
she didn't really give you what she wanted, she didn't have 
like an outline you could follow. So I had to pick what I 
wanted to put in there. And I kinda' got into the personal 
aspect of Rudyard Kipling. I don't know, but maybe I was 
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analyzing cause, as I think about it now, I applied his 
personal life and how he grew up and his childhood to how 
he wrote. 
I think we had done other kinds of expository writing 
in class. I don't remember much about that but I remember 
that word—"expository writing." We had to write our name, 
'the date, audience and type of writing. . .Sometimes we read 
each others'; sometimes we did—like—student criticism of 
things. You know, we'd trade papers with the people behind 
us or whatever. They'd read our work and tell us what they 
thought was wrong. It depended on who you sat next to. If 
you sat next to somebody you didn't like, it was fun. . .we 
just got really picky. We got really picky when we got 
beside someone we didn't like. 
Umm, it wasn't bad. I got to see how other people 
wrote. I sometimes still proofread people's papers. I see 
how other people write and how they use words and sentences 
and stuff, how they form sentences. I tend to write long 
and complex sentences, sometimes they're run-ons but not all 
of them. Sometimes they make sense. . .well most of the 
time they make sense. I've gotten away from it (run-ons) 
though. Wow, English Class! Saying the word run-on. Flash 
Back! But it was good. I learned a lot from reading other 
people's work. A lot of it was grammar. If the sentence 
was a run-on, you'd say run-on. "This sentence is a run-on 
sentence. Maybe you should break it up or write it this 
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way." Uitimm, spelling sometimes; she wanted us to look for 
spelling. I think she was really big on spelling. . . 
I had a class this past semester; it was zoology. A 
lot of what we wrote were essay questions. And he said, "I 
will not take off for spelling unless you totally destroy 
the word." But what he did is write "sp" over a word that 
was misspelled. So, I mean, especially when you had the 
animals that we were studying. . .But getting back to tenth 
grade, she kinda' gave us guidelines of what to look for. 
She was picky, so she wanted us to be picky so that way when 
she finally got the papers, when she was picky it wouldn't 
take her too much time to go over what you would correct. 
Learning to be picky through her helped me to be picky about 
my own writing. Cause I read things now that I've written 
in the past and I get this strange look on my face. "Why 
did I write this way?" I mean, urn, while I'm writing now, 
when I write essays or anything like that, I will tend to do 
more drafts than I used to. I used to just write. I used 
to just type right from my head, take the whole paper from 
my head and not change it. That's what I did when I first 
got here and the more I thought about it, I said "I can't do 
that." 
(In that tenth grade class) we talked about topic 
sentences for paragraphs and how if you have a topic 
sentence you should have at least two points to back it up 
and those two points should have at least 2 sentences each. 
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. .She had a whole map of what things should do. You know, 
each paragraph should contain at least 8 sentences. She was 
pretty structured. I think she just made it up herself (he 
laughs). But in a way, that actually gave me a way to 
analyze the writing I do. When I look at something and I 
write something, I kinda' know how better to set up 
paragraphs so as to better know when you need a new 
paragraph as far as train of thought goes. But after tenth 
grade, it got less. . .it seemed less structured. The 
teachers were more on being creative. I think we wrote 
more on our own; we weren't required to write like specific 
things, we were required to write, just write. 
My senior year teacher loved Greek myth. He'd been 
there himself and he loved Greece. We read the Oedipus 
play, you know one of the plays by Sophocles? We read a lot 
of greek myth and we kinda' rewrote our own myths. We made 
up myths or we wrote about myths that we thought were myths- 
-like old wives' tales. It seemed like as we progressed in 
high school they let us do more creative things. Strict 
grammar and sentence structure and stuff like that was in 
the lower grades, which makes sense. It seems like a 
natural progression, get how to write first and then write. 
I had some teachers who were really enthusiastic about 
what they were teaching us. My senior year history teacher 
was so enthusiastic about the class that I did well! His 
tests were hard. They were essay tests; history has to be. 
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except for basic history which can be multiple choice. But 
his tests were essay, which was good I think, because it 
required a more ordered understanding of the time. I didn't 
have a problem taking the tests, but as far as putting down 
all my thoughts, you know, concisely, in good order. . .it 
was tough. I much rather would have had an oral test. But 
sometimes now I find that I can write things better that I 
can say them, to use words to say what I mean. But back 
then I didn't have a good system of taking essay tests. 
The more essay tests I had, the easier they got because 
I knew how to approach them. I don't know where I got the 
idea of using an outline. . .1 think it was from a classmate 
or somethin'. . .but it was helpful to get the major points 
and then write in sentence form what the major points were. 
I didn't get any "A's”, but mostly "B's", which I thought 
was pretty good for a college prep class. 
I remember very little of my childhood. I don't know 
why. I don't know if I blocked it out or something. . .1 
don't think I did a lot of reading or wiring on my own. I 
still don't actually. . .As far as elementary school goes, I 
know we had the Lipincott books. They like started with A 
and went A B C D E, all the way up to like L or M. We had a 
whole series of books in my school system and it seemed like 
each year you started at A then the next year you went to B 
and progressed farther and sometimes you went B to C in one 
year. . .something like that. The textbook consisted of a 
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book of stories and a workbook that had questions about the 
stories. They got progressively more difficult or more 
involved as you got older. . .They weren't the most 
interesting stories but they did teach—I think—some 
vocabulary. Obviously the more you read the more words you 
know. I think it helped out. I really think it was a good 
system, to go from the different levels. I think whoever 
designed it may have put a lot of work into it because of 
the way it progressed; the words—as you got older— 
progressed and had more syllables. 
English was never really my subject, I guess you could 
say. I've always loved the outdoors. Not that outdoors 
isn't using English. I'm sure it does. It gives people 
inspiration for writing. A lot of poems that I've read have 
been about trees and you know a lot of description. 
Actually a book I'm reading right now—it's not one of the 
best books in the world; actually it's a best seller—called 
Valley of the Horses. I like that. I like when a writer 
can put all the description down and you feel like you're 
almost there. . .Writing in college is less structured—I 
would think—than high school. Less structured and a little 
bit more freedom. A little more freedom of what topics to 
write about. I think it has a lot to do with—in high 
school or elementary school—they wanted to get you ^ 
write. You know? Get you to write for school. And now, in 
college, they expect you to have already learned that. And 
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they expect you to be able to use it to write more 
creatively or just better. 
You see, I'm a procrastinator. I even wrote a paper 
about procrastination in my Freshman English class. I'm 
lazy. I'll be as lazy as I can be. I wrote the paper on 
procrastination the day it was due. I came up with the idea 
while I was writing. Well, I started to write and I was, 
like, "wait a minute!" I changed my mind and write about 
procrastination. The first thing I do when I'm assigned a 
paper is look at the due date. Then, if it's a typical 
research paper, I put it off as long as possible. You get 
to, like 2 or 3 days before the paper's due and that's 
crunch time, when you actually start it. 
For me, specifically it's go and find some—do some 
research. Get as much material as possible. Usually I've 
thought about it—thought about the paper and have an idea 
of what I'm gonna write about it. You know, what I want to 
say. And I usually try to find things that will help back 
it up. 
Usually in between finding out the due date and putting 
it off as long as possible. . .I'll think about it. While 
I'm procrastinating about it, I'm also thinking about it. . 
.When I procrastinate it puts pressure on me. I don't know 
if I like more pressure or not. It seems like if I do put 
it off long enough—too long—it seems like hell trying to 
get it done. And rushin' around, tryin' to get things done. 
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And I usually do rush—rush jobs that are, well, not, not 
the best work. You know? I can think of plenty of times 
where I've just rushed and rushed and rushed, stayed up like 
all night, trying to write this paper for a class. And 
getting it done. Then reading it the next day and saying, 
”What was I thinking?” You know, "Why did I write this?" 
And then not having time to revise it. Whereas if I had 
taken the time—if I'd started like, right when I got the 
assignment, I wouldn't have had to rush. I probably 
wouldn't have had to put off other things. 'Cause usually 
when you end up writing a paper within two days or three 
days, you end up putting off other things that should be 
done at that time. It's an endless cycle. You end up 
getting backlogged forever. 
My Freshman English class was pretty open, as far as 
topics. I did some personal writing in there. I know a 
couple of papers that I recall right off about things that 
were pretty personal to me. The first paper we wrote—she 
just wanted to get an idea of how we wrote. So I wrote a 
story about a friend of mine who was a fisherman, who taught 
me how to fly fish. An old, old English guy. It was kind 
of a corny story. It was kinda'. . .is "sappy" a word? It 
was kind of emotional 'cause the man has since died. We 
weren't best of friends, but we were friends; we were—like- 
-fishing buddies, I guess you could say. And I still go to 
the place where he taught me how to fish. And I fish there 
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sometimes. And that brings back a lot of emotion. I wrote 
about that, you know? Going back there. 
I used a lot of description of the setting. What type 
of day it was, what time of day. How the water was cold and 
how there was a slight mist arising off the water, because 
the air was colder than the water. I don't know. It was. . 
.It was a good story. I mean, it's mostly true. Urn, I 
embellished some of the—some of the description, but I can 
picture it. I've seen the pictures—you know, of rivers 
just like it. Uh, it may not have been that way exactly 
that day, but I've had experiences like it. Many times, 
actually. 
She (freshman writing teacher) told us she wanted to 
get a feel for what type of writing—you know—what our 
style of writing was, before she put any restrictions on it. 
The class was pretty. . .she was pretty lenient, I guess you 
could say. She didn't put a lot of stress on what the type- 
-the specific type of writing should be. . .You know, if you 
can write about something you want to specifically write 
about, the tendency is that it is usually easier. I know X 
was happy. 
The other paper I recall from that class was a paper 
that my T.A. actually took at the end of the semester, and 
was gonna' submit it to—I don't know if the English 
department put out a booklet or something like that, from 
the students?, from the classes? She took it and was gonna 
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submit it, but I guess it didn't make it into the thing. I 
would've gotten 25 dollars for it. . .It was about my 
sister. Well, actually, you probably could say a tribute to 
my sister. My sister who I've lived with since I was 12. 
Umm, she's not had one of the best lives. She's had her 
trouble with drugs, and drinking, and stuff like that. And 
being an unwed mother at the age of 19. And now she's an 
unwed mother of 2 (subdued laugh). She married for awhile, 
but now they're divorced. But at the time I wrote the paper 
they weren't divorced. It (the paper) was about how she 
helped me. She's been. . .she's been really strong, one of 
the things, like the stable things in my life. Not being 
stable insofar as being in the same place—'cause she's 
moved 3 times—but stable as in always being there when I 
needed her. So, I wrote about that. Urn, and my teacher 
liked it. It was a long paper, probably about 6 or 7 pages 
about my sister and her life and how it's affected me. And 
how she helped me. 
I went to live with her when I was 12; she was 22—when 
my mother died. She's ten years older than me, but she had 
a child of her own at the time as well who was just 3 years 
old. So it was kinda' difficult. She wasn't married, she 
had a boyfriend but he wasn't too keen on the subject you 
know—of me living with them. But he got used to it after a 
while. My sister kinda' talked him into it. Um, but I mean 
the transition between living with my mother and the 
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securities and living with my sister and just not—you know- 
-having a stable household. . . It (the paper) was personal. 
I don't mind sharing things with other people. You know, 
it's personal but I don't mind sharing it? It's not like 
"personal/I can't tell you about it.” I'm usually pretty 
open, as far as things go. 
Writing "personally”—thinking about it—it may be just 
writing in the way I'm used to. You know, the way I've 
always written. I don't think I learned—like—as far as 
from the teacher. I don't think freshman writing really 
challenged me to use new techniques or anything. I don't 
think it was like that at all. For me. I think it was just 
a. . .a little requirement that the University wanted us to 
do I I did a lot of writing; I think freshman writing may be 
set up to get the student to get used to writing papers. If 
they haven't already had that practice in high school. 
Which a lot of students—a lot of, even myself—didn't have. 
I didn't have a lot of practice writing long papers in high 
school. But here, I've gotten my taste of it (laughs and 
pauses). . .More than my taste of it. 
I think writing, to a lot of students in college—I 
don't think they find it important enough. I know, 
sometimes some of the things I've written that I've found 
unimportant, I've just not put enough effort into it. And 
I've gotten poor grades. I know, this past semester, in my 
anthropology course, we had these assignments. Simple. 
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Eight, one-page assignments. One-page assignments just 
seems to me like something you could write-up and just hand 
in and fine. You know? What I didn't realize is that they 
were important to the grade. The were almost 25% of the 
semester grade. . .1 didn't realize that. I thought the 
exams were for the grade, and these papers might have been 
10%. . . .So I didn't put a lotta' effort into it. When I 
started getting them back—she graded them as check plus, 
check and check minus. Or zero, if you didn't do it. When 
I started getting check minuses, I realized something was 
wrong, you know? I thought my papers were fine. And 
obviously they weren't. But, then again, the problem with 
that teacher was that she didn't really tell us a whole lot 
of what she wanted in the paper. So I thought I was writing 
fine—you know, what I thought would be a good answer to 
the questions about the books we read. It wasn't what she 
was lookin' for, obviously. Which, I didn't know what she 
was looking for; she didn't make it explicit in her 
directions. 
That writing didn't really mean anything to me. 
Although it was an interesting course. But I felt like the 
writing assignments within the course, aside from the essay 
exams—didn't help me to learn about the course. The 
lecturer didn't even talk about it. . .1 think they were 
trying to—not necessarily stress, but clarify—some of the 
topics in the books we were reading. We read 4 novels 
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(note—Peter's description later indicates that the books 
were nonfiction). Two of them were over 400 pages. So it 
was a pretty heavy reading load. But a couple of the books 
were really interesting. One of the books was about the 
life of a Kang woman—a tribe from Africa. The book was an 
interview. Half of the book was the anthropologist's 
discussion of the material. You know. . .her interpretation 
of what life was like in the tribe. The other half of the 
book was a monologue of the Kang woman talking to the 
anthropologist. From what I learned, a lot of 
anthropologists, well, when they do their research, they go 
and become part of the culture. You know, to fully 
understand it? 
To write about the books—the writing was just 
basically questions about topics in the book that our T.A.'s 
thought were important. It meant that Thursday night, 
before my Friday class, I'd look at the questions. And if I 
didn't understand the question, I'd read the chapter over, 
spending about 45 minutes writing and then typing. . .When 
writing has personal meaning, I think you put more effort 
into it. And spend more time on it. . .When it's something 
you're taking 'cause you're interested in it. I mean, like 
classes in my major. If I were to write a paper in my 
mammalogy course, if my teacher were to ask us to write an 
essay or a report about a specific animal. . .1 think that's 
where I would write drafts. I would definitely have at 
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least two drafts. I'd read it over—to see if it makes 
sense, because sometimes—if I write real fast—it doesn't 
make sense to me, and I know it won't make sense to other 
people. So sometimes while I'm reading it. I'll find a 
better way of stating something, or a clearer way, so that 
people—the reader—will understand it more. 
I mean, if I were to write in my mammalogy course, I 
would expect the teacher to understand everything I wrote 
because he's a mammalogist, and he knows. But I would still 
want it to be clear—what I was trying to say. I can recall 
in some of the exams not being real clear about what I 
wrote. And I actually wrote P.S.'s—postscripts—on the end 
of an essay! You know, "in reference to this sentence I 
wrote up here, I meant this.". . .He (the instructor) always 
laughed. He would write like "ha, ha" on my paper. On one 
essay, I had no idea about whether or not a certain species 
of animals had a—urn—I can't even think of the word, but 
it's part of their digestive system, and I had no idea. So 
I wrote, "It may be this and it may have something to do 
with this, but I'm not sure! The answer eludes me." And he 
wrote, "ah, yes," and I got 3 points. And none of it was 
right. 
Basically, a lot of it (writing essay exams) is getting 
the information down. You know, not necessarily 
regurgitation it, but, I mean, some of the essays you could 
just say, "this is this," and "this, this, this and that," 
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and you'd be fine. But some of the essays did ask you to 
interpret some of the information the teachers gave you 
during the course. In other essays, there was so much 
information to put down that you kind of had to pick and 
choose what you may have learned about a certain topic. 
Like, we learned a lot about cursorial locomotion, which is 
running. We learned lots and lots about it. Lots of 
adaptations and structural adaptations and evolution. And 
when we got the essay, it was kind of a specific thing that 
he wanted: just the structural adaptations. Which was 
easy. . .1 mean for me, just to think about it, I could list 
off about a dozen. And that's what I did. I didn't 
necessarily list them off, but I kinda' said, how—you know- 
-it was: "this—this happens and when this happens, you get 
this; this is why animals have these structures." 
Sometimes I'd write outlines. In the first part of the 
exams there were—like—eight identifications. He'd give us 
a family name, the Latin name. We had to write out common 
name, diet, motor locomotion and geographic distribution. 
And that would basically list off things. But I'd look at 
that, list off a few things, and I'd go and look at all the 
essays. Cause a lot of things would come into my mind at 
the same time. You know, a lot of the—I'd been studying 
for days—so a lot of it was right there. So I wanted to 
put down as much as I could. And while I was reading the 
questions, I'd write little things, I'd write things on the 
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side. . .so I wouldn't forget. . .So, then there was the 
infamous red pen. The teacher would just read through; he'd 
write ”sp” for spelling. Just to let us know that we might 
have spelled something wrong. But he didn't take off 
points. But he'd go through and you'd see little check 
marks by certain specific points that he was looking for. 
He had a T.A. who would also help him correct some of the 
pages. Like, he'd do the first two pages and the grad 
student would do the last two. . .But they would go through 
and check off specific points that they hoped you found. It 
wasn't always the same number of points. Like if it was a 
13 point essay you didn't always have 13 points to come up 
with. But I don't know; I think it was pretty subjective. 
I didn't mind having essay exams. Actually I kinda' liked 
it. I preferred it to multiple choice, because in multiple 
choice, you're wrong! If it's wrong, you're wrong. At 
least you get partial credit in an essay. 
Zoology is pretty much the same as pre-med. And I'm 
more interested in the biological and, you know, the big 
animals, touching the animals, seeing things. I hopefully 
want—someday—to do some field research. Be outside. I 
don't want to be in a lab to much. And that (to be a 
researcher) means I would have to write about it. It means 
I don't know if I'll be able to produce the kind of work 
that is needed or necessary to be published in the journals. 
In the biological journals that are produced monthly. . .1 
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think I could, but when I read some of them, it seems like 
these people know so much about certain things. Like, I was 
gonna' work for a guy that does research on sturgeon. And 
he was tellin' me about, well. . .1 read one of his journal 
articles—one of his reports that was in a journal. It was 
so involved, technical, with, like parts per million of this 
hormone, or, whatever. I mean, I don't know the techniques 
involved in getting that information right now. I hopefully 
will one day. But, I mean, thinkin' about it every now and 
again does kinda' scare me. I've been here 3 years and I 
don't know half—half of what I'll need. 
I think the ability to write and to relay their 
(biologists/zoologists) information to other scientists is 
important. I think that they think that. But I don't think 
they think they're the best writers. I'm pretty sure that a 
lot of them write with other people. Like, they'll do the 
research and somebody else will—not necessarily write it 
out, but, like, will help them write it out. Which I think 
would be easier. It would take the pressure off of one 
person, but it would put the pressure on another person. 
But if you—I mean, if you get to work together with someone 
that's really good at writing, that would be helpful. 
Especially if you weren't totally confident in you ability 
to write. 
(Writing in science) is not always just for scientists. 
I mean, you see National Geographic; National Geographic is 
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world wide. A lot of people read it who aren't scientists 
because they're interested in learning about things that are 
different. You know, things that are from other places. If 
they wrote it like the scientists, they'd be lost. 
Completely. Because I know some of the things I've read in 
journals have lost me. Completely. Like I was talking 
about the sturgeon one. I mean, totally lost. Whereas 
National Geographic. I can read and understand completely. 
I don't know exactly who does their writing. I think 
they're different types of people. But a lot of the 
writing in journals is pretty technical. A lot of those 
journals are for scientists. I think it depends on who 
you're trying to reach. In a newspaper. . .it's people who 
may be, like, construction workers or whatever, who have no 
idea about science and just happen to be reading it. And in 
order for them to understand, you can't be too technical. 
I definitely believe it's more technical when it's for 
scientists. Because in journals they put a lot of procedure 
in there, so if anyone wants to duplicate their experiments, 
they can. It's part of the requirements for "journalists.” 
You have to have procedure, you have to have theories and 
abstracts. For students, I think they want you to be more— 
not technical—but specific. They may not give you a 
specific topic, but they expect you to include certain 
things. Like if you're writing about deer, they'd expect 
you to write about the range, where they live, what kind of 
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habitat, what they need to survive, possible diet, maybe 
evolution. I you've gotta' write a paper, I think, it just 
seems obvious. You know, it seems, if you're writing about 
an animal, you write about where it lives, what it eats, its 
social behavior, its reproduction. And stuff like that. . . 
Vocabulary is important in science. When you're talking 
about ventral and dorsal, you know—like the dorsal side of 
an animal, or the ventral side of it. The medial or the 
proximal. You know, all these words! The more you use it, 
in classes, the more you know it. 
In organic (chemistry) it was mostly lab reports. We 
had a lab book. We went right by the book and that's how we 
did the experiments. And the questions were in the book. 
The answers weren't in the book!. . .Unless you're an 
organic chemistry major or something it's just not fun. I 
mean, I'm a science major and I hate it! Lab reports are 
pretty structured. You had to have, I mean, you had to have 
the main reactions of the experiment. You had to basically 
regurgitate it right onto the paper. That was pretty 
simple. But you had to analyze data. I mean, you get 
specific data from doing experiments—whether or not you've 
got a precipitate or why would you get a precipitate? And 
solubility factor and stuff like that. You know, whether or 
not the material that you created was soluble or not in 
water or an organic solvent?. . . 
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I liked being in the lab setting. I didn't like the 
marks my face got from the lab goggles, but I liked being— 
being in the lab! Doing the actual experiments was fun. 
Especially the second semester of organic. Cause we made 
things, like banana oil; you know, the smell of banana. And 
nylon. I liked doing them. But then writing them up was 
kind' (pause) bad. (small laugh) It was just bad! The 
questions—the way they were worded. They seemed to ask too 
much, I mean, expecting students to learn thing is fine. 
But expecting students to be chemists after the course, I 
think is too much. . .Lab reports have been done the same 
way forever, it seems. And that's the way they want it. I 
understand the meaning of the lab itself, but the lab report 
seems like wasted time sometimes. Like why do it? You 
know? I mean if you get the right results and you understand 
why you got the right results, then why do you have to do 
this lab report? I think writing the lab report is only so 
that you can get something down on paper. You know, write 
something down, grade you on something. 
Well. . .you take notes while you do the lab, about 
results. And then you're supposed to be able to take your 
results—you know, just description of the product you have, 
or whatever—and be able to draw some conclusions abut it. 
Some of the questions just wanted you to write like, "What 
would happen if you did this instead of this?. . .added this 
/ 
chemical into your starting materials?" You have to 
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intGrpret, analyz©. You hav© to hav© som© knowl©dg© of 
basic chomistry, or chGinical r©actions to do that. But som© 
of th© quGstions, th©y just—wh©n you analyz© your data, 
th©y just s©©m©d to ask, I don't know, th©y just s©©m©d to 
ask too much. . . 
Urn. . .you hav© to know how to kiss up to your T.A. I 
think th© grad©s in that class, in th© lab part, ar© v©ry 
subjGctiv©. You know, d©p©nds on what your r©lationship is 
with your T.A. A lot of it is how you act—how you ar©. 
How you lik©, hold yours©lf in th© class. It was basically 
hand in your lab report. You g©t t©n points. A total of 
t©n points from th© lab report. Which seemed lik© not 
enough points for how much work they were. I was writing 6, 
7 pages ever week. It was no small task. 
I think people learn to writ© in different ways. I 
think a lot of what is learned, is learned in high school 
and in lower grades. As far as, you know, structure and 
grammar and all those things get drilled into your head when 
you're younger. I think more—when you're in college the 
more you read, the more vocabulary you may know. But, I 
don't know if I've learned how to write here. 
When I write a paper for a class, I write off the top 
of my head a lot. Urn, sometimes I'll write down like a 
brief outline of what I want to say here, and here, like in 
different paragraphs. You know. "I want to talk about this 
here and this here.” So I can lead up to a certain 
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conclusion that I have already formulated in my head. But a 
lotta' times I'll write off the top of my head. That's when 
I usually ramble, and my papers get longer. And sometimes 
I'll go back and cut it down. And cross out complete 
sentences that just didn't need to be put in there. . . 
Sometimes, I'll be writing and think of a better way to say 
something. You know, instead of using all this description. 
I'll be able to say "This, " which I hope the teacher will 
know. . .Especially if I'm writing about a subject that 
they're teacher. But , I mean, listening to some of the 
teachers' vocabulary has been helpful. Not only in learning 
the vocabulary but in writing for them. If they say it a 
certain way, if they like to describe something this way, 
you write it that way. They'll think you've learned 
something, sometimes (subdued laugh). That may be helpful 
in your writing, as far as grades go. 
I know writing is not just writing. It's so different 
depending on what you're writing for!. . .You don't just 
write. You can't just sit and write, and write the same way 
and the same thing over and over. . .It's very different for 
each person. For each circumstance. For each topic. 
Different topics suggest different types of writing...You 
see, writing is thinking, because you have to think first. 
You can't just write. You have to think first. I have this 
light going on in my head, but I can't quite—it's not all 
the way on. I mean, there's a lotta' different tasks, or 
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steps involved in writing. From gathering information or 
whatever, to formulating theories and topic sentences or 
whatever. You know? 
. . .1 didn't write in my Zoology 312 course, and it 
was (the course was called) writing in biology. I wrote one 
paper, one real paper. . .My teacher was very into 
computers. He wanted us to learn how to use computers. He 
gave us a program, Microsoft Word. . .And about—out of 14 
weeks—9 of them were spent in the library. Tower Library 
using the computer lab. Just to get familiar with using 
computer. He was really into this computer program. He 
loved it!. . .And wanted us to learn how to use it so we 
wouldn't be among the "computer illiterate." Basically it 
seemed like the assignments were just busy work. He wanted 
us to copy one of our lab reports, using the computer and 
use specific fonts, or special effects that the computer had 
in its program. . . 
I wrote one paper that had to do with something 
biological. And I don't even remember; it was 2 pages long. 
He wanted it to be 2 pages. . .The other time I spent 
learning it (the word processing). We also wrote up vitas. 
And none of us had anything to put on there. 'Cause they 
want you to cite your publications. And none of us had 
published anything yet. So it was really bad. One of the 
final papers—what did he call it? Oh I can't remember. 
But he had all these bibliographies with three sentences 
Ill 
after 'em. . .Annotated Bibliographies! That's the word! 
He wanted at least 20 annotated bibliographies for a 
potential research paper that we might do someday. And I 
did mine on gene manipulation. It consisted of me going to 
the library, looking up abstracts—he wanted us to read the 
whole paper—and if I didn't understand, if it didn't make 
sense to me, I didn't write about it. I don't think I 
learned anything. I think—well, actually, I know where to 
go and find information. . .It (the course) didn't help me 
at all. To do any of the writing that I've ever done. 
In high school, teachers get on your back. They say, 
"Have you done this?,” or "I'd like to get the first draft 
of this." Up here, they want a finished product, and they 
want it on this date. So they don't care how you do it. As 
long as you get it done. . .So, it's more up to the person 
themselves whether or not they want to put the time in...I 
just don't know if they're (professors) totally interested 
in helping students before the final product is handed 
in...That goes back to being an adult. You're expected to 
be able to do this. Well, not expected to be able to do it, 
but expected to work at it. And if you can't do it, to ask 
for help. To seek out the teacher. Whereas in high school, 
the teachers came looking for you. You know, "This wasn't 
done right." They came looking for you! I think some 
teachers here aren't as approachable as they should be. Not 
could be. Should be. . .1 think teachers here should be 
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^PP^oached more. And T.A.'s. I mean, T.A.'s are usually 
very—you know—they're usually very free. You can talk to 
them. Pretty much you can talk to them; you can find them. 
. .But as far as professors go here, if you're dealing one- 
on-one with a professor, who doesn't have a T.A. and they 
usually have a lot of students asking them for help, they 
may not have time. But usually they do, if you can find 
them ... I don't think writing—the way I write—matters 
to them. Not a whole lot. I think a lot of it is content. 
. .1 mean if you write in short, choppy sentences, you get 
everything out, fine. 
Part of my theory on teaching is, if you enjoy it, or 
at least keep their attention somehow, it will be easier to 
teach them. And the teachers I've had that have done that, 
I've done well in their courses. It's my general education, 
my general requirements—the teachers have been very boring. 
My chemistry classes, my general biology have been very, 
very, very boring teachers. They're great research people; 
they can do all the research, you know, and write great 
reports or whatever. Submit a lot of good journal articles. 
But teaching is not their thing! Which is too bad, I think. 
Profile of Valerie Hughes 
The profile is of a first semester senior 
majoring in Political Science. She decided, prior 
to her junior year, to get her certification as a 
social studies teacher. At the University of New 
England, teachers wishing to receive certification 
to teach must major in a subject other than 
education. 
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The participant is a white, European 
American. Her selection for the study came from 
her participation in the tutoring project. 
Valerie's family could be labeled as upper middle 
class, and her parents are divorced. Her father 
is a corporate executive and her mother is a 
doctoral student. 
My mother is a reader and a writer and she always has 
been. Both my parents are very intelligent; my mother is 
more intellectual. . .And now she's working on her 
dissertation and she's trying to get published. But she's 
always been the more soft-spoken—I call her wimpy—out of 
my 2 parents but she's more the reader and writer. My 
father is more outgoing. But academically in school, he 
dropped out of college, went to another and finally, after 8 
years, he got his degree and now he's doing really well. I 
mean he's very high-up in his company, you know—VP of his 
company, but he's not intellectual. He's more like the— 
"goes out and gets what he wants" type. 
(When we were young) my father always brought home big 
things of computer paper from his office and all us kids had 
our own notebook, which we just created things and drew 
things and wrote things and we did this all the time. We 
used to glue sunflower seeds in neat forms on the paper. We 
used markers a lot and keep it all in folders. And I 
remember doing that all the time and we had them 
progressively from when we were 2. . .And we still have 
those folders at my mother's. . . 
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We always got read to. I think it was usually my mom 
who read to us. I remember getting read Stuart Little. 
That was a really big one that we read. And there was a 
bunch of other books, but we were always getting read to. . 
. When we were read to it was usually at night and it was 
all three of us in the room together because we had a big 
room and we each had our own bed in the room. We were so 
close in age that it was okay that we were all there. She 
read to all of us and she would sit on one of the beds. . 
.And I would just lie there and she might play with my hair 
as she read and I would look at the pictures and she'd read 
and a lot of times we would fall asleep before the end of 
the book. I don't think she meant to put us asleep, but, 
you know, it really relaxed us. . .And I remember always 
having these really great dreams when she read. 
It was exciting when you knew mom was going to read. 
"When you gonna' read?" You know?, or "What story are you 
going to read?". . .1 was always really excited about 
reading and so was my brother. I remember I had a lot of 
books and I loved my books. I really loved my books! And I 
remember going into the library in (small New England town). 
I would pick up a book and I would look at the back and if 
nobody had taken it out, I would take out the book because I 
would feel sorry for it because I thought every book should 
be read, so I would take it out. 
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I remember (her earliest memory of writing) I wrote to 
the tooth fairy. I think that was the very first thing. I 
wanted money for my tooth. And I wanted the tooth fairy to 
know that I lost it. And my mom said, "Well, why don't you 
write a letter to the tooth fairy." I can't remember what I 
wrote...It was really a short little note. But it was 
exciting to me to think that I could communicate with the 
tooth fairy. That she was somebody real that I could 
communicate with. And I wanted it to be good because I 
wanted her to know that I wanted 10 cents for that tooth and 
I got a dollar. 
I vividly remember both my kindergarten and my second 
grade teachers. My second grade teacher. Miss B—, I really 
liked her because she challenged me. Oh my gosh? I 
remember that one question I had from her was, "is there a 
comma after "and"; or is it before "and". . .and like if 
you're doing 3 words in a row, is there a comma after the 
last one like blank, blank and blank?" And I remember I 
said to her "I don't think there should be a comma because 
you've got two commas and you have an "and", so you're 
adding something, the second word. And she said, "Well 
there is a comma?" And I never agreed with her on that 
point. But she always said that's how it is. 
I remember writing in fourth grade. . .We had to write 
about something that happened in our lives that was, you 
know, some incident that was really funny. And I wrote 
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about the bull that was in our yard. And it was a very 
funny story and I liked telling people the bull story all my 
life. It was very funny. . .There I was in Small New 
England Town when I was 7. There was a bull in our yard 
that chased my father. . .1 can remember the top of it, "The 
Bull"—that was the name of it. I really wanted it to be 
good. I mean, at the time, I couldn't believe that it 
happened and so to be asked to write about it. I was 
psyched! I was like, yeah, I really want to write about 
this so I wanted it to be good and it was. 
But it was frustrating. Our first draft was more like, 
well, "What would you talk about doing on line 4?" We'd 
pass it in and get that back and she gave us suggestions, 
just little ones like, "Where was your dad?" More like 
factual stuff. And then we had to write it and I remember 
doing that in class and doing it at home on the table and 
being crushed because I couldn't get it to sound right or to 
come out right or to say what actually happened. I remember 
asking my mom how to spell things. And she'd say, "Look it 
up yourself; go get the dictionary and look it up." So I 
looked it up. And then go back to school and pass it in and 
get it back. . .1 mean at the time I must have been 
frustrated, very frustrated with marks on the paper so I 
just wanted it to be good. 
But I can't remember being threatened by this teacher 
like, "This is bad writing." Because it was never bad it 
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was always, "This is good, this is good, this is great!" 
Now work on this, now work on that. And that's when I get 
frustrated, like, come on. . .but I wanted it to be good and 
I knew these revisions were going to make the paper better. 
And she'd always say this was going to make the paper 
better. And they weren't graded. Drafts were never graded- 
-which in high school they were, which is ludicrous and that 
used to drive me crazy. 
However, in fourth grade they were never graded. And 
by the time the final draft was done I was really happy with 
what I had, because I knew I had accomplished a lot from 
having to fix those things that may seem minimal now, but 
you know, in fourth grade they're huge. . .1 always felt 
like I just wanted to get through it. I just wanted to get 
the stupid revisions done so that it could be good. . .1 
wanted my teacher to be proud of me and I wanted my mom and 
my dad to be proud of me. I wanted my teacher to really 
like it. Sometimes, even in the fourth grade, sometimes I 
felt like I could write something and pass it in and get it 
back and it would say "good." Even if I knew I wasn't 
putting as much effort into it as I could. . .Because I was 
never told, like in fourth grade, this stinks, or even 
anywhere in elementary school, "this really stinks." I mean 
generally teachers really liked my work. 
I remember my margins weren't big enough. Spelling 
mistakes. I can remember, you know, on my drafts of "The 
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Bull" like I can remember being marked off for spelling and 
commas. No explanations why there was supposed to be a 
comma there just you know, there should be a comma there, 
Valerie. But I don't remember being put down for my writing 
when I was younger. . .It wasn't until high school. I 
really resented my teachers in high school for that. 
I can't really—I can't say definitely whether like 
they started telling me I had awkward sentences in the fifth 
grade or if they started in eighth grade or, I can't 
remember exactly when they started doing that. I don't 
remember exactly when I started to be told that, "you have a 
gerund thing". . .1 know that in my tenth grade English 
class I had a bad experience with writing. In the end it 
turned out to be good. But I just hated it. I had a 
teacher that was very critical about my writing. He told me 
I wrote fluff and that I didn't put enough effort into it 
and I could do much better and he marked my papers up and I 
didn't know grammar and "What was my problem?" "Where did I 
get off taking 10th grade English class when I can't even 
write?" I got D's. I never got D's. I never got a C. I 
never got a B. I got A's. He flunked me. I got F's on my 
writing and I thought I did a good job and I got an F. And 
he'd write, "What is this, and you know, FLUFF. I want 
facts not fluff." "I want this, not that. What's this, 
this is a run-on, this is awkward, this isn't indented 
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correctly, this is not a paragraph, this is not a complete 
sentence.” On and on and on. 
I remember we had writing assignments all the time and 
we had to write in class all the time and we had papers 
every day and we had like 26 assignments and this was the 
assignment: go home and write an outline, write this, write 
a draft, write another draft, write another draft, then give 
me the final. It has to be perfect. If it's not perfect, 
if everything isn't corrected from the second draft then you 
will fail. And he did it. He went through with everything 
he said. He was tough. 
Corrections!—you name it I had to do it. Syntax, 
grammar. I had spelling, awkward sentences, run-ons, like 
the tone was off. I was using incorrect words. I'd use 
singular here and plural there. I'd use present tense here 
and past tense there. I was corrected about everything. . . 
You came in, you sat down, and it was very organized, very 
structured. And he could be very cruel; some people could 
find him very cruel, because he would make fun of us. But 
you just had to take it and he would make fun of our parents 
saying, "You know you guys don't want to work and you don't 
put effort in this and you've been sliding by up until now, 
you know and then you tell your parents and they come crying 
to me; well I'm not going to listen to it. You guys have to 
work." He horrified me for three-quarters of the semester. 
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But I have to say now, in retrospect, that he's the 
best teacher—the best English teacher I ever had because he 
made me work and I learned. I learned more in that class 
than I did in anything I did in college about writing. And 
he demanded it of us. But then when it was good, when it 
was finally good and like you know when I had done like 8 
revisions of a paper or something, and obviously, then the 
final product was the best I could do and I would get an 
'A'. . .But he'd let you know and he'd say, "This is good 
work." Hearing this is good work out of Mr. M—'s mouth, 
you just wanted to kiss the ground you were so happy. 
(He made us) find words that really spoke to us. The 
tone bubbles. You had to use very descriptive words and 
your writing had to be like intense and full, like stew. It 
had to have all kinds of flavors and textures to it. . . 
You'd have to walk in there and you'd just have to know how 
to write an essay in 30 minutes. . .When I look back, I'm 
like wow that was really good. And you know, he knew we 
could be good readers and writers but none of us were living 
up to what we should be. None of us knew anything. We were 
in one of the highest English courses. And he just shot us 
down, big time. And I couldn't stand it in the beginning. 
I wanted to get the hell out of that class. Like this is 
ridiculous; the guy's not going to let me slide by. 
I remember getting marked-up in 11th grade, but not 
like we did in Mr. M—'s class, just like, you know, grammar 
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again, spelling and we did a lot more vocabulary. Tons of 
vocabulary in 11th grade. I don't know if they were trying 
to prepare us for the SAT's or what. But I remember getting 
papers back marked up with red ink. I hated that. . .1 
couldn't stand getting papers back with—like you know 
commas shouldn't be there, or this is a run-on or this is 
awkward or this is a wrong word choice or whatever. . .He 
didn't say anything about what you wrote. His focus was on- 
-I don't know what the word is—but not the content of what 
I was saying. I wanted him to say, "That's a great idea, 
and you could better say it like this. I started to really 
turn off of writing in 11th grade. Because after Mr. M, I 
like, writing to me—I started to really dislike it because 
my teachers, all my teachers started marking in red ink and 
they never said, you know, "good job." 
We talked before about "The Bull." We never creatively 
wrote anymore (in high school). What we wrote on is what we 
were told to write on or we were given certain topics which 
we had to know and we were told to write down this or that 
and when we wrote them we got marked up for not what we 
said, but like how we said it. I started to lose faith in 
my writing. 
I was never told that I could write well anymore. 
Because I was told I was an excellent writer getting 'A', 
'A', 'A'. Then I hit 10th grade and "You don't know how to 
write, Valerie." Which was a rude awakening for me, which 
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was good. Then I figured I'd rebound in 11th grade; now I 
knew how to write! But now my writing just got hacked-up 
for grammar and spelling and whatever else but I was never 
told "That was a good idea." And when I finally did get an 
"A" or get a good grade it was because, not like because of 
what I said, but because everything was right, everything 
was right, right, right. My spelling and everything was a 
check. . .Not like what really you said or your ideas; your 
ideas less and less. 
Then in 12th grade, in my senior year, it was more of 
the same. I loved this class and everything, but he was a 
big red pen kind of guy. Just specs; he always wrote specs- 
-specifics, he wants specifics. Or awkward, awkward, 
awkward, or whatever. But he also was good about saying, 
"This was a great idea and I loved your point about this, 
but you need to work on this, this, this." But basically, 
you know, my writing—well "I guess I'm an okay writer. But 
nothing great, you know, no big deal." 
In high school and even now, with writing, I put it 
off; I always put it off. . .1 guess I didn't enjoy writing, 
or I didn't think I was going to do well. In Mr. M—'s 
class you had to do it in advance, because you had to do 
revisions and revisions. But even in the revisions, I kind 
of hesitated. It was like torture in that class; it was 
slow torture because I didn't want to write it and I'd pass 
it in and it would get marked up and I'd get it back, but 
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eventually I learned to do it in advance, or whatever, but I 
always put it off until the last minute. . .If it's really 
bad, I just did it at the last minute so even if it was 
really my fault it was not really me that's being criticized 
when I would start to get criticized on these papers. And 
then also, I felt like if I put a lot of time into it; if I 
put effort into it and thought about it and tried to get 
creative, I didn't feel like that was going to be rewarded 
anyway. 
I remember writing a sonnet and it was excellent. . .It 
was about suicide and it was so good; it was right on the 
money. It was just so descriptive it was so good. I wrote 
it the semester I had Mr. M—'s class. . .1 was probably 
doing it more for Mr. M and for myself and I wanted it to be 
good because it was directed towards my father. We were 
told to write a sonnet. Go write a sonnet. I loved it; I 
loved that assignment. . .Well, you know the dark ages when 
people are in high school? I mean high school is a really 
difficult age you know. And I had one of my friends try to 
commit suicide. Suburban High School is such a difficult, 
high pressure high school because the suburbs of (the big 
city) are very wealthy. Everybody goes to college, but 
there's no choice, you know? If you don't you're looked at 
as weird you know, and everybody has money and if you're not 
wearing the best clothes you're kind of a loser. . .Well, 
anyway, my dad was—my dad's a very critical guy. He always 
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has been very critical, never can do anything right, cap is 
off the toothpaste, you're awful. Lose something, you're 
awful, and he was just very difficult to live with. So at 
that time in my life, I hated my father. And I know the 
whole sonnet. It goes: 
When first I woke and saw the sun appear, 
I thought of surf and sand and ocean spray. 
Outside there was no cloud around to fear. 
I ran downstairs to greet the pregnant day. 
Sunny eggs congealed beneath his scowl, 
that cut across the clear and sunny skies. 
I asked what had I done that was so foul, 
to cause the flood of anger in his eyes. 
Your room's not clean, your make-up is too thick, 
your homework isn't done, your hair is wet. 
And then he swung and I was not so quick. 
That slap against my face I won't forget. 
The frosty waves were smooth as silk that day. 
They welcomed me and washed the scowl away." 
The first time my friends and I talked about going to 
college, it was not academics that we talked about. I'll 
tell you that much. It was, "We're going to get to drink 
beer every weekend" and basically it was, my best friends 
and I were saying, "We're going to get to live together and 
be with one another all the time and go out together all the 
time ..." That was the big thing at that time. But we 
talked about what we were going to major in and my friend 
talked about speech pathology and I wanted to major in 
political science. And we knew it was going to be a lot of 
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work. We were nervous about that. Oh my gosh, it's going 
to be a lot of work, a lot of work. . . 
I remember coming for orientation and we had to take a 
math exam, and a writing exam. . .The writing one; it was 
awful. I had never experienced anything like that you know. 
350 people in this dark auditorium, crammed in there with 
this little desk and a blue book. What the heck is a blue 
book? And told to write and. . .well. . .when I got the 
topic I thought this is a really bullshit topic and if you 
can just blabber away on and on, I'd be able to answer it. 
I wasn't worried too much about it, if it sounded really 
good. I just figured, well I'll fill this blue book.” It 
was high pressure, I mean you walk in there and they give 
you this question, it's like an in-class exam, it's an in- 
class essay, but it's really high pressure because I had 
never done it amongst 350 other people in this auditorium, 
on a little desk. . .1 don't even remember the topic. . . 
So I felt like I, well, yeah, I answered it. I 
answered it thoroughly enough to not be considered 
illiterate so I'm fine. I felt like I was fine. I was just 
glad it was over. . .All I know is that all I had to take 
was freshman writing. I didn't have any other requirements 
to fill. I was above average, but you know, not the top. 
Somewhere in there. . . 
I didn't get freshman writing first semester, I got it 
2nd semester. . .1 remember I took American history from 
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1856 on. It was my first experience writing. One of my 
best classes here at the University. He really made us 
work. . .It was a big lecture, but he was really charismatic 
and we could hear him when he spoke and we had to do a lot 
of reading for the class and our exams were essays—like 8 
short answer essays and 2 long essays, pick one. And that 
was intimidating—when you see the course requirements for 
the first time, you're like, "I don't want to take all this 
writing and stuff.” But he was just a really stimulating 
professor, so you wanted to learn it and so I wanted to get 
the reading done. . .1 mean, when I got 'A's,' I really felt 
like I deserved that 'A'. I wrote so much; I just filled 
those blue books. I just thought it was really interesting 
when I wrote I got down all the points that I could get 
down. 
He didn't just stand there and lecture; he walked 
around; he was opinionated, but he made sure it wasn't just 
his opinion; he gave both sides and he ragged on everybody. 
And it was good because if he ragged on something that you 
believed, you didn't really get mad, but you would have to 
think about it—why is he saying that? He questioned you, 
questioned all the previous garbage you brought into the 
class and your previous beliefs. . .We didn't write research 
papers just essays (tests). There were no multiple choice, 
which so many professors copped out to—giving multiple 
choice because they didn't want to read the writing and I've 
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heard it so many times, that with so many papers and having 
to read them all, they just don't want to grade them. And I 
just thought it was intimidating like, oh my gosh, I'm going 
to have to write all this, how am I going to be able to 
articulate this. 
. . .So, I learned the material. In classes where you 
had to write essays, I found that you really have to know 
the material because there is no way you could sit down and 
write a coherent, interesting and political essay unless you 
know what you studied. . .1 mean, some people—when you 
write an essay—they just want you to regurgitate the book. 
Others like in another history class of mine, want you to 
show some intellectual insights, be analytical, give your 
opinion. 
I remember a history course—the first day of class— 
I'll never forget this! The first day of class he (the 
professor) came in and said, "If you don't like to read and 
you don't like to study get the hell out now. I don't want 
you here. If you think this is a slack-off course it isn't 
and you're not going to slack-off here. I don't care if 
you're a graduating senior, we're going to work and we're 
going to learn. And if you can't put effort into it you're 
going to flunk." And I was like, "Oh my gosh, maybe I 
should drop the course; I'm going to have so much work, but 
no, no, no. I'll just stay. I need the course. I'll just 
stay." It turned out to be a wonderful experience, because 
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I learned so much and it was a lot of hard work. I still 
have the essays and they're like a resource for me. 
Definitely a resource. 
. . .To me, essay exams seem to always have more 
weight. I always feel like, "Oh, I'll get the research 
paper done, because you know, either I get to pick the 
assignment or I get to pick the resources. In an essay exam 
they have also told you where the resources are; they're you 
notes and they're in the lectures and they're in the 
assignments that they've given you to read. So you know 
where that's coming from, so you kind of know what they're 
looking for and you have to be exact. Research papers can 
be a little more vague probably or it's more suited toward 
your interests and you'd think I'd be more excited about 
writing a paper. But I like being expected to know things 
in class and I like being challenged to tell them that I 
know something—in a coherent, logical, interesting way. 
On essay exams, you rarely get comments back—ever. 
Because they're just reading through them and they want to 
give you the grade and they hardly ever go through and say, 
"Well, that's a good point." And like really go through it 
and criticize you in a good way. And I don't like that. I 
mean I've heard many professors say to me, "I didn't comment 
on your papers but if you want comments, give the paper back 
to me and I'll comment on it." I think that's cheesy. I 
think they're professors, they gave me an essay exam; part 
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of getting an essay is reading it and commenting on it. So 
that really bothers me. On research papers they're much 
more apt to criticize on them, or mark up grammar, or just 
mark up the paper in general and ideas and comments on the 
paper. Maybe I don't like research papers; I don't know. 
But I really wish that on essay exams they would say more— 
but I've always done well on them. 
. . .(Freshman writing) is my first memory of really 
writing in college. I mean really writing. Because that's 
what the course is based on; writing a paper every week, 
rewriting it and then different types of papers. We got to 
pick the topic one week, next week we didn't. . .And I hated 
the class. I could not stand my teacher. . .1 was kind of 
psyched in the beginning when I thought, okay, I got 
freshman writing. I'm going to have to write, but at least 
maybe it will be good, and I'll learn and I will say now 
with hindsight I thought, "This will be easy-going, write a 
few papers you know and whatever.” But that wasn't the 
case. I remember going in there, she had long, ugly hair 
and I just didn't like her to begin with. I didn't like the 
way she sat and talked to us. . .But we had a lot of really 
smart, outgoing people in the class and with really good 
ideas. . . 
I actually remember most of the papers I wrote. One 
was "Long Distance Relationships Don't Work." I also wrote 
on "Economic Conversion"—how with the cutting in nuclear 
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build-up we're switching over to other economic needs. And 
I remember writing a research paper on that. 
I remember I got 'C's' on these papers. "C's” and 
”B/C's". My first semester at the University I got a 3.8. 
I mean I got "A's” in all my classes and I wrote essay exams 
and I wrote for all those classes and I thought, "Why am I 
getting killed in this class?” So I met with her and she 
said, "Well, it's just not good," and at the time I hated 
her. Why is she telling me this? And now I look back and 
think, well, she's probably right but at the time. No Way! 
What was her problem? Why didn't she like my writing? When 
I wrote "Long Distance Relationships Don't Work," that was 
very person, because my boyfriend of three years was at a 
different school, was at home still and I was making excuses 
about why it can't work. It was very important to me. 
One of the things she did was have our essays read out 
loud. She would have other people read it. She used to 
take the essays, take our name off of it, pass them out and 
have people read them out loud. And with the class of only 
II people—of course you know who it is. You can always 
tell because it's the person there going "oh come-on, give 
me a break!" And what she really did in that class was—she 
would let people just freely criticize other essays. So I 
would get defensive. I'd get defensive and everybody else 
was defensive. 
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It used to bother me because this total psycho kid in 
my class who was a friend of mine, but he had—he wore all 
black and he had huge hair and he had an iguana in his room- 
-he would write these far out essays, you know? But he 
would always get 'A's', and I would write, I thought, really 
good essays and I would get "B's” or ”B/C's” and it used to 
really bother me. I couldn't understand why. I'm like, 
"He's a better writer than I am?—I don't understand her 
criteria.” She's very wishy (washy) about that, and you 
know, we had mid-semester meetings with her to evaluate our 
improvements and I found myself just saying, "Go in there 
and kiss her butt," just like, "Get out of her class with a 
'B' ." 
So I ended up getting a 'B' in the class. I didn't 
like it at all. I didn't like the comments she gave me (on 
my papers). . .1 don't remember grammar and punctuation 
getting marked up. I just remember her saying, "This isn't 
explained clearly enough." and "You omitted this really 
important part and why didn't you explain this." But she 
never said anything good. So that's what used to bother me. 
I thought, well, is she being fair? I know I'm not a 
horrible writer. . .Well, it was hard for me to put the 
effort into trying. I mean. . .it was hard. Like in a 
research paper, for instance. I would give, or I would 
name, a certain fact and she would say, "but you never gave 
me this fact." And (she) would take a minus off for it, but 
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the information would have been on the previous page and I 
would go back to her and say, "Look, it's right here." And 
she would go, "Oh yeah." And then I thought to myself, you 
know, how many times has that happened? That she just 
missed it. In other words when she says, "You didn't 
explain this concept," I would start thinking to myself, 
"Yes I did." So I didn't know whether she missed it or if 
she just wanted me to explain it more. . .Why the hell 
should I put the effort into this if she's not reading it 
closely or she doesn't really care. . .1 mean I felt like 
there were things I could improve and my writing did 
improve. But it was a frustrating process for me. 
Everything I wrote on had a personal element to it. So 
for her to like—maybe I just took her comments too 
personally. She would say, you don't explain this, this 
doesn't make any sense, and it was perfectly clear to me, 
because I went through it and whatever. But I found 
rewrites a drag, just a drag. I didn't want to do it. I 
didn't feel like I was getting anything out of it. I didn't 
know how to make things clearer. Like she said, "Make 
things clearer," but I didn't know what she meant by that. 
I do know, subsequently, by doing a independent study in 
writing—one that I made-up myself with a teacher, a 
professor. I now know what it means to explain more 
clearly. But for her, I mean, I didn't know. Like for 
"Elaborate," I was like, "Elaborate what?; what specific 
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part of it?” Even if she said it about this one sentence, 
elaborate on it, what did she mean, what part of the 
sentence? 
The biggest thing I learned (in freshman writing) is 
that writing is personal to me and that I don't like getting 
hacked-up. I didn't like it; I couldn't take it. I didn't 
like the criticism. And I just felt like I learned I was a 
bad writer. . .1 think it's pretty funny that I had that 
freshman writing—you know, I'm supposed to learn how to 
write. And the course—everybody in the university has to 
take it, but it didn't mean anything to me. 
Right now, I have this independent study in my senior 
year, that I created, and I have learned more about writing 
and writing as a person, and just everything, than I did all 
through college. . .1 did this independent study because I 
took an American Political Thought course with this 
professor and my TA—Gloria—who was a journalist and a 
sticky writer. I mean, she's not just concerned about 
grammar and syntax and punctuation, she's concerned about 
tone and style. 
. . .In American Political Thought, we had to write and 
write and write. I wrote on Puritan Theocracy, the downfall 
of Puritan theocracy. . .1 got a 'B', which was kind of bad 
to me because I always got "A's”. To some people that may 
not be a big deal, but to me it is. To know me is to know 
that I really like to get "A's” because I really try in my 
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classes. So anyway, I got a 'B' on my paper and was like, 
"What?” And I went to talk to her (Gloria) and she 
commented on the paper and told me "this, this (she gestures 
with her hands) and this," but at the end she said, "You 
have really good points." 
(Gloria) was like, "You know, a lot of people don't 
like me because I criticize writing but that's because I 
know that people can live up to the challenge and become 
better writers." And I thought, maybe there's something to 
it. She made it very clear to us what she expected. Like 
the first day she said, "Look, a lot of people don't like 
the way I do this". . .The reason my professor selected her 
as TA was because he knew how important writing was to her. 
Writing was really important to him. . .1 just think Gloria 
was really concerned about our writing improving. She 
didn't think anything was wrong with our content. She liked 
our ideas and made that very clear. Like to me, she made it 
clear that. . ."You're a very intelligent person, Valerie, 
and I enjoyed having you in the class. . .but your writing 
could be improved, you could be so much better at your 
writing. Let's get your writing up there." So I felt like, 
"Yeah! Let's get my writing up there, you know?" 
In freshman class, you do a rewrite. . .1 just didn't 
care. I didn't want to. I didn't care about doing work for 
this woman in my freshman class. Gloria was very smart. 
She can write; she's a good writer. When I wrote the second 
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paper (in American political thought) I got an 'A'. And to 
get an 'A' on a paper from Gloria was like. Yes! I was so 
psyched. It was another one of my huge accomplishments in 
college. I loved my paper. I let everybody read it 'cause 
I really liked it. . .1 thought, well, you know, I want to 
make this good, you know, what can I do, I thought, geez, 
I'd love to do an independent study in politics, in 
political science, but I'd love to just work on my writing, 
cause after having Gloria, I'm thinking, wow, my writing 
could get so much better and how can I do that and I'd love 
to improve my writing. 
So I approached Gloria and she goes, "Wow, that would 
be a wonderful idea." And she's so excited about the 
writing anyway. And she saw a lot of potential with me and 
she wanted to do it. So we set it up where I decided to 
write on democracy. What democracy is and do we live in it. 
. .1 have never written so much in my life, but for every 
book I had to write a summation of the book four to five 
pages long. . .and I had about ten books total. And we met 
twice a week and she would take it (her paper) and right in 
front of my eyes correct it. She'd read it four times 
through. She'd go through and she'd pick up what she 
noticed off the top of her head, like no comma. Then she'd 
go through it and do it again. Then she'd go through and 
read for content. And then she'd go through and read for 
ideas, and then it was right there while I was looking at 
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her. I could see the process she was going through, like 
what she was finding wrong with my paper. . .Then I had to 
go back and rewrite. . .And the whole time I'm writing 
these, I'm writing a larger, 20 page paper putting all the 
books together into a larger product. 
. . .1 learned so much. She had me read Strunk and 
White; she said I had to read that every six months. . .and 
we just talked about writing. She explained why there was a 
better way to say this sentence, you know? To be concise. 
To be direct. If something can be two sentences instead of 
one, make it two sentences. . .We took my essays and my 
essays from previous classes and took them and condensed 
them and made them concise and clear and explicit and my 
writing had a punch, more of a punch to it. And that's what 
we worked on with every paper. And then by the end we were 
working on tone, like the tone of my paper and my audience. 
Who am I really speaking to? What am I trying to convey? 
If you're talking about participatory democracy, if 
you're talking about representative democracy stick to it. 
Don't switch part way through you paper to something else. 
Every example should be relating back to the concept. And 
every metaphor that you use should be really what you are 
trying to say. It was just really fabulous the way she went 
through the papers with me. I learned so much. I know my 
writing has improved so much because even when I write 
letters now, I like change things and say, "Val, that 
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shouldn't be there; you could just say it like this and it 
would be much clearer and interesting.” 
I enjoy my political science courses and history 
courses because you have to write, you have to read. And 
this may sound weird, but I know reading and writing is good 
for me. It's something I grew up with, with my mother. . . 
And in college you don't really have a lot of time to do 
your own reading. So political science is my major. We had 
to read. For every class I just had readings, and readings, 
and readings. And you always have to write, and write and 
write papers. . .1 would say there is much more writing for 
me in poly sci as opposed to my friends like accounting 
majors. I don't know how they're going to function in 
society when they can't—you know—read. They can't write. 
One of my best friends is an accounting major and she 
doesn't have to read anything. And she just works with 
numbers. She doesn't read any books or ideas or write them 
down, or write about anything—to like learn. To further 
her own knowledge, to read to further her writing and write 
to further her reading and I don't know how you can know 
other points of view or make logical arguments or be a 
productive citizen or a productive person and work well with 
other people unless you can articulate yourself, which you 
can do only through reading and writing, I think. . . 
In education classes, you free write. You free write 
and you free write. And when I first had an education class 
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we'd free write and I thought this is so stupid. Write what 
you feel. I'm like, "What?; this is lame!" But you know, 
your free writing wouldn't get marked-up because it was used 
to get ideas from. And all of a sudden I remember one 
teacher who said, "You are the text." In education classes, 
that's what it is. You are the text. . .And so your writing 
is just like, you write and write and write and it's good 
and it's bad. It's good because you really get to say what 
you think, no matter what it looks like on paper. You get 
to say what you think. You get to share ideas. Everybody 
gets their ideas down. But as far as criticizing writing, 
as in style, that doesn't happen. I would turn in my papers 
and it was like, "great thought!" Like I've taken 
educational psychology, human development. Some of my 
education courses I have to say ajre the most bullshit 
courses I ever had in my life because I didn't feel like you 
had to do anything. But maybe I learned the most in those 
classes without really knowing it, because I really thought 
a lot. You have to think and like give opinions. And write 
your opinions and I thought it was bullshit because, "this 
is too easy." I get to think for myself? And so, this is 
broad but basically it was just free write and get your 
ideas out there and let's all think and you are the text. 
That's what education classes are like for me. 
Writing in political science is much more in-depth, 
like intellectually stimulating—actually some topics were 
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pretty stupid, but topics we had to write about were like 
really concrete and you had to think and you had to do 
reading and you had to use the lecture and you had to use 
your mind and you had to know what was currently going on 
in the world to answer a lot of essay exams and write papers 
for political science courses. But again, it wasn't the 
writing itself. Whether my grammar, my syntax and my tone 
and my ideas were coming across clearly was never really the 
issue. 
. . .Most college students don't know how to write and 
we're all getting through college just fine without knowing 
how to write and that really saddens me. We're not expected 
to write really well. No one expects it: professors, the 
curriculum. That independent study should be required for 
everybody. That's what writing in political science should 
have been for me. . .So many people don't have the basics of 
writing that they can't get any better and nobody really 
sits down and says, "Well this is what you should do; do it 
like this, this and this." And that should have been done, 
I think, in high school. . .We should be held accountable 
for writing because I know that some of my friends have 
writing so much worse than I do and they're just getting 
through like I do. I'm not saying that I'm just getting 
through. Because I did so much work at (this University) 
and I've tried to improve my writing. But basically, I 
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don't think people her can write and I really don't think 
there's an emphasis on being a good writer. 
I feel like kids go into school and feel like, "Okay, 
what am I going to get taught?” And you just go in there 
and there's a lot of passive learning that goes on. . .1 
definitely see a connection between teacher expectations and 
how much I give out. I mean, that's really bad, but some 
teachers expect a lot of me and I work more, I try harder. . 
.It's the same thing as my writing I think. I'm just 
thinking right now my college experience during that 
independent study. She really expected me to improve, to do 
well. And she told me, "I don't want to see a second 
mistake that way again. I want you to do this and this and 
do that. I want you to work on that and we'll work 
together.” And she expected a lot of me. And I wanted to 
live up to it and I wanted to improve. I wanted to improve 
my writing. But at the same time when there's those 
expectations it isn't that somebody's expecting me to do 
something that they know I can't do. And what they do is 
that they validate my intelligence by saying, ”I know you 
can do it; you're a very smart human being, you are 
creative, now let's live up to that potential.” 
(Professors) should expect us to write and they should 
have us write. Ninety percent of our assignments should be 
writing. . .Not just reiterating what they said in lecture. 
Give us a writing assignment on, like, what is the 
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progressive movement to you, not just what is the 
progressive movement. What did it mean to the merchants? 
Something you will have to think about or use your 
imagination or think critically. Number one is expect us to 
write. I've had too many classes where I don't have to 
write. Or, I can take multiple choice exams and get out of 
the class without having to write. 
The way I do a paper. . .I'm being critical. I'm 
analyzing. And I'm getting good grades so I'm assuming 
that's what they're looking for. . .It is, as a matter of 
fact, rarely said to us to like "use critical analysis." 
Mostly, they just give the paper topic and it isn't a 
uniform thing for them to say, "analyze this" and "criticize 
that." (To be a critical thinker) means to not just believe 
what you're reading. And not just believe what you're 
hearing from your professor. Think about it; do you agree 
or disagree? Make a judgement call, do something with it, 
don't just let it go in your ear, sit in you brain, let it 
rot and put it on a piece of paper. Don't just believe it 
and take it for everything they're saying to you because 
it's not, that's not the case. You may very well agree, but 
you may very well not. 
I think there are levels of writing. . .1 hate that 
word, "upper level of writing." If you reach that level you 
should be encouraged to take risks in writing. . .But you 
can't break the rules until you know the rules. . .When we 
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say "rule,” it's more of a guideline. Once you know the 
rules, it's more of a guideline. So, I'm not saying it's 
etched in stone, but you know for the most part not asking 
questions in the middle of paragraphs is an example of a 
general rule. But is depends on what you're talking about 
and it depends on the point you're trying to get across. 
But first you've got to know the general rules. I've gone 
back to high school and said, "Mr. Albert, I'm so glad I had 
you, man, I'm so far beyond these other kids in this class 
because I knew what a dangling modifier was". . . 
When we did something wrong in Mr. Albert's class, we 
knew what we did wrong. It was right there, night and day— 
we knew what we did wrong. It was, "this is what you did 
wrong, this is how you improve it. Now do it." With 
freshman English it was, "this is what you did wrong, 
improve it." Not how you improve it. Not how you go about 
improving that aspect after writing. Just improve it. I 
should have had Mr. Meecham not just for one semester but 
for the whole year, then I should have had another English 
class like that the year after. I started to recognize my 
problems (in Mr. Albert's class). You had to or you'd fail 
the class. And you wanted to because you wanted to do well. 
No fluffiness; I mean no bullshit. I mean, what you do in 
college when you want to write a paper is just bullshit away 
. . .You couldn't do that in his class. He'd write, "no 
fluff" and put an "F" on the top of the paper. 
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See, there's a difference between your ideas and the 
correctness of writing. Your ideas are always good. It's 
how you say your ideas the correct way, or the better way of 
saying your already correct ideas. . .There's a difference 
between the rightness and wrongness of writing. If you sat 
down and corrected my paper right now and hacked it up, I 
would assume you were correcting my writing, not my ideas. 
I would assume that now. But that's the assumption I 
learned in Mr. Albert's class. I knew he liked my ideas, he 
wanted me to be able to say them better. . .When I say a 
paper gets hacked up I mean it just gets marked up. I'm 
talking about things that are not comments on content and 
ideas. Those are different. Non-content and idea comments 
are "getting hacked up." Hacked up means it's not right. 
Other ways of marking you paper is saying "well, what do you 
mean here?" A question. That's not saying you're wrong, 
that's just asking a question. When I'm told I'm wrong, 
flat out—I'm wrong, I guess that's getting hacked up. 
. . .Too many assignments are given where you know 
whoever that person is on the other end that's reading it, 
doesn't really care what you're saying or how you're saying 
it, but just that you're getting it done. And that you're 
getting it done with some effort. . .I've said before, you 
get little to no comments on things you write. My final 
exam for international relations class that I sweated over 
for two weeks; it was like 25 pages long. But I had an "A" 
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going into the final and this one TA was going to have about 
50, 25-page papers to read. And I knew that he was going to 
have about 3 weeks to do this and then turn in the final 
grade. And I thought to myself, "How's he going to read all 
those papers in a week?". . .Well I got an "A" in the class 
and I went to get my final paper. I'm one of those people 
who actually go get them. I went and got it and there was 
not one mark on the paper. I know it wasn't read. I just 
know it wasn't read. I had an "A" going into the final and 
I was very verbal in class. But that paper didn't get read. 
Writing is not valued as highly as it could be. And I 
just want to say that people who have good grades, don't 
have to work as hard towards the end. I mean, you just get 
the benefit of the doubt. That's not to say you get away 
with it with everybody 'cause you don't. But even more so, 
writing really is not valued the way it should be at least 
in college. It's this entity where once you get to college 
you're assumed to have learned it in high school. When 
you're in high school you've kind-of supposedly got the 
basics in junior high. 
There are no real standards for like what you should 
know before you get to college about writing. And once 
you're in college, nobody knows really what the standards 
are, what you should have when you leave. But when you 
leave, I know one of the things is to be proficient in 
writing and reading and I don't think anyone knows what that 
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really means. Teachers can give any form of evaluation 
(assessment) throughout their courses. They can give you 
papers or they can give you multiple choice or they don't 
have to give you anything at all. . .The reason I can even 
think of any classes that they value writing is because they 
stick out in my mind. Because it's unusual. 
When I first decided to get teacher certification and 
took education courses, I thought a lot of the education 
courses were easy. . .But actually, the reason I think that 
is because when I speak or when I write, other people are 
going, "yeah! yeah!" And they agree with that and then 
they're using what I'm saying and I thought, "That's stupid; 
I'm the student. They were supposed to be teaching me." . . 
.But I realized from thinking about my non-education 
courses, that if I'm not expected "To be the text" then I 
guess my feelings are not really being valued or my 
professors don't really think they can get anything from us 
as students. Which means they are out of touch. 
. . .1 think as a teacher, and me going into the 
teaching profession, I know how I'm going to try and 
validate my students' ideas. They can't be put down by me. 
. .And if I value my students' opinions and ideas then out 
of that reasoning my teaching is necessarily going to have 
to incorporate my students' ideas and my students' beliefs. 
And how they want to learn and what they want to study. 
That's going to have to come into my teaching style. . 
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.which I learned in my education classes. I mean, I learned 
from being able to think and really write and read all 
different points of view on teaching theories and being 
exposed to all different kinds of methods. To come up with 
my own beliefs. And you'd think as a political science 
major that after reading and writing and being able to write 
papers that I would have to come up with some theory on 
political science too. Yet the only place I was able to 
come up with some sort of political theory was in that 
independent study. When I could write on what I wanted to 
write on. My ideas, my beliefs and then write it well. 
Writing is so ambiguous. I don't know whether I'm good 
at it or not good at it. I never knew how to be a good one, 
a good writer or not. And what it means to be a writer. 
Writing is this thing that everybody has to do, but nobody's 
sure how to do it. . .You see, writing to me is also part of 
learning. And I have a passion for doing well. And 
writing, I think, is such a critical part of all learning. 
And necessarily I'd want to be a good writer to be a good 
learner. 
I haven't had to write much recently, except for the 
independent study. Even with the independent study, as I 
mentioned before, I procrastinated and left it 'til the last 
minute. Everything. And I learned in that because I kept 
having to do rewrites and rewrites and rewrites. . .1 put it 
off, but rewrote it better. Understood more things, two 
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more simple things, passed it back in. Got is back, was 
told that I improved, but I still needed to do this. Put it 
off 'til the last minute. Rewrote it, then more things. I 
already have these drafts that were just getting 
progressively better. 
When I passed my paper into my freshman English teacher 
she took it home and whatever she did with it, marked it up 
gave it back to me. There was no interaction between her 
and I. When I gave it to Gloria she often would sit there 
right in front of me and say, "Okay" and would read it right 
in front of me. And then she'd tell me something and we'd 
talk about it right then, right there. Each thing, each 
individual little thing in the paper and why. With my 
freshman teacher it was I got the paper back, it was marked 
up, I took it back to wherever I came from, changed it. I 
wasn't really sure if I was changing it right or for the 
right reasons, couldn't ask her any questions right then and 
there because she's not there and brought it back to pass in 
and hope that I did it right. 
You don't ever know what the criteria is going to be 
(for assessing writing) because it's different for every TA, 
for every professor. Like I said, some required me to make 
sure I spelled everything right, my margins had to be one 
inch, my ideas had to be coherent and clear. Whatever. But 
two classes later, no. Oh, you've said some pretty good 
things. And he gave you a good grade. You never know; the 
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criteria is not uniform at all. . .Well there's got to be 
leeway with every teacher, but there's got to be some form, 
some standard. I mean, I don't know whether it should mean 
a TA handbook or whatever. But there's got to be some 
standard for writing. But the problem is that I don't think 
all the TA's know how to write. You know?. . .Supposedly 
it's publish or perish at this university, so supposedly the 
professors know how to write. But they don't read the 
papers. 
Writing has just got to be part of every discipline in 
my opinion. I think writing is a foundation for all other 
disciplines. Even accountants have to know how to think 
critically. They're voters. How are they going to select a 
president if they can't think critically? If they can't 
form an opinion? And to be able to really do that you have 
to know how to read, number one. To know how to read well, 
you have to know how to write well. To know how to write 
well you have to read. I think reading and writing go hand- 
in-hand. . .For me, it's funny, you can almost tell who an 
accountant is. I mean, I'm not saying that's really true. 
I have accountant friends, but I can even see the change in 
my best friend here at school who is an accountant—2 1/2 
years she never had to read, never had to write, and I found 
her to have dry conversation. And yet now, she's a human 
resource major and she's reading and she's writing, she's 
loving it. . .And I talk to her now and I find her much more 
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receptive to my ideas and listening to them and asking 
questions about them and me doing the same for her. I think 
you can tell who's a reader, who's a writer. Maybe not 
totally. . . 
I think I can write. I don't think I'm the best writer 
in the world, but I think I'm better than I was four years 
ago. I don't think that I'm as intellectual as I could be 
either. I don't want to say "intellectual" because that has 
a bad connotation. I don't think everybody can be 
intellectual. I don't think I'm as worldly as I could be. 
Or as well-read as I could be. Definitely not. I even feel 
guilty, like "Oh, I've got to read, I've got write." So, I 
don't think I'm as good as I can be. But, I mean I think 
I'm much better comparatively to a lot of people. 
Reflections on the Profiles 
I preface my short reflections on the profiles by 
saying that I consider individual readers to be the main 
interpreters and respondents. I offer my views as one who 
has had a significant amount of contact with each of the 
participants, in conducting the interviews, reviewing the 
transcripts, and crafting the profiles. This does, I 
suppose, give me some advantage in offering commentary. 
Nonetheless, I would hope that anyone who reads the profiles 
would have equally significant things to say about them. I 
would rather that the voices of the students shape the 
findings, rather than my overly intrusive interpretation. 
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That said, I believe that one of the most significant 
issues which I encountered in conducting the interviews, and 
in shaping these profiles, was the tension that students 
experience as they write and attempt to learn to write in 
college. This issue first struck me as I began constructing 
the very first profile. As I read transcript after 
transcript, I realized that tension was prevalent as a theme 
for all of the participants and I regard it as one of the 
most important issues in this research. 
To say that students are "tense” about writing may not 
surprise teachers, educators and, of course, student 
writers. To say that tension is worth serious consideration 
as a legitimate issue that affects learning to write may be 
somewhat surprising. The students in this study are not 
ones who might be said to have writer's block, yet they are 
all somehow "blocked" by the tension they feel as writers in 
college. I believe that the participants in this study give 
us reasons to take tension seriously and to consider, quite 
simply, ways we might, as teachers, allow them to write 
under more relaxed circumstances. 
In that regard, interviewing is a revealing research 
process. When Peter and Valerie talked to me about writing, 
they kept looking at me, hoping to make eye contact to 
confirm that they were telling me "the right things." It 
was difficult to make them comfortable with their own 
knowledge about what it is like to write in college. The 
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interviewing process itself was my first reminder of the 
tension students face in learning to write and of the 
expectations that teachers impose upon students. Of course 
I also recognize that the research interviews were unusual 
occurrences for the students, so that their desire to have 
their answers confirmed was somewhat expected. Also, I may 
have been perceived by participants as "a teacher,” which 
may have affected their level of tension. However, when I 
finally read all the transcripts, I felt that the tension 
was there on its own as a phenomenon worth much more 
investigation by researchers. 
I certainly do not believe that it is the intent of 
faculty to inculcate their students with a tension about 
writing. However, each of the three students profiled, and 
in fact all of the participants in this study, expressed 
through their own words, the tension they felt when writing. 
There is a lot of pressure to "get it right.” Recall, for 
example, Pierre's comment about his earliest writing 
experiences: "What I remember about writing. . .is that it 
had to be super neat.” Getting his papers to "look” right 
became almost a symbolic lifelong endeavor for Pierre, and 
perhaps, for both Valerie and Peter who speak about their 
grades depending as much upon the appearance of correctness 
as anything else. In that regard, tension arose for Valerie 
when she attempted to write (in freshman English) something 
more personal and less "bullshit.” Tension arose for Peter 
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in the lab, when he tried to get his lab reports to meet the 
expectations of the teaching assistant. For both Peter and 
Valerie there was an ambiguous "right” way for a freshman 
essay or lab report to look that may have had as much to do 
with appearance as with content. 
I tend to believe that the "authoritarian" model of 
instruction, reinforced by the grading system in school and 
college, makes negative tension inevitable. I believe, 
further, that there isn't much good to say, at least from 
this study, about the affect that grades have on students' 
learning. Valerie, Peter and Pierre are constantly 
concerned with grades. No matter what they discuss in 
relation to writing in college, grades and their teachers' 
expectations are always lurking somewhere in the background. 
That makes them tense writers who, despite what they may be 
taught about "writing process," are writing for the teacher 
as audience with the purpose of getting a good grade. 
That's reality. 
It is extremely difficult for students like, for 
example, Valerie Hughes to relax and to write in a "natural" 
way. She has learned through her experiences in writing for 
Mr. M— (in secondary school) that the teacher is the 
authority figure and that the student must make his or her 
writing conform to the ideal text envisioned by a particular 
teacher. Although it is clear that Valerie appreciated Mr. 
M—, and considered him her "best" English teacher, she also 
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learned that writing is loaded with tension. One might say 
that getting students used to tension was one of the main 
purposes of Mr. M—'s class. 
Yet Valerie does appreciate the accountability that Mr. 
M— provides for her writing. He is strict, but he is also 
conscientious and caring as he examines her work. Later in 
the term Mr. M— has "let up” on the students and isn't as 
authoritarian in his approach. His strategy is that if he 
is hard on them they will learn to be tough on themselves. 
It is the type of tension and accountability that Valerie 
again encountered when working with her political science 
T.A., Gloria. 
For reasons I stated a bit earlier in this section, I 
am somewhat troubled by the model of writing instruction 
that Valerie ultimately values. The institutional context 
of school and college seems to force teachers like Mr M—, 
and Gloria, to find ways to sort students and to grade them. 
That process raises questions as to how the ranking and 
sorting function may inhibit the teaching and learning of 
writing. Furthermore, as we will see in the next chapter, 
this tension has negative connotations for students because 
writing for certain instructors can cause irreconcilable 
differences. 
Valerie does appreciate the "training” that Mr. M— 
provided her, and the attention and accountability that 
Gloria provided her. Yet most of the time, as she says in 
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her profile, she writes her papers for classes at the last 
minute. She doesn't write multiple drafts and she doesn't 
get someone to read her work and she even writes "bullshit.” 
One could say that the tension of writing in college makes 
many students, like Valerie, put things off until the last 
minute, almost as an excuse for not performing up to 
expectations (their own included). If they have been taught 
the potential dangers of not getting the final written 
product the way the instructor wants it, they are taught to 
take few risks, to be unimaginative and to, finally, just do 
it the night before it is done 
Perhaps if teachers didn't have so many students and 
didn't have to give grades, some of this tension, and the 
need to indoctrinate students into the system, as Mr M— has 
done, would be eliminated and students would find ways to 
engage with writing as an imaginative and thoughtful 
process. The challenge for writing teachers would be, if 
conditions permitted, to coach students and to encourage 
their participation in their growth as a writer in a non¬ 
threatening format. 
However, the reality of school is quite the opposite. 
Peter Masko knows better than the other students in this 
study that school can present a special set of challenges to 
someone whose home life is also a challenge. Peter seems 
especially keen in his understanding that those in charge 
have an agenda for the students. His background has. 
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perhaps, given him extra insight into the reality of 
balancing real life with the expectations of writing in 
college. 
It can not be denied that Peter was immeasurably helped 
by his guidance counselor, Mr. Lombardo, who, like Valerie's 
Mr. M—, helped Peter understand "the system." Yet there is 
still something mysterious about the reality of studenthood 
that has affected both of these students. They both call 
themselves procrastinators when they write in college and 
they both seem to regard a lot of the writing they do as 
unfulfilling, even though they are both relatively 
successful at it. For Valerie it is as if she feels 
satisfaction that her courses demand so much writing and she 
feels writing is important, yet she still puts her writing 
off until the last minute and understands that she often 
doesn't do her best work. 
Valerie was able to transcend this somewhat when she 
wrote for Gloria, but she still claims to have 
procrastinated when writing for Gloria. Nonetheless there 
was a humane quality to her interaction with Gloria that 
made the writing more tolerable. Similarly, Peter Masko's 
college writing experience in which he confronted his own 
grief, seems to have transcended the system and made the 
reality of his life somehow compatible with the reality of 
school. Those issues will be elaborated upon in the next 
chapter. 
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Pierre, unlike Valerie and Peter, was very confident 
throughout the entire interview process. So was a fourth 
participant, Randy, who will be introduced in the next 
chapter. Pierre wanted to tell me everything; his answers 
were long and he sometimes rambled through his responses 
trying, it seemed, to make them mean something to him rather 
than to me. He spoke quickly and looked at me infrequently. 
I often had to cut him off when I felt he had digressed. 
Tension of a different sort was present in Pierre's 
transcript. 
I found that "the search for meaning" defined Pierre 
and that the tension he felt about writing was more strongly 
within himself, rather than with the "other" (such as a 
teacher or a grade), as compared to the rest of the 
participants. I found it incredible that he had written an 
award winning, much praised engineering manuscript but felt 
that it really didn't mean all that much to him. From 
piecing together his comments about writing in engineering, 
I determined that his paper wasn't "impressive" writing 
because it didn't mean anything, in the way that "a story" 
had meaning. All of the students in the study seemed to be 
searching to obtain the image they had for meaningful, or 
"important," writing. The interrelationship among 
professor/student/assignment seemed to influence whether 
writing achieved an acceptable level of "meaningfulness." 
I'll also discuss this in more length in the next chapter. 
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Peter, Valerie, and many of the other participants 
concluded that most of their writing didn't mean much to 
them and, to use student vernacular, was simply B.S. It is 
my opinion that each of the three participants in this 
chapter desired that their writing and, in fact, all of 
their learning, somehow "mean something." Yet there is a 
conflict among the factors of earning grades, learning 
content, learning to write, and just completing an 
assignment by the due date. This is not exactly a 
revolutionary concept, but it is a subject to which all 
three of the profiled participants, and others in the study, 
alluded. I believe there is an assumption, and even a 
tradition, in college that the conflict will have to be 
dealt with and that a student will ultimately benefit from 
struggling with it. It is a belief that I personally 
believe harms students as writers and as participants in the 
educational process. 
This struggle seems to be worsened by the much alluded 
to tension between student and teacher. The three 
participants want their teachers to be more accountable in a 
way that is similar to the accountability they have to their 
professors. The students seem to be asking: Is there 
fairness in the system? I don't think that question should 
be as easily dismissed as college instructors might like it 
to be. 
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In that regard, I realize that one could read the 
profiles, especially those of Valerie and Peter, and 
conclude, correctly in some cases, that the participants 
themselves are unfair. But I also believe that they add a 
necessary perspective to theories on writing, by pointing 
out what it is like on "their side of the desk." In sum, I 
believe that writing instructors need to hear more of this, 
both in an uninterrupted fashion, as is presented in the 
profiles, and also as it is presented in the next chapter, 
as themes that help to define what writing is like in 
college. It will be evident, in reading the thematic 
chapter, that the issues of concern to the participants are 
those already alluded to by the students profiled in this 
chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
THEMES FROM THE RESEARCH: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
My hope is that individual teachers, researchers and 
students bring their own interpretation to the words of the 
participants of this study. I am hesitant to make sweeping 
generalizations about them and I share my conclusions, 
similarly to my commentary at the end of the profile 
presentation chapter, as a framework of ideas which might 
inform teaching and add insight to future research. 
As the author of this research document, I wish to reconfirm 
that it is really the words of the participants that are 
most important. That is the reason I chose 
phenomenological, in-depth interviewing as a methodology; I 
feel, in the truest sense of the word, that it empowers the 
voices of those who have often been silent in educational 
research: the students. I would hope also that my 
discussion of their experiences has not been intrusive upon 
their words. Similarly, I hope my comments in this chapter 
are in harmony with the aims of phenomenology, as stated by 
Van Manen (1990), that is, "that it brings us in more direct 
contact with the world. . .without taxonomizing, 
classifying, or abstracting it" (p.9). Nonetheless, as 
Seidman (1991) indicates, it comes time for the researcher 
to ask, "what the research meant to him or her (p.l02)." 
In the paragraphs that follow, I will outline and summarize 
what I have learned from this project and I will use themes 
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from the seven interviews in so doing. I will focus on the 
concept of "experience” because it is the most central to 
all of my interviews. It is often said that we learn from 
our experiences and that we add to our knowledge of the 
world as we gain experiences. I think educators in general 
and writing teachers in particular, despite all the 
attention these days on "writing process," have diminished 
experience as part of the learning process. While many 
studies of writing have focused on the cognitive aspects of 
the writing process, there are very few studies (see Chapter 
II) that have focused on other aspects of the experience of 
writing, those aspects which come under the heading, "What 
is it like for you?" 
In working with the interview material, I have 
discovered certain themes which help in answering that broad 
question. In the previous chapter, profiles were created 
using interview data from single participants; in this 
chapter, data from all participants is used collectively to 
illumine specific issues about writing to which participants 
alluded during the course of the interviews. 
These thematic presentations should not be mistaken for 
"results" as from either empirical research or from more 
structured interviews in which specific questions are asked 
to a much larger sample of participants. I will not attempt 
to present the words of the participants in a "results" 
structure. Instead, the thematic excerpts from the college 
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writers should be examined as connected "phenomena." That 
is, the experiences of a number of participants have a 
relationship worth examining as a collective whole, 
organized around topics, or themes, which I have created. 
In crafting the themes, and in selecting the excerpts, I 
have tried to resist taking any participant's language out 
of context and I have hopefully made connections that 
participants themselves would agree exist. However, it is 
finally the researcher who must interpret the research. In 
the case of thematic data, more so, in my opinion, than in 
the profiles, the researcher chooses connections that 
otherwise might not have been made. In any case, I have 
used the words of the participants in this chapter of the 
dissertation much as I would use the words of scholars; that 
is, as evidence that supports the claims I make. 
As described in Chapter III, a total of seven college 
writers participated in this study; an eighth participant 
dropped out after the first interview. Three participants 
have already been introduced in Chapter IV—Peter Masko, 
zoology major; Valerie Hughes, political science major; 
Pierre Lindros, electrical engineering major. In this 
chapter, we hear also from the four remaining participants: 
1. Randy Fletcher. A senior English major who was 
chosen from the multicultural tutoring project. 
2. Kerri Stone. A junior physical education teacher 
preparation major chosen from the Third Year 
Writing Program in her major. 
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3. Mary Beth Chambers. A junior elementary education 
major chosen from the Third Year Writing Program 
in her major. 
4. Bill Woo. A sophomore economics major chosen from 
his participation in the multicultural tutoring 
project. 
Those four participants' interview transcripts have 
been read and marked for themes, as were the participants 
whose transcripts have been crafted into profiles. From 
this process have emerged the themes and implications which 
I discuss below and which are supported by the use of 
quotations from the participants interspersed within my own 
narrative. 
To talk about their experiences as writers without the 
threat of "right" or "wrong" answers often animated the 
participants of this study in ways I have never observed 
before as a teacher or as a participant-observer in 
classrooms. As I conducted the interviews, and as I 
reflected upon them, I began to feel strongly that the words 
of the participants showed a practitioner-expertise that I 
had never acknowledged before. To have conducted these 
interviews, to listen, to watch their eyes, and to observe 
their hands and bodies, has made me realize how important it 
is that writing teachers seek to understand the experiences 
of their students. 
Hence, it is important to reiterate that students bring 
to college twelve years in which a history of writing 
experiences has been formed and from which a wealth of 
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knowledge has been gained. It is within that history that 
students learn the conventions of school and a framework 
from which their interactions with teachers are developed. 
One might say that students build a "resume" of knowledge 
about learning to write which they bring to college. 
Themes from the Interviews 
Following are themes discovered upon completion of the 
interviewing process. 
The Tension of Being a Student Writer 
I discovered that all of the transcripts were fraught 
with a certain amount of tension. In fact, I would 
characterize "tension," generally speaking, as a major 
phenomenon of being a student writer. That students are 
tense about writing would not particularly surprise 
teachers. However, that the tension seemed most focused 
upon student relationships with their instructors might be a 
surprise. Overwhelmingly, it seems that when the instructor 
is viewed by students as "examiner," or "grader," a natural 
tension develops between the student and the instructor. 
In addition, the interviews revealed other sources of 
tension, such as procrastination, which also add complexity 
to the act of writing in college. 
In this section, I will discuss, using the words of the 
participants, tension as a major phenomenon of writing in 
college. I' will begin with two participants relating pre- 
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college experiences, in which teachers acted disrespectful 
of their students and caused "writing tension." Next, the 
words of the participants will show how tension evolves once 
students get into college and grades become even more 
crucial to their success. Tension is manifested for 
students in terms of "negotiating" the final written 
product. I will show how this negotiation between student 
and teacher may affect the writing process and heighten 
tension as an aspect of writing in college. Lastly, I will 
discuss procrastination and its contribution to the tension 
of being a student writer. 
Tension has its historical precedent in the pre-college 
years, perhaps at different stages for different students. 
It is a phenomenon that students learn in school, based upon 
the following indoctrination: the teacher is always right 
and the student is always wrong. For example, Mary Beth 
Chambers, elementary education major, describes her 
experience writing in a high school class. She seems to 
have learned something from writing a paper yet her learning 
is apparently overlooked, or easily dismissed, by her 
teacher. The teacher has used the power of grades to make a 
point to Mary Beth, so that issues more intricately related 
to the processes of composing seem to end up lost for both 
student and teacher. 
I hated my eleventh grade English teacher. This 
was my most rebellious time in my life. He asked 
us to write a paper about why The Scarlet Letter 
was an anti-woman book. I didn't agree with him. 
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I thought the book was a feminist book, so that's 
how I wrote my paper. When he gave the papers 
back he didn't have a grade on mine. He told me 
after class that I needed to rewrite it. I was 
mad. I thought it was a really good paper. I 
probably still have it somewhere. I told him that 
I didn't agree with him, that my paper was okay 
but he wouldn't let it. I think it was at least a 
'B' paper but I never rewrote it so I got a '0.' 
That was my worst experience with writing. 
Perhaps Mary Beth didn't do a very good job stating 
her case in the paper and perhaps the teacher could 
convincingly explain the flaws. Nonetheless, it is also 
easy to imagine how a tension has emerged for this student- 
writer, which may inhibit her from using writing to engage 
her intellect and her imagination. Furthermore, one can see 
from Mary Beth's experience why it might be so difficult for 
students to conceive of an audience for their writing beyond 
that of the teacher. The educational "system” has made 
teachers the custodians of grades, not coaches of students' 
development as writers. 
There are exceptions to the rule. Many teachers view 
themselves more as coaches than as "gatekeepers." However, 
I believe that a lot of students become cynical of the 
educational system and of the teacher's role in that system 
in such a way that tension is overly infiltrated into young 
writers' consciousness, to the point of potentially 
demoralizing them as writers. As with any endeavor in life, 
if one can not relax one is likely to be far too tense to 
succeed. A relevant metaphor may be golf, where relaxation 
is integral to mastering the swing. When students are 
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overly tense about their writing I believe it may be 
difficult for them to compose. Cleary (1992) would agree. 
She indicates that students may perceive a teacher's 
expectation for a given writing assignment to be especially 
difficult, which can result in tension which ultimately 
affects the student's ability to carry out the assignment. 
Recall the following experience from the profile of 
Pierre Lindros. He, like Mary Beth in the previous example, 
is tenacious. They don't accept that they, as student 
writers, are wrong and that the teacher is right, although 
the final grade on their written product would indicate 
otherwise. 
I remember the one paper in my junior year that I 
wanted to be creative on. It was about The Great 
Gatsbv. . .1 wanted to write about how Gatsby was 
a tragic hero, using information that I had 
learned back in ninth grade—the tragic flaws and 
all that stuff. I wanted to bring it in because I 
was like—Wowi—I made a relationship there and I 
felt really confident about it. . .It's kinda' one 
of the first things that I really made a 
connection with in English class. So (the 
teacher) said, "yeah, I guess you can do that." 
In that time, very rarely would a student come up 
and want to do something different. Usually, they 
chose one of the assigned subjects. . . 
. . .1 remember the day before I was supposed to 
hand in the paper, well, I was really psyched and 
I had it all done, you know, in terms of rough 
draft and I went to the teacher (one who assigned 
the paper), just to have her read the work and 
just expecting her to say make these final 
corrections. And she read the paper and she said, 
"This is completely invalid. You can't write it." 
I was like, "you've got to be kidding." I thought, 
what am I going to do. She said, "you'll have to 
write another paper." And I thought, you've got 
to be kidding. I'm not going to abandon all this 
work on this paper. I was really amazed. I was 
\ 
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hit hard by that one, because I decided to 
completely break out on my own and do it well and 
here she is saying Wrong! Wrong! I even said, 
"But Mr. P- said this and he was the 9th grade 
teacher and we went over it." And she said "Yeah, 
but not in this context." And I can't remember 
what she said. I remember going home that night. 
I was looking at the paper and I was going to 
start a whole new paper, and I just said, "no, I'm 
not going to." I thought, I am really proud of 
what I did. I ended up typing it up, well, my 
mother typed it, and I handed it in and I got a C 
minus on it. I got a C minus on it because there 
were no spelling errors or anything like that. C 
was always the thing you got when there were no 
spelling errors or anything like that. And B is 
when you get better content. I was really amazed 
about that. I was really shocked about what she 
had said. And it was completely wrong. She is 
wrong. Even to this day, I can say, "She is 
wrong." Gatsby is a tragic hero (he laughs). 
Both Pierre and Mary Beth learned that through their 
writing may come some form of academic punishment. At a 
time of such intense personal growth, as in the secondary 
school years, students begin to realize that they will be 
criticized for independent thinking, and that writing is 
subject to intense scrutiny. Nonetheless, while they may 
have ultimately been punished with poor grades for what they 
wrote, Pierre and Mary Beth did learn to stand up for what 
they believed. At the same time, they perhaps learned to 
mistrust their writing teachers and to be cautious as they 
write in the future. 
Students like Pierre and Mary Beth learn from their 
previous experiences in secondary school the conventions of 
how to interact with their teachers about writing. When 
they get to college, the concept is often carried further by 
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professors who may often feel the need to more tightly 
control form, content, style and other specifications based 
upon their own definitions of writing, and more importantly, 
based upon their own concepts of "gatekeeping.” In both 
secondary school and in college, whether instructors use 
"process approaches" or not, there is often tension for 
students because they are writing to earn "the grade." 
To get that grade in college, students are charged with 
figuring out what each professor wants, and must, to a large 
extent, ignore their past experiences and expertise, always 
remembering that the professor is in charge and will dictate 
the final grade. While some instructors might argue that 
those attitudes model the editorial process in the real 
world and also force students to focus on specific content, 
one might question how students learn from such constant 
tension. Nonetheless, one can argue that professors are 
uniquely qualified to impart their wisdom to students in 
acting as the audience and assessor of a student's written 
work and that students may gather experiences which 
ultimately allow them to learn to pick and chose what will 
work for them in the future, when they write in the "real" 
world. 
I believe that the participants in this study give us 
further insight into this teacher-student tension, and make 
a case for teachers acting in less rigid ways in assessing 
student work. Brooke (1987), in fact, has shown that 
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students struggle with their social identity in the writing 
classroom, which would make it all the more important for 
instructors to find ways to ease tensions, such as grade 
anxiety. The tension (or the lack of relaxation) which one 
experiences when one writes to get a grade was such a 
dominant theme in the interviews that it seemed to control 
the process of learning to write. What occurs for students 
by the time they reach college is just as much a 
sophisticated process of tacit "negotiating” with professors 
as it is a writing process. The instructors are charged 
with assigning a grade on a written product and the students 
must produce a piece of work that will garner for them a 
high grade. This part of the "writing process"—which one 
might call "grade tension"—is a real part of the college 
experience for students. 
For the students in this study grade tension often 
began on the day a written assignment was given and 
progressed through various stages. For example, in a 
required third year writing course, Mary Beth Chambers spoke 
of getting a "personal narrative" writing assignment and not 
understanding "what the teacher wants," and having to go see 
him after class. Pierre spoke of writing a draft and taking 
it to the instructor to "see if it is what he wants." 
This negotiation often culminated in students taking their 
graded papers to instructors to find out what they "did 
wrong." The tension is focused on understanding what the 
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professor wants, as illustrated by the following experience 
of physical education major Kerri Stone: 
She (the writing teacher) loved commas and when 
she used them I thought why would I want a comma 
in such a short sentence? I mean I would look in 
dictionaries and in books and it said you didn't 
need commas in the places where she was putting 
them. And it seemed to me that it changed the way 
the sentence sounded. And this happened with 
other corrections too, like don't start a sentence 
with a particular word. But she (the teacher) 
never said why until the very last paper. Then, 
actually, I found out from another instructor that 
APA says this, and that's why you do it. Why 
didn't she tell me that? And that was my big 
argument; you can't just cross things off my paper 
and not tell me why and expect me to take it. 
Some people might just correct it but I'm not 
going to correct something unless I know why. 
Kerri's experience may very well characterize what it 
is like to write in college. Students have been trained to 
ask themselves: "what does this professor want?" Their job 
is to figure out how they can create the written product 
that will satisfy a professor's expectations, which causes a 
very real tension between teacher and student. As will be 
noted later, the process of writing often gets lost for 
students as they attempt to achieve the desired outcome 
required by their instructor. The outcome is very focused 
on the grade, as Pierre Lindros, the electrical engineering 
student, reminds us: 
You go to a teacher to find out what they want and 
there's nothing wrong with that because, you know, 
you learn. You take it (a paper) to her (an 
instructor). She takes it apart. And she asks 
you questions and you support yourself. . .You 
understand what you are saying. She knows what 
you are saying and why you are saying it. You go 
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to an instructor to show you are putting in more 
time, that you're putting in more effort, showing 
you want it (the grade) more. 
I agree with Pierre, that some students learn from the 
process. Among other things, ironically, they may learn 
that the teacher is not always right, which was the case in 
several instances already stated in this chapter. In the 
case that Pierre describes, however, a piece of written work 
serves in part as a mechanism for instructors to test a 
student's knowledge and for students to prove that they have 
"mastery” over a subject. It's also a way of constructing 
the image of a "good student" who deserves a good grade even 
if the final product is less than excellent. I believe, in 
fact, that in each of the models of interaction described so 
far that students probably learn something, including that 
the teacher may not always know what's best. 
But I am also uncomfortable with each of the 
interactions, despite what students may ultimately learn. 
Each reinforces a model of learning which seems to devalue 
student input and places teachers at the top of a hierarchy. 
However, it is important to note also that teachers 
shouldn't be "blamed" for devaluing the knowledge of their 
students. The historical precedent of the gatekeeping 
function of higher education makes it necessary for 
instructors to be overly critical of student work and most 
accept this gatekeeping role, which is, in part, what caused 
Peter Elbow (1973) to decry that he had encountered so few 
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good writing teachers. Professors and teachers are 
ultimately charged with ranking students and, subsequently, 
students are charged with making a good rank. The 
participants in this study articulate that very clearly. 
The current college model of professor-student interaction, 
despite what some students may ultimately learn, makes far 
too many feel marginalized and inept as writers. Yet a 
broad question is provoked by the tension phenomena: how 
does this tension impact on students' learning? 
It is obvious from these participants that too often 
the tension seems to come in direct conflict with the 
process of writing. Students may learn in writing class 
that "process" will help, but they learn through 
"studenthood" that products are what counts. This research 
seems to show that there is a tension between the two which 
is signaled by the "negotiation" which students undertake in 
order to achieve the desired outcome (the product). 
Negotiating with the teacher, aspects of which we have 
already seen in this chapter, can occur in various ways, 
with one side (the instructor) trying to get his or her 
vision of the final written product across to the other side 
(the student). 
One of the participants in the study—Randy Fletcher, 
an English major—describes what some might consider the 
most brutal of negotiations, that which other students might 
call a public humiliation. He tells of being in a classroom 
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and being "critiqued” publicly by the professor. What's 
especially compelling about this is that Randy feels 
strongly that this type of teacher-to-student tension 
actually helps his learning. Ironically, he doesn't view 
this as a negotiation; he views it as part of the learning 
process. He says: 
The only way you learn anything, to improve, is to 
find out what you don't do well, and to figure out 
how to do it well. And when I say "attack" the 
paper, I mean attack (in class). I mean the 
professor has to delve through the paper and tell 
you you did this wrong and this is how to make it 
better. Publicly, or whatever manner works. I 
have always been the kind of student that was done 
publicly, because it is cool by me. . .I am the 
pet whipping boy for a lot of the professors. And 
that is fine by me. I don't have a problem with 
that. . .It is a tricky job on the part of the 
professor and I know professors must struggle with 
it. You know, you don't want to see students get 
destroyed and I have seen students get destroyed. 
What Randy implies, is that the "public whipping boy" 
phenomenon is a pedagogical device which helps the other 
students learn what the teacher wants in writing 
assignments. The "process" that Randy describes is very 
"product" oriented. While one single student is left 
feeling the brunt of the negotiation, the rest supposedly 
learn something about the expectations of a particular 
teacher as to the final written product. What Randy is also 
saying is that individual students need a heavy-handed, 
prescriptive critiquing of their writing—either in public 
or elsewhere. Despite what he may have learned about 
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revising, or about other aspects of the writing process, he 
places an extraordinary value on the end product. 
School, and its traditional convention of grading, 
probably teaches students this value. No matter how much 
instruction in school and college focuses on process, it may 
be very difficult for students to apply that knowledge when 
the aims of education seem to contradict the aims of 
process, unless the only real aim of "writing process" is to 
create a product that satisfies the professor. 
All of the students in this study indicated that when 
they knew what the teacher wanted in the final product, they 
could write more easily. This, in itself, seems to 
contradict the philosophy of "writing process," as it 
relates to audience and purpose. Britton, et al. (1975) and 
Applebee (1981) both found that students most often write 
for the teacher in school. It is obvious that when students 
understand what product the teacher is looking for, they can 
avoid a certain amount of tension. When the participants 
knew what to give back to the teacher, they felt as if they 
would succeed. I believe that students have been taught to 
tacitly understand that schooling is as much (and probably 
more) about successfully mastering tasks (the written 
product) as it is about learning (the writing process). 
That is, students often frame their experiences as the ways 
in which they can accomplish a task in the easiest way 
possible. Knowing what the teacher wants and then giving it 
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to them is a way to "master a task," without necessarily 
engaging in creative or expansive thinking. 
Kerri Stone, a physical education major, describes 
another way in which an instructor attempts to impact the 
final written product. In the following, she explains how 
an instructor in her field intricately lays out 
specifications for an assignment: 
In our department (physical education teacher 
preparation). . .this one particular teacher gives 
us a sheet before we write a paper, saying exactly 
what she'd like in it, and sometimes even what 
order it should end up. You end up having no 
questions about how it should be written, which 
she needs to do with our class because some people 
just would not do things if she just said "Well 
let's try it this way." So she says (participant 
points) this, and this and this and this. And it 
works. When I have a paper like that I can write, 
I have no problems. If I am told, "Go write 
something," I have a hard time, but with this 
department they know what they want included. You 
can add other things and it's still your writing, 
but they are very specific about what they'd like 
to have included in a particular paper. And it is 
so easy to say, "Oh yeah, I can talk about that, 
and that, and that." Whereas I might not think of 
those things if they didn't tell me that they 
would like to know about it. 
By telling students exactly what to include in the 
paper, the instructor's need for harsh critiquing, such as 
in the "public whipping-boy" methodology described by Randy 
Fletcher, is minimalized. In fact, the process Kerri 
describes could be seen as a compelling way to use writing 
to learn content. Still, a question is raised in both Randy 
and Kerri's experiences; what is learned about the process 
of composing? 
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One possible answer is that students learn to please a 
professor and learn that, while things such as invention 
techniques and revising might be useful, the only thing that 
really matters is what the instructor wants in the final 
product. Furthermore, imagine that each professor in 
college were like a different editor for students, with a 
different set of expectations for a piece of writing. I'm 
afraid that with so many editors to please, students are 
left boiling down the "writing process" to its simplest 
objective: how do I succeed at mastering the task and 
getting a good grade? On the other hand, all the 
contradictions from different teachers may in fact free 
students from believing that teachers always know best. 
The participants in this study were constantly 
receiving mixed messages, not the least of which might be 
that because they are students their writing is really just 
a form of assessment, not really writing at all. While they 
might be learning, on the one hand, that they should revise 
their work and that they should behave more like real 
writers by employing writing processes, they are also 
learning that the realities of writing for a grade, for 
several instructors at once, often minimalize any attempt to 
validate the writing process. While students may know what 
they should do when they write, with all the attention these 
days on process, they may end up with extra tension, because 
the focus of school and college is still on the product. 
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Finding ways to ease that tension, in all its 
manifestations, may greatly reduce the anxiety that all 
students have, an anxiety which, I believe, greatly inhibits 
the development of both writing and thinking skills. 
The reality more often is that students don't enjoy 
writing, have reduced it down to the status of "busy work" 
and ultimately procrastinate. Procrastination seems to best 
define the stressful reality of school for students and the 
conflict it creates with writing and learning. Mary Beth 
Chambers reflects on that: 
You could put my name next to procrastination in 
the dictionary. I think to procrastinate means 
that you put things off and put them off to the 
last moment and you either do it and you do it all 
right or you do it in a half-assed way that you 
know is half-assed. I don't know why I 
procrastinate except that I feel like I work 
better under pressure. . .It obviously isn't a 
positive thing because it means I'm avoiding what 
I should be doing. A lot of times if you're asked 
to do something, even if you enjoy it, you avoid 
it, whether or not you like it, just because you 
were told to do it. 
Perhaps it's easy to criticize students like Mary Beth, 
but given the balancing act which she and other students 
must undertake with the multitude of courses they take 
simultaneously, it is no wonder that procrastination is such 
a big part of what it means to write in college and why 
students are so tense about it. With the exception of 
Pierre Lindros, every participant in this study held a 
part-time job along with their full-time loads at school. 
All, except for Bill Woo, indicated that they had a 
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"significant other” in their life. It is not hard, then, to 
understand that because students are so busy, they may put 
things off. Kerri Stone explains, as she discusses an 
assignment upon which she had recently procrastinated: 
I just had so much to do. I've been working (at 
my job) too many hours this semester. It wasn't 
clear what she wanted and I was just putting it 
off. It was one of those things that I needed the 
pressure of doing it. . . I have tons of writing 
to do in the next week but I haven't started and I 
was thinking of that today but I couldn't get 
started because I was just so burnt out. And then 
I feel like I just don't know where to start. . . 
I have to try to get myself back into being able 
to write . . . 
Kerri's comment reminds me that college was really 
never designed for the "working class” student. I know that 
there are plenty of stories from generations gone by, of 
people working and taking full-time courseloads at the same 
time. That doesn't mean it is the right practice and that 
the following experience of Peter Masko is any less valid: 
You see, I'm a procrastinator. . .I'm lazy (small 
laugh). I'll be as lazy as I can be. . .(I) put 
it off as long as possible, like two or three days 
before the paper is due and that's crunch time— 
when you actually start it. For me specifically, 
it's go and find some—do some research, if I have 
to—if it's a research paper. . .Usually, I've 
thought about the paper and kind of have an idea 
of what I'm gonna write about. You know, what I 'm 
gonna' say. And I usually try to find things that 
will help back it up. . .While I'm procrastinating 
about it, I”m also thinking about it. . .1 don't 
know if I like more pressure or not. It seems 
like if I do put it off long enough—too long—it 
seems like hell trying to get things done. And I 
usually do rush jobs that are, well, not the best 
work. . .1 can't think of a specific time, but I 
can think of plenty of times where I have done 
that. Where I've rushed and rushed and rushed, 
stayed up all night trying to write a paper for a 
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class. And getting it done. Reading it the next 
day and saying: "What was I thinking?” And then 
not having time to revise it. Whereas, if I'd 
taken the time, I'd started like, right when I got 
the assignment, I wouldn't have had to rush. I 
probably wouldn't have had to put off other 
things. 'Cause usually when you end up writing a 
paper within two days of the due date, you end up 
putting off other things that should be done at 
that time. It's an endless cycle. . .The majority 
of college students, I would say, in my 
experience, work that way. It's not right. I 
don't think it's right. 
The participants display a bit of guilt about 
procrastination. As I listened to each of them tell me 
about their lives, I wondered how they had time for 
anything, including the four and one-half hours of 
interviewing I was asking of them. As I listened to 
participants I thought of the "model” student who never 
procrastinates. One might ask if the participants who share 
their experiences on this theme are the exception, or the 
rule. With the pace of life in the 1990's, and the elevated 
competitiveness for good jobs after graduation, these 
participants are most likely the rule, not the exception. I 
believe it is harder on students than ever before to balance 
the demands, which makes it more vital for professors to 
think carefully about what kind of writing they are 
assigning, and why. Corbett (1991), in fact, states that it 
is essential that teachers listen to students and pay 
attention to their needs and insecurities. If students are 
to appreciate writing, and develop a skill for it, it must 
have a meaning beyond "task mastering,” and "cranking it 
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out." The real world in which our students live and work 
must not be ignored. 
Mastering Tasks and Cranking out Papers: 
When Writing Feels Wrong to Students 
Ranking, sorting and grading students has long been 
accepted "as the way things are," especially in the public 
schools, despite attempts in the Sixties, and perhaps at 
other points in history, to change things. In college, in 
fact, educators seem to have always regarded those tasks as 
important functions of schooling. Witness the phenomena of 
"flunk out" courses and of grade point averages. 
Nonetheless, the tension that is manifested in such an 
educational system is very real and potentially denies even 
bright students, such as some of the participants in this 
study, from fully developing their skills as writers. The 
participants in this study show that this type of 
educational system produces a "task mastering" mentality. 
The result is that the writing that students do doesn't 
usually matter to them and the academy seems to foster that 
attitude, as indicated by Peter Masko : 
It's like, "Here, go write about something that 
you have no interest in so that you feel like it's 
a waste of time and so you end up not doing your 
best work. . .1 mean you have a lot of teachers 
who say, "Write about this—this ONE thing. 
Everyone! All of you write about this one thing." 
And they get 25 different papers, or whatever, on 
the same thing. What is that? You know? 
Granted, the teacher may learn something about 
that one thing, but basically—usually it's 
something that the teacher already knows about. 
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Peter indicates that writing assignments often require 
students to write about something that the teacher knows 
more about than they do and, furthermore, about which the 
teacher will be reading an abundance of papers. 
Furthermore, having all students write on the same thing 
makes it easier for instructors to rank order them. Not 
only will this cause students to feel distanced from what 
they write, it also seems to contradict recent research and 
theory on learning to write. That is, the writing 
experience described by Peter defines the teacher as the 
audience for his writing and Peter defines his purpose for 
writing as assessment of his knowledge on a single subject. 
This tends to cause students to lose their personal 
identity, which can be inhibiting, as was suggested by Fox 
(1990). 
Teachers need to trust that students have personal 
knowledge which they can apply to their writing and to their 
thinking. Shaughnessy (1977) suggested that this is 
important to remember when teaching basic writing students 
and I believe that it applies to all students. The 
traditional college student is at a very tender age in his 
or her development as a person. He or she has been taught 
that school can be full of harsh punishments and that what 
s/he knows is of far lesser value than what the professor 
knows. Is it any wonder that student egos are fragile, most 
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especially when it relates to writing, which has been 
constantly criticized by teachers, who know far more about a 
specialized topic than they do? Valerie Hughes, for 
instance, offers the following critique. She said that a 
lot of what she writes for college is "bullshit.” It could 
be said that students learn to write "bullshit" because it 
is the safest thing to do in school: 
Bullshit is not really believing what you're 
writing, or caring about what you're writing. To 
me that's bullshit. It may be correct. It may be 
critical, or not critical. It may be correct and 
interesting. It may even be enlightening, but it 
doesn't mean shit to me. It doesn't mean anything 
to me. . .1 did it (bullshitting) quite a lot 
freshman and sophomore year and did perfectly 
fine. . .1 don't like getting away with it. I 
would rather be held accountable or something. . 
.Too many assignments are given where you know 
wherever that person is on the other end—whoever 
that thing is on the other end that's reading it, 
doesn't really care what you're saying or how 
you're saying it, but just that you're getting it 
done. And that you're getting it done with some 
effort. 
Valerie suggests that there is an assumed belief by 
students that their professors often don't really care about 
what they write. In short, too much of what students are 
asked to write doesn't have any real meaning—not to the 
professor, nor to them as individual writers. Students like 
Valerie say that they don't like writing "bullshit" yet 
instructors assess students, assign writing (as with Peter's 
experience) and interact with students' written work, in 
ways which seem to encourage "bullshit." Instructors are 
not necessarily to be blamed, since the system has asked 
them to teach large classes in which they must end up 
ranking students as to their purported ability in a certain 
subj ect. 
Randy Fletcher, the English major, offers an insight on 
what students may feel. Recall that Randy is a fairly 
successful student who has expressed strong opinions on the 
need for teachers to emphasize correctness in student 
writing. Yet he is left with a certain cynicism: 
. . .As high and mighty as you may think this 
whole educational thing to be, it is really not 
all that huge a deal. A lot of people have a 
vision of how it is like in this place, where you 
sit around learning wonderful things at every turn 
and everything is a magnificent learning 
experience. What it all boils down to is that you 
learn how to just crank out a paper, which 
shatters that illusion and that is accepting 
reality. Many things may be great learning 
experiences, but a lot more things are just "do it 
and get through." And learning how to crank out a 
paper is a reflection of that. Do it and get 
through. I think that is true of everything in 
the entire world. That 10 % of it s really good, 
and 90% of it is just killing time before you die. 
It is just a reflection of that. . .It may sound 
callous to say that you can sit down and pop out a 
five page paper in 20 minutes, that will get you a 
'B' and get you by. But you reach a point where 
you say: "This is what I want and this is what I 
have to do to achieve it"... In almost any 
situation in life, you go and sit down and ask 
yourself the question, "What do I need to do 
here? What is demanded of me here and what do I 
need to do to fulfil that demand?" As opposed to 
a sort of idealistic, "What should I do? What is 
the real meaning behind this?" A very practical 
kind of skill. And people that have learned how 
to crank out papers have learned that skill. 
Learning to "crank out a paper" doesn't seem to be the 
kind of experience with which most professors want students 
to leave college. Yet, is that the reality which professors 
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must accept? Or is it possible that writing assignments are 
the potential vehicle for making learning more meaningful to 
students. Scholars such as Donald Murray (1969) would say, 
in fact, that teachers can achieve that by treating students 
like real writers. 
At the very least, college might give students a 
variety of experiences with writing, more of which give 
students the opportunity to write about things in which they 
are interested, and hence give them skills that have 
potential for lifetime use. Recall again the comment by 
Mary Beth Chambers which I cited on the first page of this 
dissertation: 
I think if you're a 22 year old person that's been 
in school almost all your life, it's pretty hard 
to tap that creative source that's gonna' make it 
more interesting. Even if you've got a great 
professor that has great assignments and is really 
into your writing and just really into hearing 
what you have to say and doesn't want it to be 
dry, wants a lot of self-expression; you're a 22 
year old person that has had conformity stressed 
all your life. It's pretty hard to tap that, that 
real natural, imaginative person in here (she 
points to her head). 
Mary Beth indicates just how difficult it might be for 
students to get beyond cranking it out. She blames a system 
which promotes conformity. To get good grades it is 
necessary to conform, and those who are particularly 
talented at conformity, and at working under pressure, get 
rewarded and those who don't are often seen as failures. 
Writing in college, highly influenced by the writing in 
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secondary school which precedes it, is measured by grades, 
and not by motive nor by the quality of the learning 
experience. By virtue of their studenthood, and the 
subsequent expertise that they have developed at being 
student writers, students are locked into roles which often 
contradict sound pedagogy. Furthermore, as Anson (1988) 
suggests, students are forced to accept the ideology of the 
authority figure (i.e. the teacher), as it relates to 
writing style as well as content. Hence, most of the 
writing students do "conforms” to the system and it is, as 
Mary Beth suggests, "pretty hard to tap. . .that real, 
imaginative person in there." 
Writing as a Positive Experience; 
When Writing Works for Students 
Yet somehow there is that 10% of the time, as Randy 
Fletcher claims, when writing "is really good." For the 
participants in this study writing is good when the 
experience of writing, learning and personal growth are made 
more relevant than the product and the final grade. Based 
on these participants, however, these types of experiences 
are rare. When it does occur, a major reason is that 
students' interactions with their instructors are— 
surprise!—void of the tension discussed in section I of 
this chapter. When student/instructor interaction is seen 
as nurturing or advisory it seems to help students value and 
succeed at the writing they do. When it is fraught with the 
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tension alluded to previously, it can be devastating for 
students. 
I would say that the participants are asking that their 
professors adjust their focus somewhat away from student 
texts and onto student persons. They indicate that writing 
conferences, and other personal contact which is sincere and 
caring, have potential to engage them in the process of 
writing. It would seem that the positive personal 
interaction with instructors shifts the emphasis away from 
the written product and onto the writing experience. It 
would shift students away from what McCarthy(1987) has 
identified as finding out what the teacher wants and then 
giving it to them. 
When students in this study spoke of writing as a 
positive experience, it was just that—an experience, not 
just an academic task to be mastered, or a product to be 
produced. The following experience, conveyed by elementary 
education major Mary Beth Chambers, seems to characterize 
elements of what I would call a "positive" writing 
experience. The experience worked because she felt that the 
teacher cared about her and hence the interaction succeeded. 
Mary Beth seemed to trust that this instructor had Mary 
Beth's best interest at heart in her writing for an 
anthropology course: 
I had to do a real research paper and it had to be 
substantial research. I had to form a thesis and 
I had to really do it. And I went away over 
spring break and I wrote it on Amnesty 
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International's involvement in South Africa and 
when I got back from break I handed it in and I 
felt great about the paper and she handed it back 
and I got a ”D" and I was floored and, you know, 
she was a great teacher, and I went to her and I 
said, "What is this 'D'?” And she said, "What is 
this research paper? It's not research. It's your 
own feelings about Amnesty International in South 
Africa. This is not research." So she said to 
take the smallest part of the paper and write 
about it and do research on that and she had me 
rewrite the paper and I got a B+ and it was the 
best thing that I ever did—the hardest I've ever 
worked on a paper. . . She (the professor) knew 
that I was a bright person and she knew when I was 
lazy and not doing the work to the best of my 
ability. She didn't make me feel like shit about 
it. . . 
One key to success for Mary Beth, I later discovered, 
was that her anthropology professor was also her initial 
academic advisor at the University. Because of that, Mary 
Beth felt as if they had a significant relationship, the 
type which is difficult for most students and professors to 
establish. That would concur with Richie's (1989) findings 
that reveal that instructors face difficulty deciding what 
type of role to play with beginning writers. From Mary 
Beth's experience, one might say that learning to compose 
requires "advisor-advisee" roles rather than the classic 
"teacher-pupil" relationship. In that way, writing becomes 
more meaningful to the student and the "tension" alluded to 
earlier in this chapter is a positive tension. Furthermore, 
such a relationship allows instructors to help in creating a 
writing experience which will work for students. 
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The core of the advisor-advisee approach is that 
instructors have some knowledge of the experiences of 
individual student-writers, rather than assuming a few 
generalizations which apply to all. The anthropology 
instructor's approach with Mary Beth may not have worked 
with another student, or even for Mary Beth with another 
instructor, as it might not for Valerie Hughes who, despite 
complications with other instructors, had an experience 
similar to Mary Beth's when she wrote, and worked with, an 
instructor in an independent study political science course: 
I just think Gloria was really concerned about our 
writing improving. She didn't think anything was 
wrong with our content. She liked our ideas and 
made that very clear. Like to me, she made it 
clear that. . ."You're a very intelligent person, 
Valerie, and I enjoyed having you in the class. . 
.but your writing could be improved, you could be 
so much better at your writing. Let's get your 
writing up there." So I felt like, "Yeah! Let's 
get my writing up there, you know?" 
Within the confines of these graded courses, the experiences 
of Valerie and Mary Beth give some sense of hope. But it is 
hard to imagine that professors across the curriculum have 
time for each of their students throughout a semester. 
Nonetheless, there are hints that if instructors would, in 
general, engage and try to know more about their students 
and about their potentialities, they might be able to 
occasionally inspire writing. 
Beyond feeling inspired, and feeling a sense of 
individual attention and concern from their instructors, the 
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participants also indicated that "writing to learn," a 
recently articulated pedagogical strategy which recommends 
that students write to understand content and clarify ideas 
without particular attention to a final written product, may 
move students beyond just "cranking it out." The students 
in this study, quite simply, like it and seem to feel that 
it shows that instructors value their experiences with 
writing. For example, note the following insight of Bill 
Woo, an economics major. Through our interview process, he 
had reached an understanding of writing and demonstrated 
that it was necessary to "write to learn." His instructor 
might hope to capitalize on such an insight. He says: 
I have a multi-definition of writing. So, like 
"real writing" is different from "writing-writing" 
. . .The diagrams that we do in economics or that 
they do in engineering is "writing-writing"; it's 
not "real writing." So real writing is essays or 
something synonymous to that—paragraphs and the 
like. "Writing-writing" is in a general sense 
anything on paper. . .(For example) Tuesday in an 
economics exam there were three short essay 
questions where the professor drew a graph for us 
which would be called "writing-writing" and it was 
a five part question and one of the parts was to 
shift the curves in the graph of say one of the 
federal policies—if it would be increased or 
decreased. Another part of the exam was to 
explain that in words. So it was kinda' a little 
bit of both. You know, you had to not only graph 
it and show it with "writing-writing" but also do 
"real writing". The professor made us do that so 
we would actually understand it. Because, whereas 
somebody could just go and open up the book and 
look at the graphs and diagrams and not have to do 
any of the reading at all. That's meaningless. 
If you can write it out then it actually shows 
that you know what you're talking about. Instead 
of just drawing these pictures. 
Bill Woo implies that writing can be used simply to 
clarify learning and that students can be trusted, with 
teachers' guidance, to leap to places higher in the world of 
thinking and knowing. They'll do so when teachers let them 
use their intuition and imagination in combination with 
their cognition and their intellect, such as the following 
experience, also a "writing to learn" experience, described 
briefly by Kerri Stone: 
We had to read some articles about what they've 
decided good teaching is. All the different 
philosophies. And then we had to use all those 
writings to decide what kind of a teacher we were. 
So based on the little bit of coaching and 
teaching I had done, I picked the kind of teacher 
I was. So that was a writing assignment—to 
reflect on our teaching philosophy. I enjoyed 
learning about that. 
When a student reaches that kind of understanding about 
writing, and about how it can help him or her, future 
composing tasks have the potential to be personally 
meaningful. Unfortunately, students seem to just write and 
write and write and have little time to reflect on their 
experiences. Even if they have had an experience that was 
"positive," there is little time to understand why and there 
are too few courses in which the experience of writing is 
fully utilized. Too often, writing occurs in the way that 
Randy Fletcher describes below: 
In Shakespeare class, the professor didn't talk 
about writing. Not even a little bit and that 
really annoyed me. I mean, you take Shakespeare 
for two reasons in an undergraduate English 
department. Number one, because you want to take 
Shakespeare and there are great messages to be 
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learned, and number two, because you learn how to 
become a better reader, a better writer, a better 
critical thinker. And this instructor spoke not 
at all about any of those three skills. The guy 
did not even comment on my papers . 
Randy then compares the Shakespeare class to an 
experience that for him was more purposeful, even though it 
was the type of experience that I have identified before as 
"the public whipping boy" experience. He states: 
(On the other hand), there was the Chaucer class. 
(The professor) said that undergraduate English 
courses are for reading great books and to get 
great messages and more importantly they are to 
learn skills. And, he said, that is why we are 
here; we are here to learn the skills; that is why 
you should take my Chaucer class. . .After we 
wrote a paper he would be very critical of those 
people that he could get away with it—like me. 
He would, for example, pull out, whip out my paper 
and say: All right now we will read Randy's paper 
and see where he totally screwed-up. He would go 
to a weak part of my paper and read it for the 
class. . .He would find a hole in my argument, an 
underdeveloped idea, a poorly phrased statement, 
an undefended assertion. Things of that nature. 
We have learned that the experiences of individual 
writers vary. The above experience for Randy Fletcher would 
most likely have devastated Valerie Hughes and many other 
students. However, Randy felt that he was writing to learn 
content as well as writing to learn skills. Both he and his 
instructor were conscious of that. I believe that the 
message is clear; students do not want their professors to 
be silent about writing. Somehow, they must demonstrate 
that the writing students do is being read and that it is 
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safe for students to interact with them about their writing 
and to learn from it. 
I would suggest further, however, that Randy Fletcher's 
attitude is the exception and that for many other students 
the type of critique he describes would only reinforce 
negative assumptions about writing. Students have been 
extremely damaged by the critiquing of their writing, and 
finding a positive experience in school and college is 
hindered because of over-critiquing and grading. Yet 
students do have meaningful experiences, when they are 
"writing to learn,” when they have positive interactions 
with their instructors, and also when they experience 
personal growth through writing. 
In general, when writing seemed to validate the "whole 
person,” students made great discoveries about themselves, 
and they felt good about writing. This validation occurred 
when students' past experiences were utilized and when 
instructors were able to use writing for students' continued 
growth as persons. Kerri Stone speaks about a rather 
"classical” college course experience which worked for her 
because it honored her personal experiences. 
I was trying to get into a literature class of 
some sort, so I didn't get the thing I wanted, so 
I took an American Studies class—African American 
literature—which was the only thing open and it 
turned out to be wonderful. I had no idea what it 
would be like. . .The writing was—in a way—it 
was hard, but I also started using a computer at 
that time. . .So it was like, "Yeah, I can do 
that,” and the things we were reading like Uncle 
Tom's Cabin and the classics that I had never even 
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read I found fascinating. I mean, I was just 
really able to get into it and I was able to 
reflect . . .A lot of the papers were comparing 
different things and so the person who taught it— 
it was a black man—we agreed, we were on the 
same level. I think a lot of people in that class 
weren't looking deep enough. . .1 wasn't quite 
sure if what I was writing was what he was getting 
at in class, but I felt like, "This is what I 
think he means. This is what I think he wants us 
to talk about. This is what he wants us to see." 
And luckily it was what he was hoping we'd get out 
of it. 
Professors hope to connect to their students in the way 
that Kerri has described. Too many times, writing seems 
just like busy work to students. I wrote on my notes when 
interviewing Kerri, that the above reflection on her 
literature course was an "animated moment," one of the few 
in her entire interview. In trying to understand why, I 
discovered that Kerri's parents had been active in the civil 
rights movement and that she herself grew up in inner city 
areas of Philadelphia and Hartford. Her experiences 
included many friendships with African Americans. She had 
connected internally to a topic of personal meaning and 
experienced personal growth as a result of it. 
It is interesting, though, that Kerri accidentally 
registered for the American Studies course, which ultimately 
proved to be successful for her. I have learned in this 
research that a lot of what is good about writing and 
learning in college happens by accident, without a great 
deal of reflection. I think that both students and 
professors have become so cynical that neither expects much. 
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However, if the process of writing were more carefully and 
actively reflected upon in courses, students might learn 
what they like to write and why, and they may be able to 
apply that knowledge to their composing in other courses. 
Faigley and Hanson (1984) stress that instructors must 
recognize that writing helps to define a discipline and 
suggest the synthesizing of writing instruction with 
discipline-specific knowledge. 
Bill Woo reached the following understanding in our 
interviews as he related a story of writing in his 
psychology course. The writing worked for Bill because it 
honored his experiences. He appreciated that. 
Every Monday we have to turn in a one or two page 
paper. I'll find that I go to the lecture and 
I'll try to pick out something that the professor 
says that I can relate to and I'll just write 
about that. But at first no one in the class knew 
what the professor wanted. . .and he would just 
tell his TA's to grade us pretty easy, since we 
didn't know what to write about. So at first I 
wrote about things in the book but after I got the 
first paper back, the teacher said she didn't want 
that. She wrote something like, "Don't tell me 
about what you read, try to see how the material 
relates to something you've experienced." So I 
changed my style. I figured that they don't want 
anything from the book because they have access to 
the book, so I guess I'll just pick something, an 
example that he mentions in class and I found it's 
working pretty good because I have been getting 10 
out of 10. I'm happy. 
Bill's case is one where "his experiences" mattered, 
yet no one really told him; he had to figure it out for 
himself. Despite that, he did figure out what worked and 
was rewarded with high grades. Bill wasn't able to tell me 
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why the teacher was interested in his experiences. Did she 
think it would help him master the content? It would appear 
that the writing was meaningful to Bill, but one wonders if 
he will be able to apply it to any other courses. At what 
other times in his learning will his experiences matter when 
he writes? When should he use writing as a means to 
learning the material? Perhaps the assumption, erroneous as 
it may be, is that Bill will figure out the answers to these 
questions for himself. 
Bill Woo's story of writing in psychology is shared 
because, despite some of the questions about why this type 
of writing was being done (Bill couldn't explain in the 
interviews), it does demonstrate a potential alternative for 
making writing practical and engaging to students. 
Similarly, Valerie Hughes offers another anecdote which 
relates when writing can be used as more than just task 
mastering. Before encountering this kind of experience, 
Valerie had never really seen writing in this light. Here 
was a kind of writing which was not going to be assessed but 
which still seemed to matter to the professor, and to the 
student. 
In education classes you free write, free write. 
You free write and you free write. And when I 
first had a class, we'd free write, I thought this 
is so stupid. What is he (the instructor) saying? 
"Just write what you feel." I'm like, "What!". . 
.But you know, it's like. . .your free writing 
wouldn't get marked up because it was used to get 
ideas from. And all of a sudden I remember one 
teacher said, "You are the text. You are the 
text." In education classes, that's what it is. . 
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.You are the text. And your writing is just like 
good and bad. It's good because you really get to 
say what you think no matter what it looks like on 
paper. . . 
Valerie's insight is a good one on which to conclude 
the data presentation part of this dissertation. "You are 
the text,” may seem a bit flaky and Valerie, in fact, wasn't 
sure how to value her free writing experience given how 
different it was from her past experiences. I would argue 
that the audience of academic writing is most often simply 
"the professor," and is overly narrow. Students need to 
experience writing as something much more than that so that 
their college learning, and their future development as a 
human being has greater potential for success. Students 
need more experiences that encourage their "becoming the 
text," in the ways that Valerie, Bill and Kerri describe. 
It may very well provide a balance currently lacking when 
universities teach minds and not persons. 
Summary 
From reviewing the existing literature, I believe that 
I can say with some degree of confidence that the profiles 
in this study represent the most sustained narratives of 
student voices that I have ever encountered in research on 
college writing. The knowledge that is imparted in those 
profiles is powerful, because no matter what interpretation 
we bring to them, they bring us closer to the actual 
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experience of writing, and learning to write, in college. 
We can begin to know what it is really like for students. 
I believe that the experiences of these writers, as 
articulated in both the profiles and in the "thematic data," 
show us that experiences are much more complex than we might 
have thought. Previously, college writers have been studied 
only in the most narrow contexts, while actually composing 
text, or in connection to aspects of a particular course or 
assignment. Many of the factors that influence writing, 
such as interacting with the instructor, less evident in 
such studies, prove to be significant in this one. 
The participants in this study also have a well-founded 
understanding of which kinds of writing experiences work for 
them and which don't. The experience of school and college 
as a bureaucratic enterprise of grading and sorting has 
influenced their perceptions and judgements and has caused 
them too often to view writing as simply a task to be 
completed. Nonetheless, there are times when writing in 
college has meant more than that, and it is pleasing to know 
when students feel their writing experience has meant 
something to their learning or to their personal growth. 
The seven interviews conducted for this study do not 
constitute a large enough sample to make any profound 
generalizations. But it is the nature of phenomenology, in 
any case, to resist such generalizing and to focus on the 
experiences and stories of individual human beings. I 
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believe, nonetheless, that the human beings in this study do 
have something to tell us about the experience of writing in 
college. Mostly, I would hope that individual readers take 
seriously the words of the participants in the study. Also, 
I believe that there are some implications to be garnered 
from their words, which I wish to share in the next, and 
final, section of this dissertation. 
Implications for Teaching and for Research 
While both college students and teachers are placed 
within the confines of a system that causes them to be at 
odds in giving and receiving grades, it is important to 
remember that this study didn't ask what it was like for 
teachers. Hence, I am sensitive to concerns about "bashing” 
teachers and telling them what they ought to be doing, not 
only because I am a college teacher myself, but because I 
believe too many research reports end up condemning 
teachers. Nonetheless, there are implications I would like 
to suggest for teachers which may make it possible for them 
to incorporate into their teaching the real needs and past 
experiences of their students. 
First, there is the general area of making writing 
assignments, particularly in courses outside of the 
composition curriculum, in what is commonly called the 
general education curriculum of the first two years of 
college. I think it is important for those subject 
instructors to remember that students often tacitly use 
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their initial writing assignments, and even subsequent 
writing in a course, to "find out what a teacher wants." I 
believe that teachers could be conscious of that and use 
early assignments in courses to encourage experimentation 
with style and content. They can also actively "negotiate"; 
that is, to make (the current jargon is "empower") students 
feel they have more to contribute to such negotiation than 
just uncovering what the professor wants. The experiences 
of the participants of this study indicate that writing is a 
more worthwhile endeavor when students have control over the 
outcomes, while teachers encourage them, guide them, and 
hold them accountable throughout the process. 
Second, I believe that college writing teachers in 
composition, and across the disciplines, could ask their 
students about the experiences they have had writing in 
general, and in the particular field being studied. These 
experiences could be discussed in class and in conferences 
with individual students. Within that framework, I believe 
that early assignments can be ungraded and that both 
teachers and students should be clear that "they are 
negotiating" acceptable standards of style and content, 
given the experiences of the students and the expectations 
of the teacher. The participants in this study often felt a 
conflict in trying to "give the teacher what s/he wants" 
when one thing is acceptable to one teacher and not to 
another. 
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Of course, I realize that it is difficult to meet with 
students in large classes and to give the kind of attention 
I suggest is necessary in order to validate their 
experiences. But I would suggest that canceling classes at 
times and meeting with students in small groups are 
legitimate alternatives even with large classes. This 
research, in fact, may make a strong argument in favor of 
small class size, which is the third recommendation. That 
is, if institutions are concerned with teaching students 
writing, class size is more than just a bureaucratic issue. 
It is a pedagogic reform which needs to be fought for. I 
believe that fighting for smaller classes is one of the most 
obvious and least articulated needs in the teaching and 
learning of writing. I think that this research makes the 
case even stronger. 
Fourth, while educators have gone through a recursive 
process of emphasizing and de-emphasizing grades over the 
decades. I think that this research indicates heretofore 
unknown damages done to students by our desire to rank and 
sort them. When the aim of education for students is to 
collect, as if it were material wealth, the highest grades 
possible, students, even the very good ones, don't care 
about learning. I believe that portfolio assessment 
(Yancey, 1992; Elbow & Belanoff, 1986) in composition and 
elsewhere is a much more humane way to assess students. 
Essentially, portfolios allow teachers to focus on overall 
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development of written work rather than on issues which 
ultimately seem nit-picky to students. Portfolios, when 
properly utilized, honor the process of writing throughout 
the semester, rather than only the product which students 
are wont to crank out. 
Fifth, regarding recommendations for teaching, the 
interviewing process, and the construction of profiles and 
themes has made me terribly conscious that most of our 
traditionally aged (18-21) college students are still trying 
to figure out their lives, while at the same time trying to 
learn the language and content of various disciplines. I 
believe, in secondary school as well as in college, that 
academic and personal learning need to be more connected. 
It is important for teachers to help students be better 
persons, to discover their own definitions of "better," and 
to relate that to what they are studying—most particularly 
in the general education curriculum. Writing has the value 
of being the "connector," but it will be up to educators to 
redefine what counts as academic writing. To do any less is 
to continue to send people into the world with little sense 
of how they can gain purpose in their lives. 
My final recommendation concerns writing program 
development. Currently, I believe that writing programs 
devalue diversity in writing curriculum. Students sign up 
for any one of a multitude of "freshman writing" courses, 
often without a clue as to what to expect, unless it is 
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word-of-mouth advice from a classmate or advisor about a 
particular teacher. Some writing programs attempt to unify 
their programs, so at least students know generally what 
they'll be getting, but most do not even do that. 
This research has taught me that students differ in 
what they like and how they learn, what they want to write 
about and what they want the teacher's role to be in the 
writing process. While every writing course (and "non¬ 
writing” course) ought to show students new experiences, 
every writing course ought to also build on what a student 
already knows and likes. If student experiences are 
validated and objectified, students will be able to make 
choices as to what type of writing course to take and, for 
that matter, what kind of courses to take across the general 
education curriculum (where writing is typically a major 
component). 
I am not prepared to recommend that professors spell 
out the minutia of their teaching styles in course catalogs 
or on syllabi. I do recommend, however, that there be 
options for students and that department heads and writing 
program administrators seek to give the freshman writing 
course, and others, titles and descriptions which reflect 
with more exactness and detail the type of course a student 
will be taking. I believe that students need as much 
information as possible to help them get the experiences 
they need in learning to write. 
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Recommendations for future research emerging from this 
study include the following: First is that studies 
utilizing the same question as this study be carried out 
focusing on: a) African American students, b) basic writing 
students, and c) women students. The women participants in 
this study led me to believe that there are some issues of 
relevance which I was not able to fully develop. Especially 
in the cases of participants Valerie Hughes and Mary Beth 
Chambers, issues emerged in undertaking writing assignments 
for male teachers which made me aware of some potential 
gender bias. The experiences of women may contrast to those 
of men and it is important to examine this issue more fully. 
A great failure of this study is its lack of African 
American student participants. I believe that the issues 
revealed here may be especially relevant to Blacks. That 
is, failures of the system, in terms of ranking, sorting and 
grading, may affect those student even more than they do 
others. Therefore, a phenomenological study, using in-depth 
interviews of African American student writers, would be an 
extremely valuable contribution. 
Similarly, a study of the experiences of basic writers, 
the assumed lowest level of writers in a university, needs 
to be undertaken. There is, no doubt, a wealth of untold 
stories to be revealed by this population. The issues that 
affect them would most certainly differ from those revealed 
by a population of fairly successful students. 
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Finally, this research implies the need for more study 
of students' experiences as writers in college. That may 
imply a larger study, using the same methodology, but it may 
also imply using other methodologies which focus on issues 
revealed here, such as teacher-student interaction, student 
procrastination and the connection of grades, and their 
elimination, to student writing development. 
Concluding Remarks 
Undertaking this research has made me a better teacher. 
Since undertaking the very first interviews I have become 
much more aware of what it is like to be a student writer 
and I strive to bring that awareness to all of my 
interactions with my students. But I am still too distanced 
from my students, because there are so many of them and 
because it is just so hard to bring the human elements, 
which this research brings to light, to bear upon my 
everyday teaching life. I hope that I can become a more 
humble teacher and seek to serve my students more by asking 
them what their writing is like for them, and why. 
Finally, there are many institutional constraints which 
don't allow us, as teachers, to listen to our students and 
to treat them in humane ways. I believe that we are all 
victims of rather outdated conventions such as ranking and 
grading students, matters which, if we challenge them, make 
us vulnerable to the point that we might even lose our jobs. 
Hence, it is important to be supportive of those who do 
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attempt changes and not overly antagonistic to those who do 
not support our own positions. Demonstrating that we can 
listen to one another might be the most noble thing we can 
do for our students and might train us to listen to them as 
well. 
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